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PREFACE 

The following report summarizes the results of an 18-month research program on 
geologic applications of data from the NASA Earth Resources Technology Satellite 
(ERTS-1). The Argus Exploration Company test site traverses the southern 
Basin Range Province from the Sierra Nevada to the western Colorado Plateau in 
parts of eastern California, southern Nevada, southwestern Utah and northwestern 
Arizona. 

The following objectives define the scope of this investigation: 

1. Analysis, interpretation and evaluation of ERTS-1 MSS data for use in 
the study of regional crustal structure and related geologic phenomena. 

2. Field investigation and literature research to support imagery interpre- 
tation and to evaluate the origins L D ~  significance of anomalies 
recognized in ERTS-1 MSS data. Evaluation of potential applications 
of ERTS-1 data to natural resource exploration and management. 

3. Comparison and evaluation of selected spacecraft and aerial remote 
sensing imagery over the test site. Experimentation with image en- 
hancement and analysis techniques. 

The results of this investigation support the following conclusions: 

1. The synoptic scale of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery has permitted the 
recognition of large geologic features, trends and patterns often 
obscured by detail at the scale of low altitude aerial photography o r  
conventional geologic mapping. These anomalies are expressed in 
ERTS-1 imagery by such characteristics a s  surface coloring and texture, 
topography and vegetation patterns. Ground based reconnaissance of 
anomalies recognized in ERTS-1 imagery has resulted in identification 
of previously unreported strike-slip and normal fault systems, 
structural ground water traps, dike swarms, domal plutonic structures, 
vo1cani.c centers, and areas of hydrothermal alteration. 

2. Using ERTS-1 MSS imagery, the Cenozoic tectonic framework of ihe 
test site has been studied at a scale and level of detail not possible 
using available tectonic map compilations. This study has documented 
an interrelationship betweenthe Cenozoic tectonics of the southern 
Basin Range Pr . h c e  and the regional distribution of seismic activity, 
volcanism, plutonism and related mineralization and geothermal 
activity. This research has resulted in new concepts of Basin Range 
tectonics and related structural control of igneous activity and mineral- 
ization. 

3. Several image enhancement techniques have been developed for effective 
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analysis of the ERTS-1 data. High resolution fa lse-c~lor  compositing 
of multispectral imagery, with precise control of image color balance 
and contrast range, has been a primary tool. Edge enhancement 
printing ha? proven useful for studying structural trends expressed by 
patterns of topography and drainage. False-color spectral ratio 
imaging has been effective for enhancing subtle reflectance differences 
between rock and soil types, and in studying the distribution and density 
of vegetation. 

4. A primary limitation of the ERTS-1 imagery has been in studying at a 
local scale, geologic and structural features such as  folds, foliation 
and irregular lithologic contacts. Although large exposures of surface 
material can often be distinguished by color, texture or  erosionxl 
morphology, specific rock o r  soil types cannot generally be identified 
by composition. Surface coloring and small structural features are  
easily masked by vegetation. 

5.  The repetitive ERTS-1 imagery coverage has provided unique informa- 
tion related to seasonal changes of vegetation patterns and varied 
illurnhation of topography. Similar repetitive aircraft imagery has 
not generally been available. However, the scale and resolution of 
available U-2 photography and SIAR have proven useful for guiding 
detailed laboratory and field studies of geologic and structural 
anomalies interpreted in the ERTS-1 data. 

6. ERTS-1 MSS imagery can be a valuable tool for reconnaissance explor- 
ation of mineral, geothermal and ground water resources, and for 
regional study of geologic hazards. Used as  part of an integrated 
exploration or research program, anomalies selected from ERTS-1 
data can be economically narrowed and evaluated using a variety of 
geophysical, geochemical and geologic techniques . Within the geologic 
and climatic terrane of the test site, the use of ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
in natural resource exploration and management i s  estimated to permit 
cost savings of approximately 10 to 1 over conventional reconnaissance 
techniques. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Objectives : 

The following report summarizes the results of an eighteenmonth investigation of 
geologic applications of data from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite 

This investigation was undertaken wfth the following objectives: 

Analysis, interpretation and evaluatio~ of ERTS-1 MSS data for use in 
the study of regional crustal structure and related geologic phenomena. 

Field investigation and literature research to - upport imagery interpre- 
tation and to evaluate the origins and significance of anomalies recog- 
nized in ERTS-1 data. Evaluation of potential applications of ERmS-1 
data to natural resource exploration and management. 

Comp'arison of selected spacecraft and aerial remote sensing irr.agery 
over the test site. Experimentation with image enhancement and 
analysis techniques. 

The Argus Exploration Company test site occupies an area of more than 180,000 
square km (70,000 square miles) in parts of eastern California, southern Nevada, 
southwestern Utah, and ncrthwestern Arizona, a s  shown in the index map of 
F:gure 1. This test site was chosen for its span of diverse structural and geologic 
terranes from the Sierra Nevada granitic massif, across the complexly faulted 
Basin Range Province, to the relatively stable terrane of the Colorado ' :.au. 
The variation in geology aad structure across the test site is simile> it of 
major mountain belts on other continents, and it is within these ma belte that 
most of the world's metallic rr!neral and geothermal energy resoul ,re found. 
This research program was undertaken with the premise that a b e t t t ~  understanding 
of regional tectonics and more effective tools for reconnaissance geologic mapping 
will have important roles in the future exploration and management of natural 
resources. 

Because of its broad scope, this investigation has combined many different tasks 
which =c summarized in separate sections of this report. 

Field Investigations : 

An extensive program of ground based field reconnaissance, geologic mapping 
and litcrature research was undertaken in order to evaluate the origins and 
significance of key geologic and structural anomalies interpreted in the ERTS-1 
MSS imagcry. These investigations were conducted in the diverse geologic, 
topographic and climatic terranes of the test site, and h a w  formed the basis 
for evaluating data analysis and interpretation techniques and potential 
applications of the ERTS-1 data. Summaries of thcsc investigations are in- 
cluded in the Appendices of this report. 





Program Support: - 

Analysis and interpretation of ERTS-1 MSS imagery were coordinated with the 
study of other remote sensing data available over the test site. These include 
DAPP and NIMBUS weather satellite data, Apollo-9 phot3graphy, NASA-USAF 
X-15 photography, NASA and USAF U-2 photography, and NASA Side Looking 
Aerial Radar (SLAR). The comparison of data over key areas established a 
basis for evaluating the applications of different imaging techniques. 

The geologic and strucWa1 information contained in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
and subsidiary remote sensing data was studied with the aid of a variety of 
experimental photographic, photomechanical, optical and digital image en- 
hancement and analysis techniques, which .ire summarized in this report. 

Regional Investi~ations : 

The ERTS-1 MSS imagery over the test site was used as  a basis for studying 
the regional interrelationship of Cenozoic structural features and tectonfc 
patterns with other geologic phenomena, including the distributions of 
Cenozoic pluto~ic and volcanic centers, the locations and characteristic 
expressions of known mineral deposits and potential geothermal sources, and 
the distributions of recorded earthquake epicenters. These investigations 
have coordinated the use of imagery analysis, field reconn~issance and liter- 
ature research. 

Potential Applications of ERTS-1 MSS Data: 

On the basis of field investigations and regional studies of geologic phenomena 
in the test site, we have evaluated concepts and techniques for operational 
applications of ERTS-1 MSS data to natural resource exploration and manage- 
ment. The disciplines considered include reconnaissance exploration for 
mineral, ground water and geathermal resources, and reconnaissance study of 
geologic hazards. Recommended procedures and analytical techniques, and 
the cost and time advantages gained by use of ERTS-1 data are outlined in this 
report. 

The synoptic view of the earth recorded by the ERTS-1 satellite provides a perspec- 
tive of regional geology and crustal structure not achieved from aircraft based 
sensors o r  conventional ground based geologic mapping. This per spectivc permits 
the recognition and mapping of structural features and other geologic phenomena 
obscured by detiil in smaller fields of view. Although the effectiveness of ERTS-1 
data ma,y vary with geologic and climatic settings, we are  confident that the 
analysis and interpretation procedures developed in this investigation will help 
extecd the use of ERTS-1 data to other parts of the world, where regional structural 
reconnaissance and related applications to resource exploration have not been 
economically feasible in the past. 



This report is  organized in sections which summarize the procedures and results 
of the separate research tasks conducted in this investigation. Detailed reports 
on key geologic field studies and ERTS-1 data processing techniques are included 
in the Appendices to this report. 
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2 . 3  ERTS-1 MSS IMAGERS 

The positions of key ERTS-1 MSS frrimes over the Argus Exploretion Company test 
site are  shown in Figure 2. False color composites of this imagery are included 
in Ngures 4 - 14 accompanied by index maps that show the topography and the 
principal geographic features in the image areas. 

The false color composites were produced using the following ERTS-1 MSS band and 
printing filter combinations : 

MSS Band Spectral Range Printing Filter 

#4 Green and yellow (0.5-0.6 micron) Blue 
#5 Red (0.6-0.7 micron) Green 
# 7 Ncar-infrared (0.8-1.1 micron) Red 

o r  
#G Near-infrared (0.7-0.8 micron) Red 

A s  a result of this color convention, green vegetation appears in the composites as  
intense red, due to the high reflectance of vegetation in the near-infrared po.rtion 
of the spectrum. Most buff to brown rock or  soil units in the composites reproduce 
in approximately their natural colors. Neutral colored granites, sandstones o r  
concrete generally appear with gray to slightly blue coloring; and dark, mafic 
igneous and metamorphic rocks reproduce with dark brown to steel gray coloring. 
Red, iron-rich sedimentary rocks and iron oxide staining associated with hydro- 
thermal alteration appear as  yellow coloring, sometimes varying between greenish 
yellow and orange, depending on the mineralogy and moisture content of the surfacc 
material. Water bodies appear dark blue o r  black due to the high absorption by 
water in the spectral bands recorded by the ERTS-1 MSS sensors. The techniques 
used in production of this imagery are outlined in Appendix J of this report. 

Prior to the availability of ERTS-1 MSS imagery, several preliminary studies were 
conducted in the test site using oblique Apollo-9 Ektachrome photography recorded 
in March 1969. A key example of this photography is included as Figure 3 for 
comparison with the ERTS-1 MSS data. 
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Figure 3: Lake Mead area, Nevada, California & Arizona. 
Apollo 9 Photograph AS 9-20-3135, March 1969 







Figure 4: Lake Mead area, Nevada, California & Arizona. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106-17495 







Figure 5: Beatty area, Nevada. 
ERTS-1 MSS Franic #1125-17551 







Figure 6: Goldfield area, Nevada & California. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1126-18010 
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Figure 7: Caliente area, Nevada. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106-17492 







Figure 8: Cedar City area, Utah & Arizona. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1051-17425 







Figure 9: Grand Canyon area, Arizona. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11069-17432 







Figure 1.0: Kingman-Needles area, Arizona & California, 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1051-17434 







Figure 11: Barstow area, Mojave Desert, California. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1341-17554 







Figure 12: Death Valley area, California & Nevada. 
ERTS-1 blSS Frame #1125-17554 







Figure 13: Owens Lnkc-Sierra Nevada, California. 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame #llG2-18011 







Figure 11: Mono Lnkc-Sierra Nevada, California. 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #llGd-18063 







2.4 IMAGE ENHANCEMENT AVD ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 

2.4 .1  Introduction : 

A variety of image processing, analysis and enhancement techniques has been 
applied in studying the ERTS-1 hlSS imagery and other remote sensing data avail- 
able over the Argus Exploration Company test site. These techniques include 
the photographic, photomechanical, optical and digital processing techniques 
summarized in the following sections. 

The significant applications of these techniques are  cited below and in the separate 
studies included Ln the Appendices to this report. Several of these techniques are 
standard photographic laboratory procedures which are discussed in detail in most 
standard photographic manuals. These techniques are reviewed here in order to 
stress the importance of conventional processing for effective use of ERTS-1 MSS 
and other imagery. Other enhancement and analysis techniques discussed below 
are experimental and are  described here in the interest of encouraging further 
research or experimentation in their application. 

Much of the black and white photography, photographic reproduction and special 
processing was performed by Argus Exploration Company personnel. Technical 
color processing and much of the experimentation on technique development was 
done in cooperation with: 

Mr. Wally MacGaUiard 
MacGalliard Colorprints 
4129 Cahuenga Boulevard 
North HoU~WOO~, California 91602 

2.1.2 - Black and White Photographic Reproduction: 

Black and white reproduction of maps, aerial photographs, SLAR and other data has 
Seen dope for adjustment of image scale and multiple reproduction. Standard copy 
work has been done in 4 x 5-and 8 x 10-inch formats using Kodak Professional 
Copy Film aA?d standard enlarging papers. Positive transparencies for SLAR, 
NIMBTJS, and ERTS-1 imagery have been reproduced by enlarging or contact p rk t  - 
ing on Kodak Professional Copy Film or on orthographic/lithographic films. 

Variable contrast films and papers, print toning, md other special printing 
procedures have been used on a variety of photographic data. Two standard 
laboratory masking techniques used in printing black and white photographs are 
"dodging" and !burningw, Dodging is used in ~r in t ing  negatives which have areas 
of low density that would result in an excessively dark positive image. The nega- 
tive image is projected with an enlarger onto a sheet of photographic paper, and a 
photographic mask is used to shield the light portions of the image during part of the 
exposure time. Burning is a similar procedure in which photographic masks are 
used to extend the exposure time for dark portions of a projected image. These 



laboratory procedures have been used in the printing of key ERTS-1 MSS, X-15, 
and U-2 imagery in which valuable detail would have otherwise been obscured by 
extreme image contrast. 

Sepia color toning of black and white photographic prints has been used in several 
applications, such as  with annotated image overlays. Standard o r  variable contrast 
photogrqphic papers a re  toned by using an additional chemical bath during develop- 
ment. The toning chemicals are  available as  standard photographic reagents. 

Edge Enhancement Processing: 

A simple photographic technique known as  "edge enhancement" o r  "line breakdown" 
has proven useful in pattern analysis of ERTS-1 MSS imagery. The effect of this 
technique is to reduce density variation in an image, enhancing the "edges" o r  
peripheries of separate image areas having density contrast. In this manner a 
gradual change from light to dark gray is reduced to a single neutral-gray level; 
an abrupt contact of light and dark areas is enhanced to a line, separating areas of 
equal density. 

Edge enhancement processing has been used with ERTS-1 MSS imagery to accentuate 
structural patterns expressed by such features as  drainage, topography, o r  surface 
texture. An example of edge enhancement processing i s  shown in Figure 15 for 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106-17495. Because much of the topographic expressio:l in 
an image is due to shadowing, the low sun elevations recorded in winter ERTS-1 
imagery a re  particularly useful. Because of its enhancement of spatial information, 
edge enhancement processing is a valuable tool for use in conjunction with ~ o i r k  
patterns o r  Fourier transform analysis, a s  discussed in following sections. 

Edge enhancement processing is performed by using a set of balanced contrast 
positive and negative transparencies. The transparencies are  registered and 
"sandwichedff together in a prirting frame, using registration techniques such as  
those discussed by MacGalliard and Liggett (1973*). The "sandwich" is used to 
expose a high contrast photographic film o r  paper by contact printing with either 
perpendicular or  oblique illumination. Various parameters can be modified in 
using this procedure to obtain the desired results. Perfect registration of the 
"sandwicht1 is effective for most applications; however, controlled misregistra- 
tion may be used to enhance or subdue specific directional trends in an image. 

A similar analysis technique can be performed digitally, using equipment such as  
that manufactured by Spatial Data Systems, Inc., Goleta, California, and Interpre- 
tation Systems, Inc., Lawrence, Kansas. Digital enhancement techniques have the 
advantage of real-time variation of image orientation, contrdst range, degree of 
tonal elimination, etc . , but they generally have lower resolution than a photographic 
process. 
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Figure 15: Black & white edge enhancement print of 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106-17495. Compare with 
the false color composite shown in Figure 4. 







2.4.1 Additive Color Viewing: 

Additive color viewing of ERTS-1 MSS and other multispectral imagery available 
over the Argus Exploration Company test site has proven to be a primary tool for 
image analysis and interpretation. Our work has been performed using a Model- 
61 multispectral viewer manufactured by Spectral Data Corporation, Long Island, 
New York. This viewer has four channels, each with Lndependent registraAon, 
independent illumination intensity controls, and a filter wheel co3taining three 
additive primary color filters and a clear filter. NASA-NDPF pcsitive film chips 
a re  used as the data input. 

Because of the small size of the viewer scree!l and the relatively poor image 
resolution, the most effective use of the viewer has been in determining the 
optimum MSS band-filter combination and color bdance for discrimination of 
.?&ciiic geologic features. This choice of color b.\lance can then be used to guide 
production of high resolution color composite photographs, using the techniques 
discussed in Sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6 below. The coordinated use of additive color 
viewing and laboratory processing has proven valuable for effective use of multi- 
spectral imagery. 

Experiments have been conducted with additive color viewing of multiseasonal 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery recorded over the test site. This work has been facilitated 
by independent scale adjustment on the four viewer channels. However, the use of 
an additive color viewer for interpretation of multiseasonal imagery is complicated 
by variables such as cloud cover, instrument noise, and variation in illumination 
angle. False-color compositing of multipolarization SLAR imagery (NASA Mission 
103) has resulted in recognition of surface anomalies caused by differences in 
polarization of the reflected radar signals. 

2.4.5 High Resolution False-Color Compositinq: 

High resolution false-color photographic composites of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
have been used as the primary tool for detailed laboratory analysis and field study 
in this investigation. The choice of optimum MSS band-filter combination: and 
color balance has been guided by additive color viewing of the primary multi- 
spectral data. 

Composite imagery was initially produced by photographing the screen of an 
additive color multispectral viewer. This technique is outlined in the A r g u s  
Exploration Company Type II report of 19 January 1973. Excellent duplication of 
color balance has been achieved by this method, although the resolution is less 
than that of black and white prints of single MSS bands. 

An operatioaal technique for producing high resolution, false-color composites of 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery has been developed for use in a standard photographic 
laboratory equipped for color processing and printing. The procedures are  cut- 



lined in detail by MacGalliard and Liggett (1973*). The positive transparencies of 
ERTS-1 MSS bands are manually registered and punched for accurate locking in a 
printing frame. An internegative film is sequentially exposed by each of the 
MSS bands with an appropriate color filter. Both illumination intensity and ex- 
posure time may be varied for each band to control final color balance. Once a 
suitable internegative is produced, contact prints or  enlargements can be made 
using standard Kodok Ektacolor papers and chemicals. For detailed analysis, 
enlargements up to 30 x 30 inches have been made with excellent resolution and 
color reproduction. This compositing technique uses standard NASA-NDPF or  
EROS 70-mm or 9 x 9-inch positive transparencies and is adaptable to data from a 
variety of multispectral imaging systems, including multiseasonal and multi- 
polarization data. 

Examples of ERTS-1 MSS composites produced using this technique appear in 
Section 2 . 3  of this report. 

2.4.6 Dye Transfer Color Compositinq: 

Limited experimentation has been done on production of color composites using the 
dye transfer printing technique. This technique is a three-color process in which 
yellow, magenta and cyan dye images are superimposed on a paper or  film printing 
medium. A separate preregistered dyc transfer mat is used for emh of the three 
dye images. These transfer mats are  made photographically from the MSS bands 
by contact printing of the NASA 9 x !)-inch positive transparencies. Dye transfer 
prints have high resolution and exceilent color range, often superior to that 
attained with photographic papers o r  films. In addition, dye transfer printing is 
well suited for a variety of enhancement techniques, such as photographic density 
slicing or variable contrast color printing. For most normal uses, however, dye 
transfer printing is relatively expensive and has therefore not proven economical 
for operational reproduction requirements. 

2.4.7 Spectral Ratioing : 

A photomechanical technique has been developed for ratioing pairs of ERTS-1 MSS 
bands and compiling the band ratios into false-color composite imagt 3 .  The 
technique results in enhancement of subtle spectral differences in the ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery and has proven effective in geologic analysis and interpretation. 

The spectral ratio images are produced using standard NASA-NDPF 9 x 9-inch 
positive transparencies. Because emulsion density i s  proportional to the logar- 
ithm of scene brightness, the subtraction of one emulsion density from another 
approximates a mathematical ratio of the two brightness values. This is done by 
producing a set of positive and negative ERTS-1 MSS transparencies which have 
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matching density ranges (D log E curves). A registered "sandwich" is then 
assembled which consists of a positive transparency of one MSS band and a negative 
transparency of a second. This sandwich is used to expose a high-gamma film 
t r~mparency  to produce a black and white ratio image. 

For example, a sandwich consisting of a negative MSS band 67 transparency and a 
positive MSS band #5 transparency is used to produce a positive image designated 
as R7/5. Three sets of these individual black and white ratio images can be com- 
bined to make 2 false-color composite using the technique outlined by MacGalliard 
and Liggett (1973*). The false-color spectral ratio image shown in Figure 16 was 
produced using the following ratio combinations and printing filters: 

Ratio - Printing Filter 

Red 
Green 
Blue 

Where the ratio R7/5 is greater than 1.0, the composite image is bright red; where 
it  is  less than 1.0, the image is cyan o r  various shades of blue or green, depend- 
ing on the other two image ratios. The color coding of the spectral ratio print 
shown in Figure 16 is similar, although greatly enhanced over that of the conven- 
tional false-color composite shown in Figure 4. Preliminary results using this 
technique show promise in facilitating the use of ERTS-1 MSS imagery for dis- 
crimination of rock and soil types and for analysis of vegetation distribution and 
variation. Examples of applications a re  summarized in Section 4.0 of this report. 

The principles and applications of digital computer spectral ratioing of ERTS-1 
RISS data are outlined by Billingsley and Goetz (1973), Billingsley and others (1970), 
and Vincent (1973). 

2.4.8 ~ o i r k  Pattern Analysis : 

A ~ o i r L  pattern is the figure produced by superposition of two or  more repetitive 
ge3metric patterns, such as ruled-line gratings o r  dot patterns. This phenomcnon 
call be used as a tool for measuring the orientation of pervasive linear patterns 
expressed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery by topography and shadowing. Linear topo- 
graphic patterns can be expressions of such structural features as  fault systems, 
joint patterns, metamorphic and igneous foliation, dike swarms, 'md sedimentary 
or  other compositional layering. 

/ 

In this investigation Moire patterns have been generated using a black-lined grating 
on an 8-1/2 x 11-inch clear acetate base, which can be overlain on the 9 x 9-inch 
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Figure 16: False color spectral ratio image. ERTS-1 
MSS Frame #1106-17495. 







ERTS-1 MSS prints. Gratings of various line spacing have been tried, but the best 
results have been obtained using a grating with a ilne spacing of approximately 1 0  
lines/cm (27 !ines/in. ). The line widths and the cipacings between lines a re  
approximately 0.6 mm and 0.4 mm, respectivelj . This particular grating is 
available through Edn~und Scientific Company, Barrington, New Jersey (Btock no. 
60534, Pattern 2). 

The grating is used by holding it above the image within the near-field focus of the 
eyes. The optimum distance above the image varies with the spacing and size of 
linear elements in the image and should thus be determined experimentally. The 
grating is rotated slowly until an enhauced directional trend is recognized. Grat- 
ings can be mounted on a simple goniometer for precise measurements of &rection- 
a1 trends. 

~ o i r :  patterns may also be generated using black and white o r  false-color images 
projected an the screen of a nultispectral viewer. The technique has been found 
to be particularly effective when used with edge enhancement prints, a s  outlined 
in Section 2.4.3. Other applications of Moird patterns for measurement of linear 
directional trends on lunar and terrestrial photography are  discussed by Cummings 
and Pohl (1966). 

2.4.9 Optical Fourier Transform Analysis: 

A preliminary study was made of the usr: of optical Fourier trn.. :arms for 
structural analysis of ERTS-1 MSS imqery .  A Fourier transform is produced as  
a diffraction pattern by illumination of an image transparency with a collimated 
laser beam, Fourier transforms may be used for precise measurement of the 
directional orientations and spatial frequencies of linear image elements. Geologic 
applications of the techniques have been discussed by Dobrin (1968), Pincus and 
Ikbrin (1966) arid Nyberg and others (1971). 

Fourier transform analysis of satellite imagery shows p r ~ m i s e  in the quantitative 
study of linear patterns controlled by a variety of geologic features. Examples 
include faults, folds, dike swarms and joht  patterns, which are  often expressed 
as  linear topographic ~lignments, such as ridges, valleys, or  local drainage 
patterns. Fourier transforms can be used for pattern analysis of an entire image 
o r  of separate domains within an image, thereby providing a measure of pattern 
variation by subarea. 

A problem appal.<:nt in the applicai?on of this technique to ERTS-1 MSS imagery i s  
the dominant cxqxession of scan l h e s  and resolution elements in the Fourier 
transform, which mask more subtle image c; >merits. Preliminary discussions and 
cxperimcntation were conducted with the support of: 

Recognit,ion Systems, Inc. 
15531 Cabrito Road 
Van Nuys, California 91400 



and 

Thomas h e  
Department ~f Geology and Geophysics 
University of Wisconsin 
Madison, Wisconsu 53706 

2.4.10 -. Pseudo-Relief Enhaxement: - 
A planoconvex Fresnel lens has been used experimentally for pseudo-relief en- 
hancement of false-color ERTS-1 MSS imagery. The three-dimensional perception 
is  due in part to chromatic aberration of the lens, which causes separation of focal 
planes for different colors in the imager;.. Because focal length is inversely 
proportional to wavelength, red areas appear raised above yellow; yellow '?hobe 
green; and green above blue areas. Magnification by the lens may have an addition- 
al psvchological effect on perception. 

The best results have beer, obtained by viewing false-color composites on the pro- 
jection screen of an additive coior viewer. The projection screen is vlcwcd from n 
distance of approximatcly 25-50 crr. with the Fresnel lens held 5-15 cm from the 
screen. A similar pseudo-reli-.f effect has been described by hlcL troy and 
Vaughan (1970) using a more complcx optical system for viewing small color trans- 
parencies. A similar effect can be achieved by viewing a pair of identical ERI'S-1 
images with a standard stereascopic viewer. 

A variety of inexpensive plastic Fresnel lenses i s  avnilablc through Ednlund 
Scientific Company, Barring$on, New Jcrsey. The lens used in our zxperimenta- 
tion is a 28 cm square Fresnel lcns witt a focd length of approximately 40 cm 
(1G inches), Stock No. 70533. The experimental application of a Frcsncl lcns for 
pseudo-relief enhancement i s  described in an abstract by Dcchtold and othcrs 
(1973*). 
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2.5 EVALUATION OF REMOTE SENSIKG DATA 

2.5.1 Introduction: 

This report section constitutes a brief review of the formats, spectral ranges, 
scales, resolutions and applications of subsidiary remote sensing data used in this 
investigation. The evaluation of these techniques is based on field investigations of 
geologiy and structural ?roblems in varied topographic and climatic terranes within 
the Argus Exploration Company test site. 

The broad spectral range of the imaging systems discussed here has been advan- 
tageous in studying the distributions of vegetation, soil and rock types, and water 
bodies. However, in applications to the study of regional geology and tectonics, 
the most important variation between sensors has been the scale of the imagery 
produced. The imagery can be broadly grouped into two categories: small-scale 
imager: , which provides a synoptic view of terrane; and large-scale imagery, which 
provides resolution of detail in small areas. Data from both categories have proven 
valuable in reconnaissance studies in which regional interpretations have been 
based on geologic or  structural detail in key local areas. The ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
has provided an efldctive combination of both scale and resolution. 

The sources of subsidiary remote sensing data used in this investigation are  listed 
in Appendix P of this report, 

2.5.2 DAPP Satellite Imagery: 

The DAPP (Data Acquisition and Processing Program) satellite is an operational 
weather satellite operated by the United States Air Force, l~nagery from this 
satellite system is archived by the Space Science and Engineering Center at the 
University of Wisconsin. The two scanner systems on the DAPP shtellite r tcord 
imagery in spectral bands of 0.4 to 1.1 microns and 8.0 to 13.0 microns with 
resolutions of approximately 0.5 km and 3 krn respectively. The images are  re-  
corded as continuous strips having fields of view approximately 2,400 km across. 

A visible near-infrared DAP? image (0.4 to 1.1 microns) recorded on 18 June 1973, 
has proven extremely useful in studying the subcontinental tectonic setting of the 
test site. The lower resolution of the thermal infrared DAPP i m ~  :cry (8.0 to 13.0 
microns) have proven less useful, and no significant geologic o r  st:uctural features 
have been recognized in the thermal infrared data. 

2.5.3 NIMBUS-1 ATS Ima~ery:  

A limited amount of synoptic imagery over the Argus Exploration Company test site 
was recorded by the NIMBUS-1 weather satellite in September 1964. This imagery 
was cecorded by the Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) which has a spectral 
range of 0.45 to 0.65 micron. The images have a field of view approximately 700 
km across. The NIMBUS-1 data used in this investigation was obtained from the 



NIMBUS ATS Data Utilization p. her (NADUC), Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Maryland. 

The NIMBUS-1 data provided the first vertical looking spacecraft imagery available 
over portions of the test site prior to the launch of the ERTS-1 satellite. Although 
used extensively for studying regional structu'al patterns in the test siie, the 
initial value of the NIMRUS-1 data was largely superseded by the availability ~ \ f  
DAPP and ERTS-1 MSS imagery. 

2.5.4 Apollo -9 Photography: 

Oblique color Ektachrome photographs from the Apollo-9 spacecraft (Frames AS3- 
20-3134, 3135, and 3136) were recorded over parts of the Argus Exploration 
Company test site in March 1969 using a hand-held Hasselblad 70-III~ camera. 
These photographs have been used in the form of color enlargements wbich were 
produced from transparencies provided by the NASA Johnson Space Center, Houston, 
Texas. The color enlargements were printed using controlled exposure and color 
balance for enhancement of geologic detail. 

Because of the oblique-look angle of the Apollo-9 photographs, scale and resolution 
vary from the f a r  to near portions of the scenes. A t  middle range, however, the 
scale and effective resolution of the photographs are  comparable to those of the 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery. Apollo-9 photography was the first  synoptic imagery avatl- 
able over much of the test site and formed the basis for the first four months of 
this investigation. The natural color of the Apollo-3 photographs has complemented 
analysis and interpretation of the EI1TS-1 MSS false-color imagery. An example of 
the Apollo-9 photography is shown in Figure 3, Section 2 .3  of this report. 

The geometric distortion of the Apollo-9 photographs can be largely compensated 
by transferring image anomalies to base maps. In several instances, however, 
this distortion has led to false interpretation of terrae alignments. m a study of 
the New York and Eldorado Mountains of eastern California and southern Nevada, 
Barth (1974*) has shown that a lineament expressed in an Apollo-9 photograph was 
largely caused by fortuitous alignment of terrane features, low elevation solar 
illumination, and the extreme oblique-look angle of the photograph. 

2 . 5 . 5  SLAR Imagery: 

Side Looking Aerial Radar (SLAR) imagery over a portion of the Argus Exploration 
Company test site was flown by NASA in October and November of 1965, using the 
Westinghouse Am-97, K-Band (0.86 cm) radar system. The imagery was flown as 
part of the NASA Earth Observation Aircraft Program operated by the Johnson 
Space Center, Houston, Texas. The SLAR imagery used in this investigation in- 
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cludes a l l  or part of NASA Missions 97, 99 to 101, 103 and 104. A detailed list of 
these missions is presented in Appendix P of this report. 

The primary value of SLAR is the ability to image topographic and textural patterns 
using radar illumination of various look directions. Such radar images are 
completely independent of solar illumination. Like U-2 photography (Section 2.5.7) 
SLAR has proven of value in structural interpretation at a scale intermediate be- 
tween ERTS-1 and ground base3 reconnaissance. Enhancement of subtle structure 
is frequently superior to that a,:hieved in U-2 imagery, and SLAR is not degraded 
by the presence of haze, fog or  clouds. The SLAR imagery has provided detailed 
structural Lnformatiou i n  areas that are otherwise obscurred by shadowing of 
solar illumination. Although the orientation of structural trends may be biaaed by 
SLAR look directions, structural anomalies a r e  easily cross checked in other 
imagery o r  by field reconnaissance. Analysis of the AFQ-97 SLAR data has in-- 
cluded false-color cornpositing of the cross-polarized images. 

The ability to  recognize structural features in SLAR (NASA Mission 100) that a re  
not apparent in U-  2 o r  low altitude aerial photographs has been demonstrated in the 
Long Valley-Mono Craters area of California (Bailey, written communication, 1972). 
SLAR (NASA Mission 103) has also been used effectively in supplementing interpre- 
tation of ERTS-1 imagery in a structurally complex area north of Lake Mead, 
Nevada, which includes the probable eastward termination of the Las Vegas shear 
zone (Liggett and Childs, March 1974*). 

2.5.6 X-15 Photography: 

Pwtions of the test site are  :overed by photographs recorded from the experimental 
US.4F-NASA X-15 spacecraft. Most of the X-15 data used in this investigation are 
5-inch panchromatic black and white photographs recorded on 9 October 1962 
(NASA Flight No. 2-30-51). A limited quantity of near-infrared color imagery has 
also been available. These photographs were recorded using a Hycon HR-236 
camera at altitudes up to approximately 40 km. Because of highly oblique look 
directions, the scales of the photographs are variable from the near to f a r  portions 
of the scenes. Most of the X-15 photograp -1~ed in this investigation have a near 
field of view approximately 80 krn across. 

The X-15 photographs provide a synoptic scale intermediate between ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery and U-2 aircraft photography, and they hsve been used in several areas 
of interest where U-2 photographs were unavailable. X-15 photography along the 
California-Nevada border has complemented U-2 and ERTS-1 imagery analysis 
and supported field reconnaissance of fault patterns in Pahrurnp Valley (Liggett 
and C hilds, July 1973**). Oblique, soutileast looking, X-15 photogra2hs have also 
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been used in studying the northwesterly trending fault patterns in alluvium and bed- 
rock in the western part of the Mojave Desert, California. Some of the X-15 
pho4  graphs used in these studies were poorly exposed, and special photographic 
printing techniques have been required to support effective analysis. 

2.5.7 U-2 Photography: 

The USGS-USAF and NASA U-2 aircraft photography used in this investigation was 
recorded with a variety of camera and film types. These include 70-mm multi- 
spectral photography and 9.5-inch and 70-mm color, near -infrared color and 
panchromatic films. Most of the U-2 photography was recorded a t  altitudes of 
approximately 20 lan. The scale of this imagery is somewhat variable although the 
photographs typically have fields of view approximately 30 km across. The USGS- 
USAF U-2 photographic coverage of the Argus Exploration Company test site is 
shown in Plate 8; the NASA Pre-ERTS Investigator Support (PEISj flight lines a re  
shown in Plate 7; and the NASA Earth Observation Aircraft Program data a re  in- 
dexed in Appendix P. 

The U-2 photography has been the most generally available and most widely used 
subsidiary data in this investigation. The primary use of the U-2 imagery has been 
in providing detail for geologic studies of anomalies recognized in the ERTS-1 
imagery, The stereoscopic U-2 coverage has been extremely useful in detailed 
structural analysis and has guided selection of key areas to be studied on the 
ground. The color i-nfrared U-2 photography has provided excellent detail of ~ ~ e g e t a -  
tion, soil, and rock-type variation and has been used in the detailed mapping of 
faults in alluvium in thc Lake Mead area (Bechtold and others, January 1973" and 
in interpretation of fault patterns in volcanic rocks jn Fish Lake Valley, Nevada 
(Childs, 1974**). 

The U-2 multispectral photography recorded over the test site has proven to be of 
generally poor quality. Exposure, clarity, and scale variations between the multi- 
spectral bands have caused severe registration problems, preventing effective 
additive color analysis o r  compositing of the data. 

2.5.8 Low Altutude Aerial Photography and Fixed-Wing Reconnaissance : 

Low altitude aerial black x d  white photography over mast of the Argus Exploration 
Company test site is  available through the United States Army, Department of 
kterior ,  Department of Agriculture o r  private aerial survey companies, This 
imagery has been used in support of ERTS-1 imagery analysis and ficld reconnais- 
sance in Inany separate parts of the test site. In areas for which large-scale 
topographic basc maps have not been available, low altitude mria l  photography has 
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been used for 2lotting detailed field data. 

To complement field reconnaissance in critical areas, low altitude fixed-wing 
reconnaissance has been flown by Argus Exploration Company personnel. Dlring 
these flights, color and color infrared 35-mm photographs have been taken at 
various times of day to provide detailed views of inaccessible areas. Fixed-wing 
reconnaissance has pla,red an important part in studying the style, continuity and 
patterns of deformation in a large area south of Lake Mead, Nevada (Liggstt and 
Childs, March 1974*) and the late Tertiary and Quaternary fault pattern in 
Esmeralda County, Nevada (Childs, 1974**). 

Fixed-wing aerial reconnaissance has proven to be an econ~mical  method for 
preliminary evaluation of geologic an? structural anomalie:: hterpreted in ERTS-1 
MSS imagery. The information obtained from airborne reconnaissance can be an 
effective tool for planning and guiding detailed field investigations. 

ERTS-1 MSS Imagery: 

The EHTS-1 MSS imagery has proven to have an effective balance of scale, 
resolution and spectral range for applications to reconnaissance geologic investiga- 
tions. The primary advmtage of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery is the synoptic 
perspective of terrane, which permits the study of regional distributions o r  
patterns of spectral and spatial features related to geologic lind structural phe- 
nomena. The ERTS-1 MSS images are  recorded as  continu~zs strips which have 
ficlds of view approximately 185 Ian across. 

The spectral range and the multispectral format of the ERTS-1 MSS data have 
proven suitaole for a variety of image enhancement and ana1y::is techniques, a s  
outlined in Section f. 4 of this report. The control of color balance and contrast 
range possible in false-color cornpositing of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery is greater 
than that feasible in the processing of conventional color pnotography. 

The resolution of the ERTS-1 MSS faise-color imagery has been limited ns much 
by imperfect registration of the MSS bands as by the sizc cf the imagt- picture 
elerrlents. Nevertheless, the MSS resolution has been highly effective in the 
r e ~ o ~ a i s s a n c e  geologic applications conducted in this investigation. 

The repetitive ERTS-1 3iSS coverage has facilitated the acquisition of imagery 
having minimum cloud and snow cover, and maximum exposure of surface soil and 
rock c~ lo r ing  which can be seasonally masked by vegetation. In addition, the 
repetitive coverage has permitted observation of terrane under varied conditions of 
illumination and shadowing controlled by seasonal variations in solar azimuth and 
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elevation. 

Recommendations of operational modifications for consideration in future ERTS 
and other spacecraft remote sensing programs are summarized in Section 5.0 
of this report, 
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3.0 REGIONAL INVESTIGATIONS IN THE ARGUS 
EXPLORATION COMPANY TEST SITE 

The diverse geoloa and structure of the Argus Exploration Company test site ie 
shown in U. S. Geological Survey Map 1-532 -C (Carlson and Willden, 1968) in the 
map pocket of this report. The test site includes a variety of physiographic and 
climatic settings which are expressed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery by varied patterns 
of vegetation, weathering and erosional topography. 

A primary emphasis in this investigation has betan on detailed ground based 
reconnaissance and mapping of anomalous geologic and structural features or 
patlerns observed in the ERTS-1 imagery in different parts of the cest site. Reports 
which summarize the results of these cttudies are included as  Appendices. 

In order to evaluate the origin and significance of regfond geologic and structural 
patterns expressed in the ERTS-1 data over the test site, a second emphasis in this 
investigation has been the study of interrelationships between Cenozoic structural 
patterns and other regional geologic phenomena. These include patterns of re- 
corded seismic activity, the distributions and compositions of Cenozoic igneous 
rocks and the locations and characteristics of known areas of alteration and mineral- 
ization. These regional syntheses are summarized in the following sections of this 
report. 



3.1 CENOZOIC TECTONIC PATTERNS 

3.1.1 Introduction : 

The tectonic 12ap compilation of Plate 1 s h ~ w s  the major Cenozcic fault patterns 
expressed in tne ERTS-1 MSS imagery over the Argus Exp!oration Company test 
site. These faults a re  expressed in the imagery by linear lopgraphic alignments 
of such features as valleys, ridge.: and escarpments, linear patterns of vegetation, 
and linear contacts of contrasting rock o r  soil types. Several pre5<ously unmapped 
structures have besn recognized in the ERTS-1 imagery and confirmed by our field 
reconnaissance. These structures are  discussed in seprsate reports Included in 
the Appendix to this report. The other structural information included in Plate 1 
has been documented by published geologlc data of other workers rrs cited in 
Section 3.1.7. 

The purpose of Plate 1 is  to illustrate the ex,.ression in ERTS-1 imagery of the 
Cenozoic tectonics of the test -:itc. The Cenozoic deformation of this region is  
dominated Ly systems of strike-slip and extensional normal faults which are super- 
posed on complex geologic and structural terranes formed in earlier episodes of 
deposit; ~ n ,  igneous activity md compressional deformation. Although the pre- 
Cenozoic structure is  locally expressed, the younger deformation has produced the 
dominant regional structural patterns apparent in the ERTS-1 imagery, In order to 
emphasize the continuity of these regional patterns and the variations in tectonic 
styles across the test site, minor faults have been omitted from the compilation. 

This section in( ! des  a brief summary ~f tLe geo1o;ric hist0r.y and the primary 
characteristics JI Cenozoic tectonics in the structur:rl provinces of thc test sitc. 
The gcncralizeci boundaries of thcsc structural p~:o~,inccs arc: s h o n  in Eigurc 17. 

3.1.2 Basin liaxge Pro\ x e :  

The distinctive physiographic and structural terranc of thc Basin Range Provhcc 
can be traced from Idaho and Oregon southward into nor; !lddrn hlexico nnd is 
characterized by systems of northerly trending mountain blocks ,epuatcd hy 
range-front faults from deep, intermontane valleys (see for cxamplc, EIiTS-1 
Frame #1106-17492, Figure 7, west half). The portion of the Basin IZangc Provincc 
imluded in the Argu:i Exploration C9mpa.n~ tcst sitc is outlined in Ngurc 17, imd 
thc tectonic patter3 characteristic of the regiorl is shown ir, P1:itc 1. 

Much of thc Basin Ibnge Provincc is underlain by a crystalline bascrnt'nt of' 
Precambrian agc. Throughout most of thc province, this b3sement i s  mantled by 
later Precambrian, Paleozoic and Mesozoic scdimcnts of thc Corilillcran geo- 
s.ynclinc, deformed during several orogcnics of late Paleozoic. am.; hlcsozoic agc 
(Armstrong, 19W). 

The Mesozoic deformation culminated in late Crctaceoas time in n Iwlt of c~nst\vard 
ovcrthrusting and related folding, which extends along thc c>nstcm margin of' the 





Great Basin from southeastern California to Idaho. West of the frontal zone of 
thrusting, these orogenies are  expressed by abundant plutonic and associated 
metamorphic rocks of Mesozoic age (Burchfiel and Davis, 1972). 

A long period of past-Cretaceous stability was followed in mid-Tertiary time by 
the onset of regional normal faulting, widespread volcanic activity and the forma- 
tion of the characteristic Basin Range physiography. The Cenozoic structure of the 
province is characterized by uort herly trending systems of complex grabens, 
horsts and tilted blocks bounded by normal faults (Stewart, 1971; Liggett and Childs, 
March 1974"). The major range-front faults generally dip at approximately 60 
degrees and are  believed to shallow at depth (Hamilton and Myers, 1966). However, 
in several areas normal faults having large displacements and dips of less  than 25 
degrees have been mapped (Longwell, 1945; Anderson, 1973; Liggett and Ehrenspeck, 
1974**). 

Cenozoic volcanism throughout the Basin Range Province is dominated by voluminous 
ignimbrites and flows of interxediate to silicic composition. These volcanic rocks 
a re  closely associated with volcanotectonic features, such as  the caldera structures 
of southern Nye County, Nevada (Ekren, 1968; Cornwall, 1972; Liggett and Childs, 
March 1974*). Some of these caldera structures are expressed in ERTS-1 imagery 
by localized pattelrs of concentric and radial faults, which are superimposed on, 
and have locally influenced the development of Basin Range faults (see Plate 1; and 
ERTS-1 Frame eli25--17551, Figure 5, southwest quarter). 

In several areas erosion has exposed Cenozoic intrusive bodies genetically related 
to the widespread silicic and intermediate volcanic i:ocka. Examples are  the 
Eldorado and Newberry Mountains south of Lake Mend in Clark County, Nevada 
(Volborth, 1973; ERTS-1 Frame #1106-17495, Figure 4, southeast quarter). 
Plutons and dike swarms in this area are aligned along northerly trends, and their 
emplacement was both temporally and spatially related to Basin Range normal 
faulting (Liggett and Childs, March 1974*). 

Systems of right-and left-lateral strike-slip faults havc bocn recognized within the 
Basin Range Province, generaliy striking at high angles to the northerly trends 
typical of the province. hlovement on several of these strike-slip fault systems 
i inferred to have bcen s:mhronous with Basin Range normal Saulting, and the 
estimated lateral displacement on these fault systems rlilges up to tens of 
Icilometer~. Example.; are the right-lateral Las Vegas V ~ l l e y  w e a r  zone (Liggett 
and Childs, March 1974*), Pahrump fault zone (Liggett and Childs, 1973***;, Death 
Valley-Fumacc Creek fault zone (Childs, 1974****); and th:. left-lateral Garlock 
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fault (Davis and Burchfiel, 1973), Pahranagai shear system (Liggett and Ehrenspeck, 
1974*), and Hamolin Bay fault (Anderson, 1973). These structures a re  well 
expressed in ERTS-1 imagery (see for example, ERTS-1 Frame #1106-17495, 
Figure 4, northeast quarter) and have been the subject of detailed study as part of 
this investigation. 

Various theories proposed for the origin of Basin Range structure a r e  discussed in 
excellent summaries by Nolan (1943), Gilluly (1963), Roberts (1968) and Stewart 
(1971). Most concepts can be separated into the following three categories: 

1. Basin Range structure has resulted from the collapsc of the upper crust 
caused by such mechanisms as lateral transfer of lower crustal material 
(Gilluly, 1963) o r  eruption of huge volumes of volcanic rocks (IMacldn, 
1960; Le Conte, 1889). 

2. Basin Range structure has formed en echelon to deep-seated, conjugate 
sets of rightand left-lateral strike-slip movement (Shawe, 1965; Sales, 
?.966). 

3. &sin Range structure is the result of regional crustal extension in an 
east-west direction (Hamiltoo and Myers, 1966; Cook, 1966; Roberts, 
1968; Stewart, 1971). This process is  believed to have occurred by 
plastic e.xtension of the lower crust, perhaps accompanied by intrusion 
of plutons beneath Basin Range grabens (Thompson, 1966). The net 
amount of crustal extension has been estimated to be as great a s  300 krn, 
or 100 p e r c e ~ t  (Hamilton and Myers, 1Si;F). 

Supported by recent geologic m3pping and geophysical surveys, most current 
theories of Basin Range structure presume the eldsterce of net crustal extension 
within the province during late Cenozoic time. Andysis of ERTS-1 imagery, 
supported by field reconnaissance and literature research, h a  led to the con- 
ception of a tectonic model which relates strike-slip faulting md Cenozoic igneous 
activity to crustal extension in part of the southern Basin Range Provicce (Liggett 
and Childs, March 1974""). 

3.1.2 Sierra Nevada and Western Basin Range Province: 

The terrane north of the Garlock fault in eastern ialifornin and western Nevada is 
dominated b,y a system of rugged northwest trending ranges, separated by deep, 
alluvium-filled troughs. The Cenozoic struct-me of this ,vea is  dominated by a 
northwest trending pattern of right -lateral oblique-slip faults which f ~ r m  a belt 
extending from the California-Nevaua border to the Sierra Ncvada (see Plate 1, and 
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Figure 17). Although conventionally considered a part  of the western Basin Range 
Province, the Cenozoic structurc of this belt contrasts markedly with the iess  
complex horst and graben structure of southern Nevada. These contrasting styles 
of deformation a re  clearly expressed in EHTS-1 imagery and Plate 1. 

In pre-Cenozoic time, the region of the Sierra Nevada and western Basin Range 
Province formed part of the southern Cordilleran gemyncline. Nearly 13  lan of 
geosynclinal sedimentary rocks of late Precambrian through late Paleozoic age 
were deposited on crystalline basement of the North American continental platform 
(Bateman and Wahrhaftig, 1966; Burchfiel and Davis, 1972). Dctring the Mesozoic, 
these rocks were intensely folded, faulted, and regionally metamorphosed in one ar 
more orogenies that accompanied the formation of a broad plutonic and volcanic a r c  
which extended northwest from Baja California into Idaho (Burchfiel and Davis, 1972). 
This XIesozoic deformation and igneous activity was followed by a prolonged period 
of relative stability lasting until middle Tertiary time. During this period, regional 
erosion removed a s  much 3. 3 Ian of rock from the ancestral Sierra Nevada region 
(Bateman and Wahrhaftig, 1966). Gradual uplift of the Sierra Nevada and adjoining 
ranges to the east began in Miocene time with the onset of Basin Range normal 
iaulting and has continued to the present, accompanied by intermittent and scattered 
volcanic activity. Specific examples of the spatial and temporal relationships 
between the late Cenozoic structural devdopment md volcanism of the Sierra Nevada 
and adjacent areas  ,are discussed in Section 3 .3 .1  of this report. 

The Sierra Nevada i s  a westward-tilted block of gra' i t ic rock, detached by major 
normal faulting on its east and s o d h  sides from other parts of a large RIesozoic 
I~atholithic complex. The Sier:a Nevada block now fornl.; the western border of the 
Basin Iiange Provinct: and constitutes a structural I~oundary between extensional 
tectonics to the crwt and the dominantly con~pr:~sional and strilie-slip tecionics of 
the California C o ~ ~ s t  Ranges (,lamilton and RIyers, 1966). 

Only tnhor  Cenozoic dcf~rmation has been recognized within the Sierra Nevada 
hatholitti. The Kern Cminq.011 fault i s  ,z near1.y continuous, north s t r l l i i~g  fault of 
probable Ccnozcic age, dthoxgh it.:: precise age and scnsc of displaccmcnt a r c  un- 
laioi+n (scc Plate ? ;  and ERTS-1 l ' ra~ne #llG3-18011, Figure 13, west half). 
Numerous intc?rsecting hctalment systems in the s o ~ t h c l x  Sierra Pjcvada c m  be 
traced in EilTS-1 hlSS imagery for a s  far a s  30 h1. These structurc~: a r c  believed 
to have resulted in p u t  from Cenozoic faulting (L ig~e t t  cmd Childs, February 1974*). 

From nerthwcst o f  Mono Lake to nig Pat, California, the c,zstcrn escnrpment of 
thc Sicrra Ncv:icia consists of n discontinuous pattern of !w;uiching and en echelon, 
east dipping normal faults (EIlTS-1 Frame #llG3-18063, Fiflu'c. 1.1). Together, 
tiiesc featurcs have a net dip-slip displacement of ~~pproximately 2-3 kni be twen 
t l ~ c  c r r s t  of thc Sierra Ivcvada and tho floor of Own:+ Va1le.y (Batcmnn nnd 
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Wahrhaftig, 19GG). From Big Pine southw:rrd to Owens Lake, a s  much a s  6 la 
of total dip-slip displacement has occurred on two o r  more subparallel range 
front fault zones. South of Owens Lake, the Sierran escarpment is formed by a 
single fault zone that terminates at the Garlock fault (ERTS-1 Frame X1162-18011, 
Figure 13). 

East of the Sierra Nevada the most continuous and pruminent Cenozoic structures 
a r e  the Owens Valley fault zone, the Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone, the 
Death Valley fault zone, and the Pahrump fault zone, as shown in Plate 1. These 
fault, zones strike northwest within deep structural tro~ghs in which they have 
locally cut alll-rvium of Recent age. 

Significart components of right-lateral strike-slip have been postulated for each 
of these Cenozoic fault zones. Net displacement o~ the Owens Valley fault zone 
may be as great as s e v e r d  kilometers, based on the apparent offset of a Mesozoic 
pluton (Ross, 1962) m d  dike swarnls (Moore and Hopson, 1961) across  the fault 
zone. Estimates of net displacement or, tt e Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zone, 
summarized by Stewart (1967), and Stewart and others (1968), r m g e  a s  "igh as 80 
to  125 kn. However, for the southern Death Valley fault zone, Wright and Troxel 
(1967; 1970) have presented evidence which would limit lateral displacement to less  
than 8 km. Net displacement on the Pahrump fault zone has been estimated at 
approximately 13 lm (Liggett and Childs, 1973*). 

An elongate, northwest trending structural belt about 100 la long and 30 to 40 km 
wide and situated between the Owens Valley and Death Valley -Furnace Creek fault 
zones is dominated by a @tern or̂  closely spaced, north to northeast striking normal 
faults (Ross, 1967, 1970). The individual faults h:wc dip-slip displacements of up 
to 2 kn1 (Hamilton and Rlyers, 1966) and border hcrsts, grabens and tilted blocks, 
most of which a rc  clearly expressed in EIITS-1 imagery (see Plate 1; and ERTS-1 
Frame ii112G-15010, Figure 6, south half). The development of this structural 
pattern has been at least in part s,ynchronous with cbliquc-slip, or strike-slip 
movement on the 0wer.s Valley and Ikath Valley-Furnace Creek fault systems. 
During late Tliocene time, the normal fa-dting was acco:w:tnied by an episode of 
widespread basaltic volcanism n hich formed the Saline h n g c  volcanic field (lloss. 
1970). 'The close relationship between this episode of v~lcnnism and the normal 
faulting a rc  discussed in Section 3.3 .  -1 of this rcport. This structural belt i s  
believed to represent regronal, extensional fragmentati ~n related to the major 
Cenozoic right-lateral dclormation that characterizes the v.x .;torn margin of the 
Basin liangc Prov inc~~  (ilamilton and AIvcrs, 1966; Sti)wzirl, 1971). 

Colorado Plateau: -- 

The Colorado Platenu is a ;~i~ysiographical!y and structur,dly d i~ t inc t  portion c;E the 



continental platform of North America. This enormous structural province i s  
characterized by a Precambrian crystalline basement overlain by several kilometers 
of nearly flat lying, late Precambrian to Mesozoic sedimentary s t rata  which a r e  
locally intruded by Cenozoic igneous rocks and overlain by Cenozoic sedimentary 
and volcanic rocks. Except for monoclinal upwarps and minor normal faults, the 
interior region of this block i s  essentially undeformed. The western m a r g h  of the 
Colorado Plateau which lies within the Argus Exploration Company Tr:  ' Site is 
shown Ln Figure 17 and Plate 1. During the Sevier orogeny of late Cretaceous age, 
the western portion of the a: cestral  Colorado Plateau was delineated by a northeast 
trending belt of folding and eastward thrust faulting. Several large open folds which 
formed during this deformation occur along the present western margin of the 
plateau in southwestern Utah. 

Following a long period of early Tertiary erosion, uplift of the Colorado Plateau 
began by about 18 million years ago along the major normal faults that form the 
present western border of the province (Lucchitta, 1972). Uplift of the Colorado 
Platem continued through t : x  late Tertiary and w w  sgchrsnous  with major normal 
f a u l t i g  and silicic to intermediate volcanism and plutonism fr, the Basin Range 
Province to the west. From kite Miocene through Recent time, intermittent normal 
faulting in the Colorado Plateau has been temporally and spatially associated with 
basaltic volcanism of modest ..rolume, a s  outlined in Section 3.3.2 of this report. 

The weste .n boundary c ~ f  the Colorado Plateau is ~narked  in the EHTS-1 imagery by 
two prominent wt.st-fai:ing escarpments formed by the Hurricane and Grand Wash 
fault zones (see EilTP-1 Frame #lOFil-17425, Figure 8; and ERTS-1 Frame b1069- 
17132, Figure 9). These faults border two elongate plateaus of gently eastward 
dipping strata. Est,i:nated displacement on the Grmd Wash fault zone decreases 
northward from nearly 5 km at the mouth of the Gr;nd Cmyon to less  than 300 
meters west of St. Ceorgc, Utah (Hamblin, 1970L North of St. George, the fault 
zone ends in a wgion of manv small faults of divergent trends (see Plate 1). 

The IIwricanc fault zone and subsidiary fault systems of the Shivwitz Plateau and 
St. George basin form a complex pattern of branching northwest and northeast 
strildng faults (see Plate 1). Dip-slip displacement on t h e  IIurricane fault zone 
increases northward from a fcn- hundred meters  in the Grand Canyon region to 
nearly 3 km near Cedar City, Utah. Along most of its trace, the Hurricme fault 
zone is marltcd by a prominent west-facing escarpnitnt (see ERTS-1 Frame #1051- 
17425, Figure H) ,  but n ~ r t h  of Cedar City the fault fans out into a ser ies  of horsts 
and grabens, as  +OWI in Plate 1. 

East of the I l u r ~ i c , ~ n e  fault zone, the Torowtq-Scvier fault can hc 1r:lced in E!<TS-1 
imagery f o ~  nehr.1.y 500 l m  from nouth of Peach Springs, Arizona lo cent1 , '  UtflJl 
(see Plate 1; :ind ERTS-1 Framc. iflOG9-17432, Figure 9, cast half) .  Althvugh the. 
dip-slip displacement on this fault is  variable &dong stl.ilie, it does not cxcced 
ahout GO0 meters (Hamblin, 197C). 

3.1.5 hIojave Desert Block: 



Thc RIojave Dcscrt of south-central to southeastern California is a westward- 
tapering wedge of gcnerallj. subdued topography, characterized by eroded remnants 
of mountain blocks largely buried by Cenozoic basin deposits (see ERTS-1 Frame 
#1341-17554, Figurc 11). This structural block is bounded on the northwest by the 
Garlock fault and onthe southwest by the San Andreas fault zone. However, to the 
east and southeast, the block passes gradually into typical Basin Range terrane in 
the region south and east of the Death Valley fault zone (see Plate 1; and Figure 17). 

Scattered remnants of Precambrian crystalline basement within and peripheral to 
the Mojave Desert indicate that this region has been part of the North American 
continental platform since the Precambrian. From late Precambrian through late 
Paleozoic time, several kilometers of geosynclhal sedimentary rocks were 
deposited on this basemmt. In Mesozoic time, however, deposition was scattered 
and discontinuous. 

During the Rlesozoic, the thick sedimentary cover of the western Mojave Dtser t  
region was intensely deforrncd :md regionally metamorphosed by orogenies that 
accompanied plutonism and volcanism in the ancestral Sierra Nevada region. In 
the eastern hlojave Desert region tlle Mesozoic orogenies a r e  represented by 
northerly trending fold belts and westward dipping thrust faults of the Sevier 
o r o g ~  '? belt (Burchfiel and Davis, 1972). 

From late Cretaceous to mid-Tertiary time the RZojave Desert Block i s  believed to  
have unclcrgone :it least 5 km of gradual uplift accomp.mied by extensive erosion. 
The present pattern of localized deposition in elongutc, northwest trending basins 
probab1.y began in middle Miocene time (Bassett and Kupfer, 1961; Dibhlee, 1967). 

;'hc Ccnozoic structure of the Mojave Desert region i s  dominated by a svstcm of 
northwest striking high-angle faults, several of c.hicb can be traced for 30 to 70 
k n ~  in the E'RTS-1 imagery (see Plate 1: and EIITS-1 Frame #1341-17554, Figure 11, 
east-ccntr.d part). Elongate -anges and depositional basins. and silicic to basaltic 
volcanic ccntcrs occur b ~ t i w e n  and dong thesc faults (see Rogers, 1967). Thc 
faults of this system arc  generally p:~rallcl tn the San AndL :m fault zone, 'and most 
a r c  Imonn or  suspected to havc undergone significant right-1atcr:d strike-slip 
movclmcnt. I I o ~ ~ ~ v c r ,  unlike thc San Andreas, displaccmcnt on the indiriclual faults 
is at ]nost :i fcu. I\iiomctcl 5 (Uassctt 2nd Kupfer, l ! ) G  1 ;  Tlibhlx, 1'367). The dis- 
placement of Quatcrn;lw sediments, and wcurrencc of recent seismic ;~ctivit,,. ncnr 
some of thcsc. faults intlicntc that this svstem is  prcwntlv nctix.c. 

A suborrlinatc structural trend in the Rlojavc Desert is rcprc,scnted 11y nunwrous 
cast to nori'lcasl striking faults. These f3ults a r c  gcncr:tlI1: discontinuous xlcl a r c  
offsct IN,  or  tc~rn~inatc  ag::;nst tho northwest trending fgdts    st^ Plate 1). At 
1cmt oncc of these strur:?srts, thc Pinto Mountain fault of !-he southcrn hrojnvc Ikser t ,  
,uppear.; to havr1 bccn important in thc Ccnozoic tec-tonic dcvclopnwnt of thc province. 
This fault c,m bc traced in EIITS-1 inmgcry for morc than 50 1,ni cnst\v:ud f rom the 
S,in i bd rcas  fault zonc (scc I'1:ltc I ) ,  :md is estimated to h~1w undcrgonc s w c r a l  
Iiilolnct~; s of lcft-lateral strike-slip mov~nv:nt (T)ibhlce, 19G7; Ikrvis nnd Burchfiel, 
l!U3). 



The Garlock fault borders the Mcljave Desert Block on the north and northwest 
(see Plate 1) and is expressed in ERTS-1 imagery as a nearly continuous topographic 
lineament which can be traced westward for 260 krn from near the Avawatz 
Mountains to its termination against the San Andreas fault zone. The easternmost 
portion of the Garlock fault is  poorly understood and has been variously interpreted 
to terminate against a southward extension of the Death Valley fault zone, or  to 
continue eastward an &own distance beneath alluvium (see Davis and Burchfiel, 
1973; Plate 1; and ERTS-1 Frame $1125-17554, Figure 12, south half). 

Movement on the Garlock fault is  thought to have begun in Miocene time and is 
known to be continuing at present. Left-lateral strike-slip displacement on the 
Garlock fault is  estimated to be approximately 50-70 km at its western end, possibly 
decreasing to zero east of the Avawatz Mountains (Davis and P.urchfie1, 1973). The 
Ciarlock fault separates the strike-slip deformation and subdued topography of the 
Mojave Desert Block irom the oblique-slip, extensional tectonics and rugged 
physiography of the Sierra Ikvada, Argus, Panamint and Black Mountains in the 
Basin Rar.ge Province to the north (ERTS-1 Frame $1125-17554, Figure 12, south 
half). Davis and Burchfiel (1973) have interpreted this major physiographic and 
tectonic boundary to represent an intracontinental transform fault. 
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3 . 2  DISTRIBUTICIN OF SEISMIC ACTIVITY 

3.2.1 Introduction: 

The distributions of recorded ~arthquake epicenters and focal depths in the Argus 
Exploration Company test site aave been compiled in order to investigate the 
interrelationships between seismicity and regional Cenozoic structural patterns 
visible in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. 

The seismicity of the Basin Range Province has been studied in many investigations 
of regional seismology and tectonics. Among these a re  the works of Gianella and 
Callaghan (1934), Slemmons and others (1965), RyaU and others (1966), Gumper 
and Scholz (1971), Scholz and others (1971), and Sbar and others (1972). Several 
of these reports a re  somewhat limited in scope and data, and for this reason tend 
to be conflicting in interpretation. Using ERTS-1 imagery and available seismic 
data, we have attempted to resolve some of the controversy over the relationship 
of tectonics and seismicity in the area of the test site. To g a h  a perspective of 
this relationship we have studied correlations between the distributions of recorded 
earthquake epicenters, known systems of active faulting and the Cenozoic structural 
patterns visible in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. 

3.2.2 Data: - 
The map compilation of Plate 3 shows epicenter locations and focal depths for rs- 
corded earthquakes of magnitude 3.0  Rizhter units o r  greater in the test site. Most 
of the earthquakes shown in this compilation were recorded in the period from 
1961 to 1972, although major pre-1961 earthquakes a re  also included. The primary 
source of this seismic data is the Earthquake Data File (National Geophysical Data 
Center, 1972) published by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA) for the period January 1961 through December 1971. Sources of data for 
major pre-1961 earthquakes include Gianella and Callaghan (1934), Callaghan and 
Gianella (1935), Richter (1947), Chakrabarty and Richter (1949), Richter (1960), 
and Bateman (1961), a s  summarized in Section 3.2.9 .  

3.2.3 Accuracy and Limitations of Seismic Data: 

The reliability of seismic data such as epicenter locations, focal depths and mag- 
nitudes is highly variable within the area of the test site. This reliability is 
primarily determined by the proximity of an earthquake to a seismographic station 
o r  group of stations. 

The epicenter locations of post-1961 earthquakes ara  generally known to within a 
few tenths of a degree, o r  approximately 15 km (National Geophysical Data Center, 
1972). Locations of major pre-1961 earthquake epicenters are  less  precisely known 
but ,re considered to be generally accurate at the scale of Plate 3. 

Within the test site, earthquake focal depths are  generally considered to he accurate 



in areas where the distance from im epicenter to the recording instrments does not 
exceed the focal depth of the earthquake (Nordquist , 1974, personal communication). 
The areas with the most accurate focal depth measurements include the Nevada 
Test Site in Nve Countv, Nevada; the region surrounding Lake Mead In Clark County, 
Nevada; and southern Owens Valley, California. Focal depths recorded in these 
areas are characteristically less than 40 km. Other focal depths cited in the 
seismic literature of the southern Basin Range Province have been estimated on the 
basis of currently accepted crustal parameters and are of uncertain accuracy. 
This limitation must be considered in interpreting the focal depths shown in Plate 3. 

The majority of earthquakes reported Ln the test site range in magnitude from 3.0 to 
4.5 Richter units. Most post-1961 earthquake magnitudes have been determined by 
averaging the magnitudes recorded at several seismic stations for each earthquake; 
however, some magnitudes are  based on single station recordings. In their study 
of microseismic events in the Basin Range Province, Gumper and Scholz (1971) 
have estimated a reliability of f 0.3 Richter units. This figure probably represents 
a reasonable minimum value for much of the data cited here, although reliability + may be as poor as - 1.0 Richter units for some data (Nordquist, 1974, personal 
communication). Because of the small range of recorded magnitudes in the test 
site, and the short time span of accurate measurement (about 12 years), the patterns 
of earthquake magnitudes are not considered geologically significant and have not 
been shown in Plate 3. 

In areas of good seismographic control, numerous small-magnitude earthquakes 
have been recorded which do not necessarily reflect the true regional distribution of 
seismic activity. In order to gain a more accurate perspective of this distribution, 
it has been necessary to establish a "thresholdv magnitude which represents the 
lowest magnitude event in the test site that can be recorded regardless of the 
dist'mce from its epicenter to a seismographic station. Although there is no 
generally accepted %reshold" magnitude for this region, a magnitude of 3.0 Richter 
units is believed to be a reasonable lower limit, based on seismographic station 
coverage from 1951 to the present (Nordquist, 1974, personal communication; and 
U. S. G. S. Branch of Seismic Engineering, Las Vegas, 1974, personal communica- 
tion). Although this lower wthreshold" value may not totally eliminate the areal 
bias of earthquake data shown in Plate 3, it is believed to provide a reasonably 
accurate view of the natural distribution of epicenters in the test site. 

hl addition to bias introduced during measurement, the regional pattern of se'smic 
activity may be further complicated by man-made seismic events, such as  the re- 
lease of tectonic stress and collapse phenomena following nuclear testing in the 
Nevada Test Site. The abundance of earthquakes centered around Lake Mead is 
thought to be related to changes in isostatic loading controlled by varying water 
levels in the reservoir (Jones 1944; Carder 1970). 

Correlations of Active Faulting and Seismic Activity: 

Fault movement has been documented for all major historical earthquakes in the 
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Basin Range Province (see Plate 3). Right-lateral displacement was measured on 
fault scarps formed during the Cedar Mountah earthquake of 1932 (Gianella and 
Callaghan, 1934). the Fairview Peak earthquake of 1954 (Slemmons, 1957), the 
Wonder earthquake of 1903 (Slemmons and others, 1959), and the Owens Valley 
earthquake of 1872 (Bateman, 1961). Left-lateral movement was inferred from en 
echelon fissures formed during the Excelsior Mountains earthquake of 1934 
(Callaghan and Gianella, 1935). 

Faults with dip-slip displacement were associated with the Pleasant Valley earth- 
quake of 1915 (Page, 1935), the Rainbow Mountain earthquake of 1954 (Byerly and 
others, 1956), and the Dixie Valley earthquake of 1954 (Slemmons, 1957). In 
addition to %aturaP earthquakes, strike-slip, dip-slip and oblique-slip surface 
faulting has been observed associated with the release of tectonic stress following 
nuclear explosions in the Nevada Test Site (Dickey, 1968, 1969; Bucknam, 1969; 
and McKeown and Dickey, 1969). 

The sense of motion on faults in the southern W i n  Range Province iias been in- 
terpreted from first motion and composite fault plane solution (CFPS) studies at 
locations shown in Plate 3. First motion studies of the Fairview Peak earthquake 
of 1954 (Romney, 1957) indicated that right-lateral oblique-slip motion occurred on 
generally north striking faults. Subsequent CFPS studies on microearthquakes in 
this area by Stauder and Ryall (l967) found dip-slip motion to be predominant. 
C FPS studies by Gumper and Scholz (1971) have indicated right -lateral oblique -slip 
motion on northerly trending faults in the Cedar Mountains and Cedar Vallzy areas 
of Mineral and Esmeralda Counties, Nevada, and left-lateral strike-slip motion on 
east-northeast striking faults In the Excelsior Mountains area of Mlneral County. 

A microseismic CFPS study conducted by the U. S. Geological Survey during October 
1972 in Long Valley, California has been interpreted as indicating right-lateral 
strike-slip motion on north striking faults (U. S. Dept. of Interior, 1973;. In 
southern Owens Valley, Lindh (1974, personal communication) has interpre~ad right- 
lateral strike-slip motion on generally northerly striking faults. In the Nevada 
Test Site of southern Nye County, Nevada, CFPS measurements have been interpre- 
ted by Lindh (1974, personal communication) as  indicating right -lateral strike-slip 
motion on northerly striking faults. However, the CFPS measurements in the 
Nevada Test Site can bct alternately interpreted as indicating left-lateral motion on 
generally west striking faults. 

In Lincoln County, Nevada, CFPS studies (Lindh, 1974, personal communic~tion) 
indicate dip-slip motion on north to northeast striking faults in the Pahroc Valley 
north of Crystal Springs. In the Clover Mountains south of Barclay, similar data 
support alternate interpretations of left -lateral motion on west-northwest striking 
faults, or  right-lateral motion on northeast striking faults. Likewise, CFPS data 
south of Lake Mead (Lincih, 1974, personal communication) support alternate inter- 
pretations of right-lateral strike-slip motion on northerly striking faults, or left- 
lateral motion on easterly striking faults. Dip-slip motion is interpreted by Sbar 
and others (1972) for ncrtherly striking faults northeast of Cedar City, Utah. 



Normal and oblique-slip displacements of Quaternary alluvium have been observed 
in many areas in the southern Basin Range Province, Notable examples have been 
reported by Slemmons (1956) in the Fairview Peak-Mxfe Valley area; Liggett and 
Childs (1973*) in the Pahrump Valley of Clark County, Nevada; Bechtold and others 
(1973**) in a broad area south of Lake Mead; and Tschanz and Pampeyan ,1970) and 
Liggett and Ehrenspeck (1974***) in the Pahranagat area of Lincoln County, Nevada. 
Many of these fault s y s t e m  are  considered to be presently active, although they may 
not correspond to seismic events recorded in the short time span of observation. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, the dominant Cenozoic tectonic features in the 
southern Basin Range Province a re  northerly strildng normal faults that have formed 
the characteristic horst and graben structural pattern. The major range-front faults 
generally dip at moderate angles away from the uplifted ranges toward the structural 
troughs. As a result of this structural geometry, earthquake foci locatec? along 
Basin Range normal faults would be expected to be clustered beneath topographic 
basins. This pattern holds true for the majority of epicenters shown in Plate 3. 

Other than the clustering of earthquake epicenters within structural basins, the 
distributions of recorded epicenters shown in Plate 3 a r e  not recognized to be 
grouped along the major structural features shown in the tectonic map of Plate 1. No 
clear patterns of epicenter distributions o r  focal depths a re  recognized which permit 
a distinction between known strike-slip and dip-slip fault systems. 

3.2.5 Regional Seismlc Patterns : 

The regional distribution of earthquake epicenters in the map compilation of Plate 3 
indicates a generally northward trending zone of relatively high seismic activlty 
along the western margin of the Basin Range Province. This seismic zone i s  
bounded on the west by the eastern front of the Sierra Nevada and varies in width 
from approximately 175 km north of lat 380 N., to less than 25 km near lat 37' N. 

A similar northerly trending seismic pattern is evident in the distribution of earth- 
quake epicenters of magnitude 4,O o r  greater, compiled by Slemmons and others 
(1965) for the period 1352-1960. They have described this pattern as  two subparallel 
northerly trending zones, one along the eastern Sierra Yevada front including Carson 
City and Reno, Nevada, thz ather to the east along the 118O meridian, which includes 
most major historic earthquakes in Nevada. However, much of this data is dependent 
on non-instrumental reports and on pre-1932 instrumental recordings made with poor 
seismographic station coverage. As noted by Slemmons and others (1965), this 
limitation in the data has biased the density of recorded epicenters toward population 
centers, such as Carson City and Reno, Nevada. 

* Appendix H, this report 
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A recent interpretation of microseismic data in the western Basin Range by 
Gumper and Scholz (1971) has indicated a seismic pattern slmllar to that shown In 
Plate 3, which they have named the Nevada Seismic Zone. Baseci on the dietrlbu- 
tion of recorded microseismic epicenters, Camper and Scholz (1971) suggest that 
the Nevada Seismic Zone is displaced westward by approximately 75 km alung a 
northeast trending feature in the vicinity of the ExccSsior Mountains, east of Mono 
Lake. Such a displacement is not apparent either from the seismic data presented 
in Plate 3 or kom the pre-1961 instrumental data of Slcmmons and others (1965). 

The Sierra Nevada which forms the western boundary of the Nevada Seismic Zone, 
is characterized by a conapicuoualy low level of seismic activity with exceptions 
along the Kern Canyon fault and in the Tehachapi Mountains. The southern ter- 
minus of the Nevada Seismic Zone appears to be the Garlock fault, which also 
forms the physiographic and structural boMdary between the Sierra Nevada and 
Basin Range Province to the north and the Mojave Desert Block to the ~ou th  (see 
Plate 1). This seismic pattern was noted by Allen and others (1965, p. 577) in 
their statement that "the entire Garlock fault zone . . . . seems to have served more 
as a boundary between seismic provinces than aa a locus of seismic activity. l1 

Like the Sierra Nevada, the Mojave Desert Block is a province of low earthquake 
activity. 

An east-west zone of seismic activity 70-120 km wide crosses southern Nevada 
approximately between lat 37O N. and lat 38O N, and extends into western Utah at 
approximaf.ely lat 38O N. This east-west zone is well defined in Plate 3, although 
an artifici.d density of epicenter locations in the Nevada Test Site and Caliente, 
Nevada arcas appears to contribute significantly to this trend. Using pre-1961 
data, Slemmons and others (1965) described a similar belt of seismic activity that 
includes the Lake Mead region. They named this belt the Southern Nevada 
Transverse Zone. 

The data of Plate 3 suggests that the Southern Nevada Transverse Zone does not 
extend far enough to the south to include the Lake Mead activity, and is perhaps 
only half as wide as the zone postulated by Slemmons and others (1965). In addition, 
the seismic data of Plate 3 suggests that the Southern Nevada Transverse Zone is 
pot restricted to the southern Basin Range Province, but extends eastward a. short 
distance into the western Colorado Plateau, With the exception of this eastward 
extension of the seismic zone, the western portion of the Colorado Plateau ap+ f ars 
to have a low level of seismic activity. 

Regional Tectonic Implications : 

Nevada Seismic Zone : 

The high earthquake activity in the Nevada Seismic Zone coincides with a brnacl 
belt of right-lateral oblique-slip faulting which forms the western margin of the 
Basin Range Province (see Section 3.1.3 and Plate 1). Within this belt are the 
generally northwest trending Owens Valley, Death Valley-Furnace Creek, and 



Pahrump fault zones. This belt of right-lateral oblique-slip deformation appears to 
be structurally transitional between the northerly trending dip-slip faulting typical 
of the Basin Range Province and the northwest trending right-lateral strike-slip 
faulting of the San Andreas fault syr~tem. The change in orientation and stj01e of 
deformation within this area is apparent in the tectonic compilation of Plate 1. 

Seismic refraction, seismic velocity, and gzavity data were compil~ l by Thompson 
and Talwani (1964) in a study of the crust and upper mantle structure along a 
traverse across the Sierra Nevada batholith aad into central Nevada. This seismic 
refrtlcticm data suggests that the cruet thins rapidly from over 40 km in the Sierra 
Nevada to 22 km near Fallon, Nevada in the western Basin Range Province. The 
regional gravity pattern along this traverse is postulated by Thompson and Talwani 
(1964) to Indicate the presence of unusually dense cruet beneath the Sierra Nevada, 
and anomalously thick and/or low density mantle beneath the Basin Range Province. 
The anomalous crust and mnntle within the Basin Range Province may be related 
to the Cenozoic crustal extension in the province. The marked change in style of 
deformation within this area, coincident with major changes in the thickness and/or 
density of the crust and mantle, suggesr . that the earthquake activity of the Nevada 
Seismic Zone reflects a major crustal discontinuity. 

Southern Nevada Transverse Zone: 

The east trending Southern Nevada Transverse Zone of seismic activity shown in 
Plate 3 does not coincide with major known transverse structural features or 
patterns apparent in ERTS-1 imagery (see Plate 1). Instead, northerly trending 
normal faults of Tertiary age typical of the Basin Rage  Province dominate the 
Cenozoic structure of the Southern Nevada Transverse Zone. However, some 
transverse structural features are apparent in the ERTS-1 imagery. These include 
northeast trending structures such as the left-lateral strike-slip Pahranagat shear 
system (Liggett and E..~renspeck, 1974*) and possible strike-slip faulting in Kane 
Springs Wash in Lincoln County, Neva-a. In addition, a pervasive pattern of 
generally east striking faults and joints i s  exposed in the volcanic cover between 
Caliente, Nevada, and Cedar City, Utah (see Plate 1). Although the abundance of 
scarps in Quaternary alluvium indicate that faulting Is currently active in the 
Southern Nevada Transverse Zone, the origin of the seismic activity and its relation- 
ship to the structure of the area are not known, 

This zone is  coincident with a broad belt of middle to late Tertiary felsic volcanism 
and related plutonism, as shown in the compilation of Plate 2. Genetic relationships 
between this igneous activity and the present eartbr,uake activity are not apparent. 

Conclusions : 

This study has documented an interrelationship between Cenozoic tectonic patterns 
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visible in ERTS-1 MSS imagery, and the distribution of recorded seismic activity 
h the Argus Exploration Company test site. The following conclusions are  fndi- 
cated: 

1. The regional seismic activity of the southern Basin Range Province is 
higher than that of the adjoining Sierra Nevada and Mojave Dtlc *. 

Blocks. 

2. First motion studies and composite fault plane eolutions of mtcroearth- 
quakes are  consistent with field evidence that both strike-dip and dip- 
sli:, 'aultfng are  presently active in the southern Bash  Range Province. 

3. Within the southern Basin Range Province, recorded epicenters are 
generally clustered within topographic depressions. This clustering is 
believed to be the result of movement on normal faults which have 
formed the structural troughs. However, recorded epicenters do not 
appear to be aligned along specific fault zones. 

4. The high seismic activity of the Nevada Seismic Zone of Gumper and 
Scholz (1971) generally coincides with a belt of right-lateral oblique- 
slip deformation along the western margin of the Basin Range Province. 
This belt is postulated to be a major crustal discontinuity, transitional 
between the extensional tectonics of the Basin Range Province and the 
right-lateral strike-slip deformation of the San Andreas fault system. 

5. The Southern Nevada Transverse Zone of Slemmons and others (1965) 
is  coincident with a belt of Tertiary volcanic and plutonic centers of 
felsic to intermediate composition. N9 regional transverse structural 
patterns coincident with this seismic zone have been recognized in the 
ERTS-1 imagery. 
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3.3 CENOZOIC VOLCANISM AND PLUTONISM 

3.3.1 Introduction: 

The map compilation presented in Plate 2 shows the distributions and compositions 
of late Cenozoic volcanic and intrusive rocks in the Argus Exploration Company 
test site. This compilation is babed on published and unpubliehed data cited in 
Section 3.3.7 of this report. The inf~rmation shown on Plate 2, combined with 
literature research and field studies, suggests the presence of four generalized 
volcanic provinces which may be Werentiated on the basis of compositional trends, 
age ranges and eruptive styles. These volcanic provinces are  temporally and 
spatially related to the dominant structural patterns in the test site visible in the 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery (see Plate 1). 

The characteristics of Cenozoic igneous activity and the tectonic patterns delineate 
the following provinces : 

The western margin of the Colorado Plateau of southern Utah and 
northern Arizona is characterized by late Cenozoic normal faults on 
which movement was temporally and spatially associated with the 
erustion of relatively small volumes of basaltic rocks. 

The formation of the pervasive north trending horst and graben structure, 
typical of the Basin Range Province of southern Nevada, northwestern 
Arizona and southwestern Utah, was temporally and spatially associated 
with the eruption of huge volumes of silicic to intermediate ignimbrites 
and flows and the intrusion of compositionally similar plutonic rocks 
during late Miocene to Pliocene time. 

The area of complex late Cenozoic right-lateral oblique-slip faulting 
along the western margin of the Basin Range Province, east of the 
Sierra. Nevada, is characterized by compositionally diverse and geo- 
graphically scattered volcanic centers. 

The Mojave Desert Block of southern California is dominated by north- 
west trending, right-lateral strike-slip faulting of Miocene to Recent 
age, which is spatially and temporally associated with vo~urnetrically 
modest volcanism of predominantly basaltic and intermediate composi- 
tion. 

The above generalizations have notable exceptions, and the provinces are  both 
struchwallg and volcanogenically gradr.tional. However, the similarities between 
the respective tectonic and volcanic p~ 2 Jinces suggest genetic ties between regioncll 
structure and the distribution, chemistry and petrography of igneous centers. Such 
a relationship has important implications for the origin and evolution of the Basin 
Range Province and provides a guide in the search for mineral and geothermal 
resources. 



3.3.2 Colorado Plateau Margin: 

Along the western margin of the Colorado Plateau in southwestern Utah and north- 
central Arizona, a large basaltic volcanic province developed synchronously with 
episodic, late Cenozoic normal faulting. Within this province, numerous separate 
and coalesced basalt fields occur within a broad belt that extends southward from 
the high plateaus of south-central Utah, through the western Grand Canyon region 
and into the San Francisco Mountains, Verde River and Mount Hope reglons of 
Arizona. Most of the lava in these separate volcanic flelds consists of nearly 
uniform alkali-olivine basalt (Best and Brimhall, 1970; Lowder, 1973) with sub- 
ordinate occurrences of tholeitic o r  andesitic basalt (McKee and Anderson, 1971; 
Lowder, 1973). 

Within this belt of volcanism, many of the local basalt flelds and their vent areas 
a re  associated with specific structures. For example, in northern Arizona 
numerous small cinder cones and basalt flows are located near o r  along subsidiary 
strands of the Hurricane and Toroweap-Sevier fault zones (see Plate 1; ERTS-1 
Frame X1069-17432, Figure 9; and Hamblin, 1970a). In the Markagunt Plateau 
region of southwestern Utah, several cinder cones occur at o r  near the intersections 
of prominent joint systems or  minor faults (Cook, 1960; Threet, 1963, p. 105). 

Geochronologic data (hlackin, 1960, p. 97; Armstrong, 1970; Noble and McKee, 
1972) and field shdies  (Cook, 1957; 1960) indicate that initial movement on the 
Hurricane fault, approximately 20 million years ago, was temporally associated 
with silicic volcanism and plutonism in the adjacent Basin Range Province. 
Subsequent, late Miocene to Recent movement sn the Hurricane and other faults on 
the Colorado Plateau has been accompanied o r  followed by distinct episodes of 
basalt e?ctrusion. This relationship of volcanism and structure has been documented 
in the St,, George basin of southwestern Utah (Gardner, 1911; Cook, 1960; Hamblin, 
1963, 1970b), and in the western Grand Canyon and southcrn Colorado Plateau 
regions of Arizona (Wilson and others, 1969; Hamblin, 19'70b; McKee and Anderson, 
1971). 

3.3.3 Southern Basin L<ange Province: 

The volcmmism and plutonism of the southern Basin Range Province are  character- 
ized by huge volumcs of silicic to intermediate ignimbrites, flows and chemically 
similar Intrusive bodies. Most of this igneous activity occurred during late 
Tertiary timc and was both spatially and temporally associated with Basin Range 
normal faulting. The distribution of intermediate to silicic igneous rocks of 
Cenozoic agc shown in Plate 2, suggests the existence of thrce o r  four distinctive 
volcanic tcrrancs within the southern Basin Range Province. The locations and 
charactcristics of these volcanic terrzlnes arc  summarized below, proceeding from 
west to east across thc test site. 

Nye Count~v Volcanism: 

A large volcanic terrane of intermediate to silicic composition occurs in southern 



Nye County, Nevada, The gecllogy of this region is discussed by Ekren (1968), 
Ekren and others (1968, 1971), Cornwall (1972) and in several studies of mining 
areas associated with the Tertiary volcanism (see for example, Albers and 
Kleinhampl, 1970). Based on age and general compositional ranges, the extrusive 
and intrusive rocks of this terrane fa l l  into two distinct groupings: a late Oligocene 
to middle Miocene succession (Marvin and others, 1970) of predominantly Inter- 
mediate composition, and a late Miocene to Pliocene sequence of largely sfllcic 
composition. 

Complex assemblages of intrusive and extrusive rocks, ranging in age from about 
26.5 to 18 million years (Anderson and Ekren, 1968; Cornwall, 197%) are exposed 
in large horsts that form the Cactus, Kawich and Belted Ranges, and the Goldfield 
Hills of southern Nye County. The volcanic rocks consist largely of vcl.uminous 
calcalkaline andesitic flows, breccias, and ignimbrites and represe at the southern 
end of a broad belt of volcanic activity which extends northward a::! westward into 
central Nevada and eastern California (see Plate 2). Emp1acemr:nt of these wide- 
spread volcanic rocks predated much of the Basin Range faulting (Christiansen and 
Lipman, 1972; Yoble, 1972). 

The distinct late Miocene to Pliocene epi~ode of silicic v~lcanism in scuthern Nye 
County is related to at least 10 major eruptive centers, half of which are believed 
to be collapsed calderas. The eruptive centers are loosely grouped along a northerly 
trend and their voluminous ignimbrites and flows overlap the older volcanic 
succession to the north. The silicic volcanism appears to have begun in the Mt. 
Helen region about 15-16 million years ago and to have ended with eruptil.ns from 
the Black Mountain caldera about 6.2 million years .xgo. The bulk of the volcanism 
occurred between about 13.5 and 10  million years ago in the Jackass Flats centers, 
the Bullfrog Hills caldera and the Timber Mountain caldera. Since middle Pliocene 
time, only scattered basaltic volcanism has occurred in this area. 

Variations in the thiclmess and distribution of the volcanic units, and direct struc- 
tural evidence (see for example, Ekrcn and others, 1968) indicate that Basin Range 
normal faulting in the Nye Couity area was synchronous with the bulk of the silicic 
igneous activity. The Nye County volcanic terrane lies entirely north of the western 
termination of the Las Vegas shear zone, on which major right-lateral strike-slip 
displacement was at least in part synchronous with normal faultinb md igneous 
activity. Guided by analysis of ERTS-1 imagmy, a structural model has been 
proposed by Liggett and Childs (March 1974*) which relates right-lateral strike-slip 
displacement on the Las Vegas shear zone to i.olca!rlism, plutonism, and inferred 
crustal extension in southern Nye County and ii: the Black Mountains area south of 
Lake Mead, Nevada. 

* Appendix 0, this report 

Black Mountains Volcanism: 



A silicic to intermediate volcanic terrane, similar to that of Nye County, forms a 
north-south trending belt along the Colorado River from south of Lake Mead, 
Nevada, to n e u  Parker, Arizona (see ERTS-1 Frame #1106-17495, Figure 4, east 
half). This volcanic terrane lies south o i  the eastern termination of the Las Vegaa 
shear zone. Plutons, dike swarms and normal faults within this belt are oriented 
with northerly trends (Bechtold and others, 1972*) and a re  well expressed in 
ERTS-1 imagery. In the southern Black Mountaim, a probable caldera structure 
has been mapped in the Oatman district (Thorson, 1971). A composite batholith of 
Miocene age is exposed west of the Colorado River in the Newberry and Eldorado 
Mountains, and similar plutons have been recognized hi other parts of this terrane. 
These plutons range in composition from leucocratic granite to gabbro, although 
granite, quartz monzonite and quartz diorite predominate (Volborth, 1973). The 
regional geology of this area has been discussed by Longwell (1963) and by Anderson 
and others (1972). The structural setting and the ~~vnchroneity of volcanism and 
faulting are discussed by Lfggett and Childs (March 1974**). 

Lincoln County Volcanism: 

Several important silicic volcanic and plut . ' a  zenters of middle to late Miocene age 
occur in Lincoln County, Nevada. Igneous .-.',:; from these centers form the 
western p,wt of a northeast trending belt 01 qc.! ianic rocks that extends from south- 
eastern Nevada into southwestern Utah (see Plate 2, and ERTS-1 Frame 61106-17492, 
Figure 7, northeast quarter). 

At the eastern end of this group of centers, the Caliente depression has been 
identified as the probable source of voluminous and widespread ignimbrites found in 
southeastern Nevada and adjacent Utah (Noble and hlcKee, 1972). These ignimbrites 
range in age from approximately 21-17 million years (Macliin, 1960; Cook, 1965). 

In the Clover Mountains about 15 km south of Caliente, a large rhyolitic igneous 
complex, possibly a caldera, has been mapped at a reconnaissance scale by Tschanz 
and Pampeyan (1970). In the southern Delamar Range, the Kane Springs Wash 
volcanic center i s  thought to be the source of regionally extensive ignimbrites and 
lnvas approximately 14-12 million years in age (Noble, 1968; Armstrong, 1970; 
N.>ble and McKee, 1972). Scveral small intrusive bodies of intermediate to sflicic 
composition occur in thc Dzlamar Range, Clover Mount,dns, and Caliente depression. 
Supported by analysis c,f ERTS-1 imagery, field reconnaissance along the west side 
of the De lmar  Rnnge has indicated that at least samc of these small stocks and dikes 
arc  intrusive into the volcanic cover. 

Thc structural setting of the Lincoln County volcanic terranc is not well known; how- 
cvcr, deformation is regionally dominated by northerly trending normal faults 
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typicd of the Basin Range Province (see Plate 1). This faulting is knovn to be at 
least in part synchronous with the silicic volcanism (Mackin, 1960; Cook, 1965; 
Noble, 1972). The youngcst known volcanic rocks of this region nre locd Pliocene 
basalt flows erupted approximately 8 million years ago (Armstrang, 1970, p. 212). 

Southvestern Utah Intermediate and W c i c  Volcauism: 

Several large, shallow intrusions and associated volcanic rocks of predominantly 
intermediate composition form a northeast trending belt extending from near St. 
George nearly to Black Rock in southwestern Utah (see Plate 3). These ignewa 
rocks have intruded and blanketed a widespread succession of volcanic and sedimen- 
tary rocks of late Oligocene to middle Miocene age. The intrusive bodies are  
believed to be laccolithic protrusions of a large igneous mass (Cook, 1960) which 
invaded along the axis of a northeaai trending ant1clina.l structure of Laramide age 
(Cook, 1960; Mackin, 1960). A t  least two of the laccolithlc bodies reached the 
surface and vented voluminous dacitic to ldi t ic tuffs and flows. The largest of the 
intrusions, the Pine Valley Mountains laccolith (see ERTS-1 Frame #1051-17425, 
Figure 8, left center) intruded its own extrusive cover of thick latite flows (Cook, 
1957, 1960) to form a body which is nearly 1 km thick and exceeds 100 square km in 
u e a .  

Ceochronologic data (Armstrong, 1970; Noble and McKee, 1972) indicate that this 
episode of igneous activity occurred approximately 21-19 million years ago. Field 
studies in southwestern Utah by Cook (1957, 1960) and others suggest that the 
initiation of Basin Range faulting, as illustrated by the Hurricane fault zone, also 
occurred during this time. 

A later period of predominanfly silicic volcanism is  represented by ignimbrites 
and flours ranging in age from about 19 to less than 14 million ycars (Rlackin, 1960, 
p. 98; Amlstrong, 1970; Noble and RlcKee, 1972). These silicic volcanic rocks are 
associated with small intrusive bodies and eruptive centers that tend to be aligned 
along Bash Range faults (Christiansen and Lipman, 1972). The late Miocene 
silicic volcanic rocks in southwestern Utah are overlain by a succession of basaltic 
rocks, which arc spatially and temporally associated with episodic normal faulting 
along the C:olordo Plateau m,argin. 

3.3.1 Sierra Nevada and Western Basin Range Province: 

An area believed to be transitional between the extension:d deformation of the Basin 
itangc Province and the strike-slip tectonics of the San Andrcas fault system 
(Hamilton a i d  Myers, 19GG) lies along the western margin of the Basin Range 
Province in eastern California (see Section 3.1.3). This area is characterized by 
Cenozoic volcanic 'and plutonic ccntcrs of varied compositions, ages ,and structural 
associations. Although it is beyond the scope of this summary to review each of 
thtl-e igneous ccnters, the following examples illustrate the diversity of structural 
and volcnnic associations that characterize this province. 



Central to Southern Sierra Nevada, California: 

Cenozoic vvlcanism within the Sierra Nevada includes a wide range of compositions 
and erur.ltive styles. Because of differences in the regional tectonic evolution and 
Cenozoic volcanism of the central and the southern part of the Sierra Nevada, these 
two regions a re  considered separately. 

In the central Sierra Nevada north of the l'uolomne Hiver, Tertiary volcanism 
began with widespread eruption of rkyolitic tuffs during a period which lasted from 
about 33-20 million years ago (Dalrymple, 1964; Slemmons, 1966). These volcanic 
units extend f a r  beyond the present eastern margin of the Sierra Nevada and a r e  
believed to have been erupted from sources located along and east of the present 
mountain range (Slemrnons, 1966; Gilbert and others, 1968). 

Latite flows and tuffs unconformably overlie all older volcanic sequences in the 
Sonora Pass region and were erupted during a geochronologically well-defined 
episode of volcanism about 9.5 miiiion years ago (Noble and others, 1974). The 
latite ignimbrites extend eas tmrd  from the Sierra Nevada into western Nevada, and 
their emplacement predates most of the uplift of the range (Slemmons, 1966; Gilbert 
and others, 1968; Christiansen and Lipman, 1972). 

RIajor uplift and tilting of the central Sierra Nevada occurred during middle to late 
Pliocene time and was generally synchronous with the emplacement of volwninous 
andcsitic and basaltic breccias and flows which range from about 9 million to less  
than G million years in age (Dalrymple, 1964; Slemmons, 1966). These flows and 
breccins are locally capped by late Pliocene basalt flows which grade northward to 
regionally continuous flood basalts. Scattered eruptions of rhyolitic to basaltic 
volcnrlc rocks within and along the eastern Sierra Nevada range front have 
accompanied late Pliocenc to Recent tectonism (Slcmmons, 196G; Batcman aid 
Wahrhaftig, 1966; Christensen and others, 1969). 

Thc Sierra Ncvada block south of thc Tuolomne Hiver has undergone nearly continu- 
ous erosion during most of the Cenozoic (see Section 3.1.3) and pre-Pliocene 
volcanic rocks arc  almost entirely absent from this region. Volcanism in the 
southcrn Sicrra Ncvada appears f;o fall into three main episodes, occurring about 
9-10 million, 2-4 million, and lcss than 1 million years ago (Batcnun and 
Wahrhnftig, 19GG). Thiz volcanic activity is characterized by scattered basalt and 
andcsite flows, and rhyolitic to latitic tuffs, flows and domes. 

.Although the bulk of volcanism is spatially associated with faulting along the 
Sicrra Ncvada rmgc front, several small eruptive ccntcrs with app,went structural 
associations are  located in the central and eastern part of the range. Near the 
rnouth of the Little Kern liivcr in Kern Canyon, small basalt fields of late Pliocene 
age (Ddrymple, 1963) are located over and along thc trace of thc north striking 
Kcrn Canyon fault (Matthews and Burnett, 1965; Bateman m d  Wahrhnftig, 19G6). 
Ficld reconnaissance of lineaments visible in ERTS-1 imagery over the sout!lern 
Sierra Ncvada (scc EItTS-1 Frnmc #1162-18011, Figure 13, northwest quarter; 



and Liggett and Childs, February 1974*) has suggested structural control of the 
locations of Quaternary cinder cones in the Toowa volcanic field (Webb, 1950; see 
also Mayo, 1947, p. 501), and of two nearby latite domes, Monache and Templeton 
Mountains, of probable Quaternary age (Bateman and WBhrhaftig, 1966). These 
volcanic centers are situated at the inkraections of generally north and west trend- 
ing lineaments, which appear to be zones of crustal weakness (Mayo, 194 1,  p. 499; 
Liggett and Childs, February 1974*). 

Mono Basin and Lmg Valley, California: 

Mono Basin is an elongate, northeast trending structural and topographic depression, 
whlch terminates on the west against the range-front faults of the Sierra Nevada. 
Geochronologic and geologic studies of this region, synthesized by Gilbert and 
others (1968) and by Christensen and others (1969), have established that the 
structural development of the basin and related volcanism postdates Miocene to 
early Pliocene volcanism of the Sierra Nevada a d  Basin R-nge Province. 

The bulk of voIcanic activity in the Mono Basin occurred approximately 3.5 -1.5 
million years ago, and began with the eruption of widespread, thin olivine basalt 
flows. These flows form a nearly continuous terrane of approximately 500 square 
hm that extends from the Excelsior Mountains region on the eastern margin of the 
Mono Basin southwestward to the Sierra Nevada. This basaltic terrane is cut by a 
pervasive system of northeast trending faults of probable left-lateral strike-slip 
movement (Gilbert rurd othcrs, 1968; Gilbert and Reynolds, 1973). In the southeast 
part of the Mono Basin, individual faults of this system typically bend southward 
and intersect or merge with a northerly trerrling system of normal faults. Many 
segments of this complex fault pattern are apparent in ERTS-1 imagery (see Plate 1; 
and ERTS-1 Frame #1163-18063, Figure 14, top center). The zone of intersection 
between the two s;nc!wonous fault systems is bclieved to have formed an elongate 
belt of crustal extension, from which additional, cxtensive basalt flows were vented 
(Gilbert and others, 1968). Although such widespread basaltic volcanism ceased by 
latcst Pliocene time, continued movement on this fault system appears to have 
localized sndl Quaternary protrusions and flows of latitc, rhyolite, andesite and 
minor basalt (Gilbert md othcrs, 1968; Christensen and othcrs, 1969). 

Long Vallcy is expressed in EIITS-1 imagery as a roughly c1l:ptical topographic 
depression about 30 km by 20 lan in size, located about 35 km south of the Mono 
Basin (see EH?'S-1 Frame #1163-18063, Figure 14, uppcr center). On the south 
and west it abuts against the Mammoth cmbayment of the eastcrn Sierra Nevada 
escarpment. Long Valley is bounded on all sides by knoun or geophysically in- 
ferred faults (Pddser, 1960; Pakiser and others, 1964; Strand, 1967; Christensen 
.and othcrs, 1969) which formed as a result of subsidence and resurgence of a large 
caldera. 
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The general structural and volcanic history of %e area is  eummarized in studies 
by Pakiser and others (1964); Gilbert and others 0968); and Chrleteneen Prcd 
others (1969). Important volcanism in this area began about 1 d o n  years ago 
with rhyolitic volcanisill in the Glass  Mountain region. Thie volcaniem was followed 
;rbout 0.7 million years ago by the eruption of the voluminous Bishop Tufll, and the 
simultaneous subsidence of the Long Valley caldera. Subsequent resurgent doming 
within the caldera has been accompanied by eruption of rhyolitic to baealtic rocks 
(Bailey, 1973) from several prominent centers aligned along a northerly trend be- 
tween Mammoth Mountain and Mono Lake (me Plate 2; and ERTS-1 Frame U1163- 
18063, Figure 14, upper center). The area is considered to be volcanically active. 

Owens Valley Volcanic Meld, California: 

A volcanlc field consisting of numeroua Quaternary c i ~ d ~ r  cmes and related alkali 
basalt flows occurs in Owens Valley b e e n  the Sierra Nevada and the White-Inyo 
Mountains eecarpments, and extends f r ~ m  south of Big i? ;t'! i - 8  u c t h  of Independence, 
California (see Plate 2; and ERTS-1 Frame 61163-18063, :. +re 14, southeast 
quarter). The most prominent volcanic centers of the reg . I  I .  ?rater Mountain and 
Red Mountain, and several small cinder cones and basalt h w s  are situated over, 
and locally offset by strands of the active Owens Valley fault zone (see Plate 1; 
kteman, 1965; and Strand, 1967). A s  noted in Section 3.1.3, the Owens Valley 
fault zone is postulated to have undergone post-Cretaceous right-lateral displace- 
ment of up to a few kilometers (see, for example, Ross, 1962). 

The twenty or more basaltic cinder cones and fissure vents in the southern part of 
the Owens Valley volcanic field are aligned along the northerly trending normal 
faults of the Sierran escarpment (Moore, 1963; Matthews and Burnett, 1966). Many 
of these faults cut alluvium as well as flows and cinder cones of various ages 
(Moore, 1963), indicating a close relacionship between episodic volcanism and re- 
current fadt movements. 

Saline Range Volcanic Field, California: 

The Saline Pmge volcanic field is  2 regionally extensive and voluminous succession 
of trachyandesitic basalt flows of late Pliocene age. The main field locally attains 
a thickness of 300 meters and forms a rhornbohedrally shaped area of more than 300 
sqLde krn bordered on the north and south by Eureka and Saline Valleys, rcspec- 
tively (see Jennings, 1958; Row, 1967; Strand, 1967). Geochronolagfc and fleld 
studies by Ross (1967, 1970j indicate that widespread fissure eruptions of trachy- 
andesite began shortly after the emplacement of small, compositionally similar 
intrusive bodies about 3.5 million years ago. The bulk of the volcar!r;m ended by 
about 2.5 million years ago. 

Field ir.vestigations and geochronologic evidence indicate that the volcanic activity 
in the Saline Rsnge was synchronous with, and controlled by the development of a 
pervasive system of north to northeast striking nwmnl faults. A s  outlined in 
Section 3.1.3, this belt of northwest-southeast extension is located between the 



W e n s  Valle.1 and Death Valley-Furnace Creek fault zanes, both of which are  known 
to h a v ~  rcndcrgone strike-slip displacement during the Cenozoic (see Plate 1). This 
refiional structural setting, and the charac ter is~k local structure of the Saline 
Range are clearly expressed in ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1126-18010 (Figure 6, south 
half). 

Kingston Peak Pluion, California: 

The Kingston Peak pluton in northeastern San Bernardino Countp is a laccolithic body 
of porphyritic quartz monzonite intruded into Precambrian mexnorphic and Paleo- 
zoic sedimentary rocks. This pluton has been radiometrically dated at between 18.6 
and 12.5 million years (Sutter, 1968; Armstrong, 1970) and is the probmle source 
of widegpread rhyolitic and dacitic volcaniclastic sedimentary rocks in the area. 

The Kingston Peak pluton is located north of, and adjacent to the eastern termination 
of the Garlock fault (see Plates 1 and 2; and ERTS-1 Frame #11.25-17554, Figure 12, 
e-t central portion). Regional evidence for the onset of Basin Range normal 
fadting (Ekren and others, 1968) suggests that rLLovement on t'l.e Garlock fault began 
approximately 26 million years before present and wt, at least in part synchronous 
with emplacement of the Icingston Peak pluton. 

Silver Peak Volcanic Center, Nevada: 

The Silver Peak volcanic center of Esmeralda County, Nevada, is located adjacent 
to the Death Valley-Furnace Crcek fault zone, which terminates in northern Fish 
Lake Valley 40 km northwest of Silver Peak (see Plates 1 and 2). Right-lateral 
displacement of approximately 1 km since Pliocenc time and nearly 50 krn since 
Jurassic time has been postulated for the northern part of the Death Valley-Furnace 
Crcek fault zone (McKee, 1968). The bulk of volcanfsm associded with the Silver 
Peak center occurred between about 6.1 and 4.8 million years f go (Robinson and 
othcrs, 1968) and was synchronous with movement on the Death Valley-Furnace 
Creek fault zone. 

Coso Range Volcanic Field, Californfz: 

A compositionalSy bimodal volcanic field of late Pliocene to Quaternary age is 
centered in t hc Coso Mountains region east and socth of Owens Lake. The bulk of 
the volcanic rocks occurs a€ a succession of thin olivine basalt flows and numerous 
associated cinder cones (see Jennings, 1958; Jennings and others, 1962). T h i ~  wide - 
spread basaltic volcanism was contemporaneous with less abundant silicic volxaisrn 
(Babcock and Wise, 1973) In the form of rh,yolitic domes and tuff cones in the 
southern part of the field (see ERTS-1 Frame #1162-18011, Figure 13, center). 
These bimodal volcanic rocks unconfwmably overlie a succession of mdesitic to 
basaltic flows and pyroclastic rocks of probable Pliocene age (Jcnnings, 1958; Hall 
and MacKevett, 1958). 

The Coso Mountains region i s  dominated structurally by swarms of northerly strik- 
ing normal faults that intersect a second system of northwest striking faults (see 



ERTS-1 Frame #1163-18011, Figure 13). One of these northwest trending faults, 
the Darwin tear fault, h,as a known left-lateral displacement of 0.7 lan (Hall and 
MacKevett, 1958). 

Synchronous interaction of the two fault systems is indicated by the local merging 
of the two fault trends, the crosscutting of one fault system by the other, and the 
displacement of Quaternary alluvial and volcanic units by both systems (see Jennings 
and others, 1962). The close association of the basaltic and rhyolitic volcanism 
with toth fault systems (Babcock and Wise, 1973) is exemplified by numerous vents 
in the region east of Little Lake that are aligned along both fault trends (see 
Jennings and others, 1962). 

3.3.5 Mojave Desert, California: 

Vany separate intrusive centers and volcanic fields of Miocene to Recent age form 
a broad southeast trending belt of igneous activity in the Mojave Desert. This 
igneous activity occurs largely within the area of the Mojave Desert structural block 
which is dominated by a pervasive system of northwest trending faults of probable 
strike-slip displacement (see Plate 1 and Section 3.1.5). 

Radiometric data suggest that volcanism in the Mojave Desert began about 22 million 
years ago (4rrnstrong and Higgins, 1973). Since early Miocene time, scattered 
volcanism aczompanied the development of elongate depositional basins bounded by 
the northwest striking faults (Hewett, 1954; Dibblee, 1967). The Mioceae and 
Pliocene volcanism is characterized by numerous local sequences of intermediate to 
silicic extrusive rocks and related hypabyssal intrusive rocks, intercalated ulth o r  
capped b,v basaltic to andesitic volcaniclastic rocks .md flows (Dibblee, 1967; 
Christiansen and Lipman, 1972). Quaternary volcanism in this region consists 
rnostly ~f basaltic flows of local extent and modest volume, erupted from many 
separate vents (Dibblee, 19€7; Wise, 1969). 3 

A close interrelationship between the northwest striking faults and Tertiary 
volcmism is apparent in several areas of the Mojave Desert. In the Bullion Moun- 
tains, for example, movement on the Bullion fault followed shortly after eruption of 
a succession of basaltic and intermediate volcanic rocks. At least one sequence 
of basalt flows was vented from conduits along the Bullion fault and related breaks, 
and was later offset by further movement on the fault (Bassett and Kupfer, 1964, 
p. 37-39). 

Synchroneity of Pleistocene and Recent volcanism and faulting is also evident. At  
the P i s ~ a h  and Sunshine Peak eruptive centers, for example, cinder cones are  
aligned over strands of the Pisgah fault, and basalt flows both predate and postdate 
movement on this fault (Bassett and Kupfer, 1964; Rogers, 1967; Wise, 1969). 

3.3. G Conclusions : 

The purpose of this study has been to investigate the interrelationships between the 
distributions and characteristics of Cenozoic igneous activity and regional structural 



patterns expressed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery over the Argus Exploration Company 
test site. 

The data summarized here and in the accompanying tectonic and igneous map 
compilations (Plates 1 and 2) indicate close temporal and spatial relationships 
between Cenozoic plutonism, vole anism and deformation. These relationships are 
consistent within the terranes defined by patterns and styles of tectonic deformation. 
These include the structurally stable Colorado Plateau, the major extemlonal 
tectonics of the Basin Range Province, the right-lateral strike-slip deformation of 
the Mojave Desert Block, and a zone of right-lateral oblique-slip displacement in 
the western Basin Range Province adjacent to the Sierra Nevada. 

The following general associations between volcanism and tectonism are postulated 
for the area of this investigation: 

1. Large silicic volcanic and plutonic centers are located in terrane which 
has undergone regional crustal distension on major dip-slip fault 
systems. Although silicic igneous activity in many areas was synchron- 
ous with adjacent systems of strike-slip faulting, the igneous centers are 
not aligned along or displaced by strike-slip faults. 

2. Predominantly basaltic to andesitic volcanism of modest volume is 
spatially associated and synchronous with systems of major strike-slip 
faulting and is also associated with areas 4 normal faulting of small to 
moderate displacement. 

3. Within a local area, volumetrically minor basaltic volcanism has 
generally post-dated voluminous silicic to intermediate igneous activity. 

The inferred temporal and spatial associations between igneous activity and structural 
deformation are supported by the homogeneity of igneous activity dthin the structural 
provinces of the test site and by the alignment and localization of igneous centers 
along key structural features or systems. However, this association does not prove 
a necessary cause-and-effect relationship between tectonism and volcanogenesis. It 
is possible that tectonic features may tap compositionally distinct magma sources at 
different depths or may influence magma genesis through control of heat flow or  other 
physical or chemical parameters. Moreover, both structual and igneous activity 
may be the results of primary subcrustal processes. 

Although considerations of the driving mechmisms for regional structural deforma- 
tion and the possible physico-chemical controls of magma generation are beyond the 
scope of this study, it is hoped that the framework proposed here will help to define 
specific ql~estions as a guide to investigation of these fundamental problems. An 
understanding of the relationship between te~tonics and igneous activity wil l  have 
important practical applications in the search for geothermal energy sources and the 
exploration of mineral deposits associated with these processes. 

The ERTS-1 MSS imagery has proven to be an effective tool for interpreting regional 



patterns of Cenozoic structural deformation, and for studying the local structural 
settings of volcanic and plutonic centers. This task wzs previously possible only 
with regional map compilations of limited accuracy and scope. 
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3.4 DISTRIBUTION AND EXPRESSION OF KNOWN MINERAL DEPOSITS 

3.4.1 Introduction : 

The map compilation of Plate 4 shows the distribution of major laown ore deposits 
in the A r p s  Exploration Company test site. This compilation has heen used in 
investigating the regional patterns of mineralization aud the expression of altsred 
and mineralized areas in ERTS-1 MSS imagery. The investigation has focused on 
nine rnajc; types of mineralization found in the test site: 

1. Gold 
2. Lead, zinc, silver 
3. Mercury 
4. Iron 
5. Copper, molybdenum 
6. Tungsten 
7. Fluorite 
8. Uranium, thorium 
9. Rare earth elements 

A program of literature research and field reconnaisstkrce of key ore deposits has 
been conducted to determint, the causes and significance of their expression in the 
TRTS-1 imagery. The following geologic features or associations have been 
rec ~gnized in studying these ore deposits: 

1. Color anomalies (Section 3.4.3) 
2. Structural anomalies (Section 3.4.4) 
3. Topographic expression (Sectfon 3.4.5) 
4. Rock-type associations (Sect~on 3.4.6) 

The expressions of the ore deposits studied in this investigation have been found to 
vary with age, type of alteration and mineralization, lithologic host, and climatic 
setting. The regional and local geologic settings of the ore deposits have been 
studied to evaluate possible regional similarities in the mineralization, structure, 
and rock types that characterize the deposits. 

In the following report sections emphasis is placed on mineralized areas for which 
ground based data 4,s available, either through our own field work or through 
published maps and reports. The expression of lmown mineralized areas has been 
studied with the obje3tive of recognizing c ~ i t e r i a  that can be applied to regions 
where less is known elf the economic geology. The restl ts  of this study are incor- 
porated in an evaluation of potential applicintioxw of ERTS-1 MSS data to mineral 
exploruion surnmarizcd in Section 4.1 of this report. 

Methods : 

The data of Plate 4 were originally compiled on AMS 1:250,000-scale base maps 



to obtain suitable topographic detail. The bibliographies in Sections 3.4.9, 3.4.10, 
and 3.4.11 list the important literature and map sources used in the map compila- 
tion, as well as  those used in studying the detailed geolsgy of the mineral depoaite 
and districts. 

The spectral and spatial expression of mineral deposits included in the compilation 
have been studied in high resolution EE.TS-1 color cmposites  at a scalp of 
1 :500,000. Slight variations were made in the color balance between frames to 
enhance discrimination of rock and soil units. 

The color composites used in this investigation were produced by Argus Exploration 
Company from 70-mm and 9-inch positive film transparencies (see Section 2.4). 
The standard ERTS-1 MSS band-filter conventions used in most of these color 
composites a re  a s  follows: 

MSS Band Spectral Range Printing Fflter 

4 .5-. 6 micron Blue 
(green and yellow; 

.6 -. 7 micron Green 
(red) 

7 .8-1.1 micron 
(near-infrared) 

Red 

With this color convention, vegetation appears bright red because of its charat!ter- 
istically high near-infrared reflectance; white o r  neutral playa deposits, rock 
units, or  alteration areas appear white r)r neutral with a minor shift toward blue; 
and red, ferruginous sedimentary rocks and iron oxide staining associated with 
alteration appear a s  yellow, sometimes shifting toward orange o r  green. 

Examples of the falsecolor ERTS-1 MSS composites used in this study are  shown 
in Section 2.3 of this report. These images should be used along with the map of 
Plate 4 in reviewing the following sections which slnnmarize the characteristics of 
anomalies recognized in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. Each section is accompanied 
by a table in which key anomalies are  listed in order of their occurrence from wzst 
to east across the Argus Exploration Company test site. 

3.4.3 Color Anm~alies Associated with Altered or  Minerailzed Areas: 

Color anomalies discussed in this section are caused by alteration o r  minerdization 
of a variety of host rocks. Distinctive host rock types, including those primarily 
formed by metamorphic recrystallization rather than alteration, a re  discussed in 
Section 3.4.6. 

Color anomalies associated with ore deposits included in this study a re  of two main 



types, as outlined below. The reader i s  referred to Table 1 for exam~les of known 
areas of mineralization and their associated color anomalies. 

1 Portions of playas characteristically appear white in both natural 
color and in the ERTS-1 composites, This is due to the high reflectance of the 
playa materials over the entire spectrum imaged by the ERTS-1 MSS scanner. The 
playa deposits carry economic deposits of gypsum, clays, diatomite, evaporites 
and barite. 

Alteration associated with ore deposits frequently appears white in the 
ERTS-1 compasites as a result of the presence of light colored minerals, such as 
clays, quartz, feldspar, and sericite. Alteration zones are commonly mor. ex- 
tensive than the actual zone of mineralization and are, therefore, more lil ,ly to be 
identified in the ERTS-1 imagery. Of the generalized types of alteration considered 
in this section, the white anomalies produced by silicic and argillic alteration have 
proven to be the most useful in recognizing mineralized areas. 

An example of a white alteration anomaly is found in the Eldorado 
Mountains in the eastern part of the Searchlight gold district, Nevada. In this area, 
granitic dikes and plutons of Tertiary age and Precambrian granitic rocks have 
undergone intense silicic aud argillic alteration (see Table 1; and ERTS-1 MSS 
Frame #1106-17495, Figure 4, southeast quarter). 

2, Many mineral deposits, especially those containing abundant pyrite 
and hematite exhibit strong red iron oxide staining or gossans. This red coloration 
appears in the ERTS-1 composites as yellow or orange anomalies. A prominent 
example of such iron-stained altered rocks is visible along the northern margin of 
Turquoise Mountain, approximately 7 km north-northwest of Halloran Springs and 
21 km northeast of Baker, California (see Table 1; and ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106- 
17495, Figure 4, southwest quarter). The anomaly trends approximately east -west 
for a distance of 6 km and results from weathering of sulfide-bearing granitic rocks. 
A less pronounced white anomaly caused by silicic and argillic alteration of the 
same granitic complex is also present. 

The expression of color anomalies in ERTS-1 MSS imagery is easily 
masked by vegetation cover. Thus, the most easily recognized anomalies are found 
in arid to semiarid parts of the test site where vegetation is scarce. Indirect 
evidence of alteration coloring must often be sought in the alluvium shed from 
altered and potentially mineralized areas, For example, a light colored anomaly 
over alluvium derived from adjacent altered bedrock is found northeast of Searchlight, 
Nevada en the east side of the Eldorado Mountains (see ERTS-1 Frame #1106-17495, 
Figure 4, southeast quarter). 



COLON ANOhlALIES ASSOCIATED WITH AL1 ERED OR MINERALIZED AREAS TABLE 1 

ArgUlIc. SLllclc UNI Other Light 
Colored Alteration Ikvgukcd 
in EHTS-1 Imqerv Mlning Area md ERTS-1 Frame Nunber 

A yellow-brown monuly In the Red 
Mountain area 1s due t.3 lron d.lnlng In 
the Rand schlst .ad a quartz moruontte 
lntrualve body. 

Randsburg dlstrlct. centered at Randsburg. Kern 
and SPll Bernardlno Cos., Cal. (Au. Ag. W) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame e1162-18011. Flg. 13. 
southeant quarter 

Antelope *rings. WLlsm Cunp, Gold Crater. 
Trappman HUla. and p u t s  of the C a c b  Range, 
centered approdmately 48 km east-southeast of 
Goldfleld. Nye Co., Nev. (Au, &) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame I.1126-18010, Fig. 6, 
northerst q w r  

An Irregular. llght colored anomaly 
in Tertlarv volcanic rocks 1s due to 
widespread argllllc, alunltlc and 
s a c k  alteration. Alteration 1s most 
intense along faults and near lntruslve 
bodies. 

Silver Bm (nckabo) hlines. Kawlch Range. 72 
km esst-northeast of Goldfleld. Nye Co., Nev. 
WU. 4 9  
ERTS-1 MSS Frame W1126-18010. Fig. 6. 
northeast quarter 

A whlte to yellow anomaly on the south 
side of the Kawlch Range la due to a 
combinntion of sfflclc alteratloa and 
lron staining. Host rocks are  Inter- 
medlate to felslc Tertiary volcanlc 
rocks. 

Turquoise Mountain north of H&hway 41, approx- 
imately 16 km northers1 of Baker. San 
Bemardlno Co.. Cal. (Cu. Moo. Ag, Au. Fe) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11106-17495, Fig. 4, 
southwest quarter 

A strong yellow anomaly approldmately 
6 km long and 1 krn wide la present 
where Menozolc and Tertiary granitic 
bodes havr intruded dark colored h e -  
cambrlan metamorphlc rocks. The 
anomaly 1s due to intense iron stainhg 
in mherallzed areas. 

An orange anomaly 1s present where 
Paleozoic carbonate rocks are altered 
and mlnerallzed along north-northeast 
strlking faults. 

A white anomaly 1s present where the 
Goodsprings Dolomltc has been 
metamorphosed. minerallzed. .and 
altered along the contacts of quartz 
monzrnltc sllls. 

Sllurlan HUls,24 Icm north of Baker. San W r -  
nardino Co.. Cal. (Ag) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame 61106-17495. Fig. 4. 
southwest quarter 

Copper horld and Dewey mines, north of 
Hlghway 91, west slope of Clark hlountalns. 
approldm,tely 48 km northeast of ibker. San 
Bernardlno Co.. Cal. (Cu. Ag) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame q1106-17895, Fig. l . ,  
southwest quarter 

lvanpah district, southern part of lvanpah 
hlountains, approximatelv 12 km north of Clma. 
San Bernardlno Co.. Cal. (Pu. Au. Ag, W, F)  
ERTS-1 h1SS Frama fUl06-l7 895, Fig. 4. 
southwest quarter 

A largc yellow anomaly 1s present over 
the iron-stalnrd Teutonla quartz 
monzonltc of Mesozotc age. hlmeral- 
lzatlon occurs In quartz velns in the 
quartz monzonlte and in the carbonate 
country rocks. 

Sea~chllght distrlct, centered at Searchlight, 
Clark Co.. Nev. (Au. a) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame rllOB-17495, Fig. 4, 
southeast quartel 

Light colored arf l lc  and slllcic al- 
tcratlon occurs In the Eldorado 
Mountains east and southeast of 
Searchlight. The alteration 1s in Pre- 
cambrlan metamorphlc rocks and 
Tertlarv intruslve and cxtruslvc 
ifleous rocks. 

A yellow anomaly southwest of the town 
of Scarchllyht is due to lron staining 
associated with alteratlon in Tertlarv 
fclslc volcanic rocks. 

Newherry distrlct, Newberry hlountainz. ls- 
cakd 24 km stuthcast of Searchlight and l h  'an 
northwest of Davls Dam. southern tip of Clark 
Co., Nev. (Au, Ag) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11106-17495, Fig. 4, 
southeast quartcr 

Light colored arglllic and slllcic Small yel low~range anomalles occur 
alteration occurs along Tertlasy over lron-stalned Precambrian 
rlwolitc dikes and quartz veins in mrtamorphlc rocks and Tertiary 
Prccambrtan gnelsses. granltlc intrusive rocks. 

An orange ~ loma ly  in the vicinlty of 
the Great West hline 1s due to lron 
staining in mlnerallzed lntermcdlatc to 
fclslc volcnnlr rocks of Tertlarv age. 

h l o ~ k l n ~  Ulrd distrlct, north of hlt. I'crldns in 
the BlscL Mountalna, blohavc Co., Arizona, 80 
km cast-northeast of Searchllght, Clark Co.. 
Ncv. (Au, Ag) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame r1106-17195, Fig. 4, 
cast-ccntral part 



Color hnomalles Assoclatcd ulth Altered o r  LIL 4,.6 Areas (Table 1, cont'd.) 

Argtlllc, Wlclc 4 Other Ught I ~ o l o r e c ~  ~ t e r ~ l o n  ~ecogn~zed 
hllnlng Area and EIITS-1 Framc Sumber in ERX-1 Imagery 

A pale yellov -range anomaly along 
the northwestern slde of the district Is 
assodr t rd  nlth Iron staInlng Ln altered 
Tertiary ~ l c a n l c  and shallo\\ Intrusive 
rocks. 

Iron 9- Recognized In 
EHTS-1 lmagery 

Oatman dlstrlct. uest  slope of the Black 
>lountaIns, centered at Ootman. hlohsvc Co.. 
hrlz. (Au, Ag, Cu) 
EItTS-1 NSS Frame r1051-17134. Flg. 10. 
northwest quarter 

Cnlon Pass d l s t r l ~ t .  centered west of Cnlon Pass 
in the Black blountalns. approxhately 30 Ian 
west of lilngn~m ax1 16 Ian north of Oatman. 
Nohaw Co.. hrlz. (Au, k g )  
ERTS-1 JlSS Frame *llOCi-17495. Fig. 4, 
southeast quarter 

A yellott anonialy Is due to Imn 
st;rlnlrs In shallo\\ T e N u y  plugs and 
dikes and associated b l s l c  volcantc 
rocks. 

An l r r e - d a r  llght yello\r to buff 
colored anomdy ln the nrlnerallzed 
areas Is due to ugUl lc  and sU- 
lctc alteration of T e r t i u y  intruslw 
and cxtruslve rocks. 



Structural Anomalies Associated 4 t h  Altered or Mineralized Areas: 

A variety of structural features or structural intersections are spatially associated 
with known mineral deposits in the Argus Exploration Company test site. These 
include the following: 

1. Faults 

. Strike-slip faults . Thrust faults . Normal faults . Structural intersections 

2. Features associated with volcanic centers and shallow intrusive bodies, 
such as radial or concentric dikes and faults, shallow intrusive domes 
and collapse features. 

3. Folds 

Due to generally low dips and irregdar traces, thrust faults are the most difficult 
of these structures to recognize except where distinctive rock types have been 
juxtaposed. Table 2 gives examples of prominent structural features expressed in 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery that are associated with known ore deposits. 

An example of a mineralized area closely associated with fault intersections is 
the Eldorado gold district of Clark County, Nevada (see Table 2). This district is 
located at the intersection of a major east trending left-lateral fault zone and a 
system of north striking normal faults (Volborth, 1973). Gold mineralization has 
been localized along faults having both of these trends. This intersection is clearly 
expressed in ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106-17495 (Figure 4, southeast quarter) by the 
anomalous termination of strands of the north striking normal fault system q;ainst 
the east-west structural trend. 

Tertiary f ~trusive domes and dike swarms are expressed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
over the Newberry Mountains of southern Clark County, Nevada (see Table 2; and 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1106-17495, southeast quarter). Two granitic domes appear 
as light colored circular anomalies. Dike swarms form a system of north striking 
lineaments which cross both Precambrian metamorphic rocks and the Tertiary 
granitic domes. Gold, silver and minor copper mineralization is known to occur 
within the dike swarms along the faulted western margin of one of the intrusive 
domes. 

Arcuate faults which border the Long Valley caldera and form part of the eastern 
escarpmeut of the Sierra Nevada, north of Bishop, California, are expressed in 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1163-18063 (Figure 14, ncrth-central part). A large re- 
surgent dome wjfthin the caldera and smaller silicic domes, £lows and cones which 
extend northward from the caldera are also expressed in the ERTS-1 iniagery. 



Mercury mineralization is associated with hot spring deposits along a fault withib 
the resurgent portion of the caldera (Rinehart and others, 1964). 



MLnlag Area ard ERTS-1 Frame Number 

Buena Vista dlstrlct, northern end of Whlte 
Marnt.lna, awroxh l l e ly  16 km sorthwed of 
m a l t ,  Mmra l  Co., Nev. (Hg, Au, Ag) 
ERTS-1 M a 5  Frame 11163-18063. Fig. 14, 
m t i h e u t  quarter 

STRUCTURAL ANOMALIES AS30CIATED 
WITH ALTERED OR MINERALIZED AREAS 

Casa DL.blo Hot Sprlngs area. Long V d e y  
caldera, approximately 16 lon west of Lake 
Crowley, Mono Co., Cal. (Hg) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11163-18063, Fig. 11. 
mrth-central prrt 

Drnvln district, cedered at Darwin. 32 lon 
southeant of Keeler. lnyo Co., Cal. (Pb, Zn, 
Qr W) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11162-18011, Fig. 13. 
northelat quarter 

Ruth. Mohawk, Wild Rose, Mammoth, Star of 
the West, Sterllng Queen and other mines, 
southern A s p s  Range, San Bernardlno and 
Inyo Cos.. Cal., west and northwest of Trona, 
Cal. (Au, Ag. Fe. Cu) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 01125-17554. Fig. 12, 
southwest quarter 

Slate Range. Inyo and Snn Bernardlno Cos.. 
Cal.. east of Trona, Cal. (Au. Ag. Pb, Zn. Cu) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11125-1755-1, Fig. 12, 
southwest quarter 

-- 

Shoshone hlines, south end of Nopah I<ange and 
in Alexander Hills area, Invo and San Bernardino 
Cos.. Cal., 10 Ian cast of Tecopa, Cal. (Ag. 
Au. Pb, Zn, Cu) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame (11106-17496. Fig. 4, 
west-central part 

Bullfrog district, centered at It!volite. approx- 
imately R Ian west of Deatty, We Co., hev. 
(Au. Hg, F) 
f!:TS-I MSS Frnmc *1126-1R010. Fig. G ,  
southeast quarter 

Cactus nange, approxlmatcly 32 Ian cast of 
Goldfield, Nvc Co.. Hev. (Au, Ag, Cu) 
ERTS-I hlSS Framc k1126-18010, Fig. 6, 
northeast quarter 

Mount Helen area, 40 Ian southcast of Cflldficld, 
Nyc C%. Ncv. (A& Au) 
EH1.4-1 MSS Frame #1126-18010, Fig. 6 ,  

north  19' quarter 

North arid northwest aWUdng furU. cut 
Te-y volcanlc r o c b  J the mrtbsm 
o l d  of the Dsltb Valley-Funace Creek 
fault zone. C h a b u  occurs h rllici- 
fled fault mmr In ~ 1 c . n l c l ~ t l c  rock.. 

The elllptlcd shrp of Ute caldera and 
the numerous sillclc dames lad flows 
in Ha resurgent weatam portion form 
promhect uran-des. A smalJ amount 
of c h m b u  i s  reportad In hot wing 
d q i b  located within the resurgent 
potlon of the caldera. 

- - 

The left-lateral Darwin tear fault d 
other etrike-slip faulta u e  minerallzed 
along their eant-nortbe~st trend& 

- - - 

Several large faults of uncertain dis- 
placement transect the range wtth west 
to northwesterly strlkes. The most 
prominent of tb se  is the Wilson 
Canyon fault. Mineb are located in 
shear Lanes along these large faults. 

Mines occur witnin a broad, north 
trending shear zone (the Xlanly Pass 
fault) whlch cuts the margins of a 
large Mesozoic granltic body. Most 
movement on the she3= zone is thought 
to have been prc-middle Tertiary In 
age. 

Northwest striking normal faults which 
transect the southern end of thc Nopah 
Range have localized mineralization. 

Gold deposits occur di:ig normal 
f d t s  which form the rim of a 
collapsed caldera. Othcr mines arc 
located near the contact betwccn base- 
ment roch and overlying Tertiary 
fclsic volcanic rocks of the central 
dome. 

North and northwest trending normal 
faults have localized mineralhation 
and alteratlon in many areas within 
a d  doh- the margins of the Cactus 
11ange. 

Altered and mineralized areas north of 
hlount Helen lie along the northern 
margin of a possible caldcra structure. 
Faults and lithologic contacts follow the 
northern, eastern and western margins 
nf the caldera. 

l%e e u t w u t  rtrlldnl iuJt .oa 
tbmugi~ the ~ m b y  R.1 area 
-8 to brmh.b the Dmtb Valley- 
FurnreCreekfaultmncIntbearoa 
wbsm mercury mImrrllutioa oaaurr 
dm f.ulu. 

~ h s  ricbed miasrau~ltla, 11 
u.ocf.bd wtth mrtb m t m  m d  
fwlta where they Wr.ect the #trike- 
slip fault.. 

North st* normal faults have 
localbed some mlneralIzatlon. 

Northwest strUdng faulta are located 
along the northeast flank of a north- 
west trending autbline. Northeant 
and northwest fault sets occur in the 
mineralized area. 

The eastern portion of an bdlstlnct 
east-west trending structural anomaly 
i s  formed by the mineralized graben of 
Fluorspar Canyon. This structure 
extends westward to Scotty's Castle 
in thc northern part of the Grapevine 
hlountalns. California. 



Mlnlng Area md ERTS-1 Frame Number 

Sauchllght district snd porllons of the Eldorsdo 
..?-mt.ku, centered at Searchllght, Clark Co.. 
NW. (Ah Ag) 
ERTS-1 h1SS Frame r1106-17495, Fig. 4. 
sout!m?lrst quarter 

Eldorub dlstrbt,  centered at Nelson. Clark 
Co.. Nev. (Au, Ag) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame (1106-17495, Fig. 4, 
southelst quarter 

Newberry dlstrlc~. Newberry Irlountains. 24 km 
southeas: of Searchlight and 16 km northwest of 
Davis Brn. southern tip of Clark Co.. Nev. 
(Au, Ag) 
ERTS-1 M E  Frame (1106-17495, Fig. 4. 
southenat quarter 

Tempiute, Delmar ,  Piochc, Brlstol, 
Pahranag~t. Comet, Highland. Chief, and Don 
Dale districts, and the Arrouhcad mine, Lhcohi 
Co.. Nev. (Ag, Pb, Zn. Cu, Au) 
ERTS-1 XlSS Frame WllW-17492. Fig. 7, 
west half 

Pennsylvania dlstrict, Clover hlountaas, 
approximately 20 h i  south-southeast of Callente. 
Lincoln Co., Nev. (Cu, Au) 
EHTS-1 alss Frame cllOG-17492, Fig. 7, 
northeast quarter 

Bull VaUev-Core hlountain dlstrlct. Bull V d c y  
Mounhins, 15 km south of Enterprlsc, 
Washln~.ton Co., Iltah. (Fe) 
EIITS-1 hlSS Frame 11051-17425, Fig. 8 ,  
ucst-central part 

- 
Silver Reel dlstrict, ncar tccds, approxinl3tclv 
.i km northwest of Ilurrlcanc. Washington Co., 
Ytah (Ag) 
ERTS-1 MSS Framc *1051-17125, Fig. 8 ,  

southwest quwtutcr 

Prlrnuy Sructural Anomdy 
Visible h ERTS-1 l I n y r y  and 
Notes on Gaologlc Sdtlqp 

Left-lateral mtrike-slip faults .rd 
felslc dike swarms which trend 
rougNy elst-west occur h mln- 
-r&& k - c z  :=! v!d muth of 
Fearchllg;ht. 

A large left-lateral atdce-sllg 
fault vNch eldendo r o q h l y  eurt- 
west through the center of the 
district has controlled mineral- 
ization. 

A north striking normal fault along 
the west slde of the Tertlary Splrit 
Mount& quartz monzordte has 
locallzed gold and allver mineral- 
ization. 

Northeast and subsidiary northwest 
striking faults and disruptions of 
north trendlng mountaln ranges 
form major structural anomalles. 
Some of these transverse structures 
arc  strlke-sllp fault zones whlch 
havc controlled mineralization. 

Northwest strlldng fault zones extend 
through a large area cast and south 
of Cdientc. These fault zones arc 
larger and niore numerous than 
prcvlously manped. hlineralizatlon 
is localized ncar granitic intruslvc 
bodies along thc northwst trending 
faults. 

Many east-west trcndinp faults form 
the western portion of a major arcuatc 
stmcturc (concavc to the northwest). 
Thc Iron .Springs dlstrict is located 
along thc northern part of this struc- 
ture where the component faults hare 
northerly trends. 
- - 

The Vlrdn antlcllnc plimgcs ncrth- 
east and cnn hc traccd for about 18 
nliles from south of St. Ceorgc, Ctah 
to no~thcast of Lccds. Utnh. The 
SIIv-r Ilccf district is 1ocatc.d hi tli~. 
I.ccds anticline just north of thc lll~iw 
of thc \'lrgin sntlcllne. The orcs arc 
thought to he of syngcnetlr dcpositlonal 
o r l ~ i n ,  dthowh there 1s sonw 
c\ldcnce that thcy may hc ln p u t  
controlled hv the Idding. Thc YLrgln 
md lfeds anticlines are prominent 
fcaturcs delineated by thc A7tcc 
(Navaho) Sandstone which Is cxprcsaerl 
as a strong yel!m anomaly. 

- 

Northerly Wen- normal faults, 
felatc dike s w u m ~ .  and elmgate 
T e d a r y  grmitlc plrtDnr u e  uwdnted 
with mInerJLz.Uoa h tbe Searchllght 
dlstrld. 

Mineralized north atrl!dng normal 
 fault.^ tennhata  against the east-west, 
left-lateral f d t  system. 

- 

The TerUary granitic rocks of the New- 
berry M o ~ I a l n s  were Intruded as hvo 
large neu ly  c l r cu lu  domes with Pre- 
cambrian gnelas dipphg outward around 
the m a r g h .  Abundant north striking 
dlke swum8 cut the domes and the Pre- 
cambrian country rock. Several of the 
l u g e  rhyaUte dkea dong the mrthwest 
margin of 'he grlaitlc Intruatve complex 
are altered and mherallzer' Miner 
and prospects are developed In eaat- 
west trendlng quartz veins near the 
rhyolite dlkes. 

Xllncrdlzed veins are locallzed along 
northcrly trcndhg normal faults and 
dlke swarms where these structures 
are  intersected by northwest o r  north- 
east trending strike-allp fault zones. 
Mineralization in these structural 
settings 1s best developed near 
Tcr?ian Lnitic bodies. 

Sycnite porphyry has been Intruded as  
plutom which arc elongate rowhly 
east-west. Iron deposits occur as 
replacement bodles and slow faults in 
carhonak rocks near the intrusive 
bodles. 



Topographic Expression Associated with Altered or Mineralized Areas: 

The synoptic perspective of topographic patterns expressed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
is useful in interpreting a variety of geologic and structural features. Weathering, 
erosion, and drainage patterns of rock units are frequently controlled by such 
features as mineralogy, internal rock fabric, jointing, compositional layering, and 
alteration. Table 3 in this section presents examples of the topographic expression 
of hown altered or mineralized areas in the test site. 

Within the southern Basin Range Province, granitic bodies often appear as 
topographic plateaus or domes having irregular to radial drainage. The margins of 
such plubns are commonly expressed as arcuate topographic depressions where 
fracturing, faulting, recrystallization, jointing and hydrothermal alteration have 
resulted in relatively rapid erosion rates. Many t p s  of mineral deposits, 
especially gold a d  silver-lead-zinc, occur along these altered and faulted margins 
of granitic bodies. An example is the arcuate depression surrounding the Sturta 
Rita Flat pluton approximately 40 km north of Lone Pine, California (Table 3; and 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame X1126-18010, Figure 6, southwest quarter). This depression 
is the result o* erosion along the faulted, altered and mineralized margin of the 
pluton (Ross, 1965). Gold-silver, tungsten and iron prospects are located along 
this arcuate depression. 

Volcanic centers generally haw physiographic expression characteristic of their 
composition and depth of erosion. For example, the Long Valley caldera and 
associated felsic volcanic rocks near Bishop, California contrast markedly with 
the basaltic flows and cones of the Owens Valley volcanic field near Big Pine, 
California (see ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1163-18063, Figure 14, north-central and 
southeast quarters). Throughout the test site, many of the known areas of gold and 
shver mineralization are genetically associated with volcanic centers of inter- 
mediate to felsic composition. Prominent examples expressed in the E RTS-1 
imagery are the Bullfrog and Gcldfield districts in Nevada and the Oatman district 
in Arizona. 

Faults are expressed topographically both as primary surface breaks and by 
structurally controlled in-place weathering and erosion. As outlined in Section 3.1, 
most of the major topographic trends in the southern Basin Range Province are 
controlled by northerly striking normal faults of Cenozoic age. This deformation 
is superposed on complex pre-Tertiary structures representing several earlier 
periods of deformation. The older structural trends are locally reflected in the 
topography thrv~gh weathering and erosion. 



TOPOORAPHIC EXPRESSION MBOCIATED W l T H  ALTERED 
OR MINERALIZED AREAS 

9.nL1 Wa F1.t plw, appmxhmtely 40 hn mrtb 
of Lum Plw. hvQ Co.. Cd. (Au. Ag, W) 
ERTS-I M.96 Frame 41128-18010. F@. e,  
wtthwe8t quu te r  

mmU8 V h  dirtrict. mlumrn a d  of White 
M a m h h ,  ~ x h m b l y  16 hn M d h w 8 t  of 
Fiurlt, M h r a l  Co., Ncv. (Hg. Au. Ag) 
ERTS-1 HSB Frame (1163-18083. Ng. 14. 
mrtbsart qu&r 

S m r d  mines ud pmqacta  mrcb of Daap 4rb9 
Vdley, White Moud.fiu, .pproxlmlbly 44 Irm 
east of Bishop. byo Co.. Cd. (W. Ag. Pb. 
Zn. Cu) 
ERTS-1 MSS h a m e  (1126-18010. Flg. 6. 
weat-central past 

M h h q  Area UWJ ERTS-1 Fruna Number 

Nlckolaw Eurelrs mhs. Victor Con8 m h e  .pd 
other mlnea, eaobrn slde of lnyo MocmtPlns. 
north of Joahru Flat and south of Dsep ZprLal. 
Vdley. approxlmately 40 km east-soldheant nf 
Isbop.  hyo Co.. Cal. (W. Au, Ag. Cu) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame (1126-18010. FIg. 6. 
weatsentral part 

Topoprphle E ~ p m a r h r  La ERTS-1 Do.luJ 

- 

Marble Canyon pluton. emtern byo Mountalns, 
approaimately 48 km satlheast of Bishop, hyo 
Co., Cd.  (Au) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame I.1126-18010, Flg. 6, 
southwest quarter 

Lipplncott mhe,  Panamlnt Range. 32 km north- 
northwest of Rnnmlnt Sprlnga. byo Co.. Cal. 
(4, CU) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame I.llfi2-18011, Fig. 13, 
northeast quPrkr 

Deep c 1 9 y 0 ~ 1  ud m y  stream8 follow tbe m u g l ~  of d gr(Ir.dtlc Blrcb C m k  
plrtoa of Wsmmlc we. 'Ibs plJoll U.sU L. r~xpreaaed u a ~~ plateau. ?bs 
l u g a r  Bsar Crmz Gctan underlies m &).cent plateau m a  to tln o u t  and a wedge 
of north rtrWn# lower Alw?.olc asdimeutuy rocb 8-8 tha lw plltrm. fhs 
trends of Pr lwmlc rock8 u e  eq~ma.ed tcpgr.phic8lly by Buer C m k  ud other 
north trmdbg valleys and interverring ridgem. Mine~mllzatlon 1s locdked m u  the 
mlrglnr of the g r d t i c  bodles. 

Muked rldges ud valleys represent a asqueme of Cambrim metuad&ne&y 
rock8 where It band. amwad the .outham mvgin of the l u g e  ~ o a h w  Flat p l a .  
The Cambrian rock. can be traced in the ERTS-1 comporlte for a dirtrace of 16 km 
from the southeant alde of Deep Springs Valley toward the loldksa8t .nd then north- 
w u d  untfl they are  hrrled by the baeln aedlmente of Eureka Valley. lbgatbn. 
copper ud gold prospects are  located arithln t he Cambrian r o c k  md hrnqrten 
proapecta are  found in the Mesozolc grmite. 

Marble Canyon 1s a major bpographic feature d r a w  e ~ t w u d  lnto Eureka Vdlev 
along the contact bstween the grmitlc Marble Canyon plldon to the north and met.- 
sedimentary rocks to the south. Layerhg In the m e t ~ e d l m e d r r y  rock8 trends 
generally p u d l e l  to the curvUInear p l u W c  urgln. M&e8 u e  located dong the 
margin of the pluton. 

A large body of Hunter ~oun ta in  quartz monzonlb lmderllea a Ngh plateau with sub- 
dued Internal topqpphy.  The mine i# located m M arc rub  fault whlch atrlkea 
north and west along the margin of the grmitic body. TNa fault and the margin of 
the grMitlc body are  expressed as deep cmyons. 

Hunter Mountain, P m W  Ehnge, north end of 
PPnamlnt Valley, approximately 24 km north of 
Panamlnt Sprtnga, lnyo Co.. Cal. (W) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame I.1182-18011, Flg. 13, 
northeast quarter 

Cactus Range, Trappman HUs. Cold Crater area. 
approximately 40 km east-southoast of Goldfield, 
Nye Co., Nev. (Au. Ag) 
ERTI-I MSS Frame #1126-1 3010, Flg. fi, 
nm h u t  quarter -- 
Rw k deposlts and ot~ler mines, north aide of K W -  
ston m e ,  24 Ian ciat-southenst of Tecopa. Sm 
31:rnardlno and hyo Con., Cal. (Fe, Pb) 
ERTS-1 MSS Frame 11106-17495. FIg. 4, 
weat-central part 

Newberry distrlct, Newberry Mountalns. 24 km 
southeast of Searchlight and 18 km northwest of 
Uavln Dam. southern tip of Lincoln Co., Nev. 
(Au, Ap;) 
EHTS-1 MSS Frame Wllffi-17496, Fig. I, 
southeast qunrter 

A h r g e  body of Hunter Mountnin quartz moneonlte is expressed topographlcdly u 
a seml-drcular plateau wtth dwp moat-like canyons along Ita northern mugln. 
Tungsten deposlta are located -long the margins of the granltic body. 

Scbdued topography wlth isolated and i r regulu  small hllla surrounds the maln 
ranges. Many of the isolated W a  are underlain by altered and mlnerdlzed 
nhallow lntr~aive and volcanlc rocks. 

-- - - - 

The r w y  clrcda. KLngston Peak quartz monznnlte pluton underlies a proaormced 
topographic highl4.d vlt, lrrrgular to radld drabage controlled ln prrt by fault@. 
Where tmvegotnr, I, t'v quartz n~onzonite plubn forms a l'ght yellow anomaly. 
Deep vmyons h?, I. devjloped along the plubnlc margln8. 

Two rlesrly :Lrculac granitic lntruslve domes underlie low tqogrnphk dome8 with 
ma),,.' canyons and washe. don(( thelr margins. Abundant north trendlng felslc 
dika swarms appear as linear rldgoa mlthin a large part of the Newberry Mountalns. 
Mines arc located along the mrg lns  of thc granltlc domes near altered felslc dlkes. 



3.4.6 Rock-Type Associations of Altered or Mineralized Areas: 

Several key rock types can be discriminated in ERTS-1 MSS imagery over areas 
of minimal vegetation cover within the Argus Exploration Company test site. Table 
4 lists areas of lmown mineralization throughout the test site which have character- 
istic rocktype associations recognizable in the ERTS-1 imagery. These include 
felsic dikes and plutons , carbonate rocks, "elsic to intermediate volcanic rocks, 
metamorphic rocks, and alluvial and playa sediments. This use of ERTS-1 imagery 
in rec mlissance exploration is distinct from the interpretation of alteration color 
anomalies. Although certain rock types or combinations of rock types are favorable 
for mineralization, mapping of their distribution provides only an indirect guide to 
potential mineralization. 

Severai types of mineral deposits within the test site occur in areas where gray 
carbonate rocks have beexi bleached and recrystallized to white marble along tile 
margins of kranitic intnisives. Examples are the tungsten, copper and silver -lead 
deposits of the: Inyo and Panamint Ranges of California. Both the metamorphosed 
layered carbonate rocks and the associated plutons can be distinguished by their 
coloration and characteristic topographic expression (Tables 3 and 4; and EHTS-1 
MS4 Frames #1163-180t'3, Figure 14; #1126-18010, Figure 6; and $1162-18011, 
Figure 13). 



It(K!K-TYPE ASSOCIATIONS O F  ALTERED O R  hlINEIlALIZED AREAS TABLE 4 

allnlny Area and ERTS-I Frame Number 

Indlan Wells Canvon, southeastern part of Sierra 
Nevada Range. approtdmaklv 24 km wrst of 
Chlna Lake, Kern Co., Cnl. (Au. W) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame Lllti2-17011, Fly. 13. 
aouth-central part 

southwest quPrter 

- 
Rock - T p c  Aaaoclntlon Reco(pltzed 
ln EKTS-1 b q r c r v  

A blulsh grav anomaly Is present over 
a mrtascdlmentarv roof pendant whlch 
trcnds northwat.  'I\m(laten mlner&- 
atlon Is ln tprtlte dcposlta ulthln the 
r m f  pendant. 

%veral mlnes and prospects north ~f INep wr tngs  
Valley. Whlte Mountains. 24 km eas t  of Bishop, 
Inm Co., Cal. (W. Ag, Pb, Zn. Cu) 
ERrS-1 MSS Frame *1126-18010, Fig. 6, 
west-central part 

hlodoc district and northern Argus Rnnue, R km 
south of PnnamInt springs, Inyo Co., Cal. (Au, Pb) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Framr rllri2-18011, Fig. 13, 
northeast quarter 

P a k ~ r o l c  curbonate rocks whlch wrap 
around the Mesozolc Birch C.'eck plubn 
appear a s  a light colored uromaly where 
they have been contact metmorphoaed. 
a h e r  Palmzolc ncdiwentwy rock. 
appear dark brown. Mlnes u e  prement 
ln the metasedlmenhry r o c k  around the 
pluton a s  weU am wWlln the g r d t l c  

Llpplncott mlnc. Panamlnt Ilange, 32 km north- 
northwest of Panamlnt Sprlnys, Invo Co., Cnl. 
(AK. CU) 
ERTS-1 %IS5 Frame 91162-l'l0ll. tip. 13, 
nor thcut  quarter  

Nlckolaua Ewekn mlne, Victor COM m h e ,  Md The Bonanza K L q  Fonnat,on h u  been 
other mlncs, e a s k r n  Lnyo hlounhlns, approx- metamorphosed to whltc marble along 
Imately i 0  km cast-southeast of Bishop, lnvo Co.. thr nrarl(ins of the large Jcshuu Flat 

Cal. EItTS-1 (Au, MSS AK, Frame W) rll26-18010, Fig. 6. I--- pluton. clearlv d i s c e r . . d  Thls white for anomaly approdmately can be 11 

I km alorq the mouthern and eastern m u -  
ylns of the Joshua Flat plulon. 

Lost R w r o  mine, Pananllnt It:myc, 4 0  !in1 north of 
Pannmlnt Sprlngs. lnyo Co., Cal. (Au) 
ERTS-1 5ISS FmmC r1121i-l*010, FIR. I;, 
south-wntral p u t  

Slate Itanyt,, Invo and SM RI.mudlno Cos., Cal., 
cast of Trona, Cal. (Au. Ay. Pb, Zn, Cu) 
EIiTS-I SlSS Franw U1125-17551. Fi*. : 2 ,  
uouthuwt quarter 

(nldstont dlqtrlrt. lnrludlng the Gold Invldc-. Itlo 
ttondo and Montana mlncs. Olympus and Ihlsv 
hlo~:~taln ~ I ~ J I L , . ~  In Lhc P u n d l s r  I tmyr a 4 

s w r r a l  nrlnw nc.tr Wllllanrn Well south of 
Supcrlor V:rllc\., crntcrrd .~p~rroximatclv l l i  hi 
wed-soothuvat of Fort Iruln. San lL~~-n:~rd lnc  
Co., Cd. (Au, W, Cu) 
EIH"-1 MSS Framr rl1?:,-17564. 1 1 ~ .  12. 
south-xntr .~I p:ut 

Grav Hmcstoncs of the Lost Burro For- 
m:dlon form a Ilyht colored anomaly 
uherc  they have k e n  mctamorphosed to 
marble along thc northern mar* of n 
yranitlc lntrualvc body. 

Crav carbonate rocks have bern mcta- 
niorphosed to H h l k  marble ultliin n 
n~ctascdlmcntary scqucncc ucdycd bc- 
twccn two large bodlca of llunrcr hloun- 
t a h  quartz n ~ o n z o n l ~ .  The marhlr  
forms an arcuatc llyht colorcd m o m d y  
uherv It u raps  around the wc~t r rnmost  
of the two ~r.u~ItIltlr IxK1lcs. 

A large light rolored .ulomnly rxtendlng 
southunrd froni the mln,. Is undcrlaln by 
m u b l c  wd Irv s n l d l  satrlll!lc bodlcs of 
t h .  Sallv Ann w d  liuntcr blountaln quartz 
rnonzonltc plutons. Thc, maln m:ns o f  
S.dlv Ann quartz rnonzonltc. 10 tht, south 
apper.rs a s  a accond Ilyht r o l . u d  
momdy.  Alarblc app.:trc ullltc, 
yrmltlc rcchs l l ~ h t  yr.1, .uld unllicta- 
morphoscd acdlnrcntarv rnchs dark C r u .  

A hlcsozolc yrmltlc pluton apjxbars ns n 
uhltr to llpht vcllou anonldv. hllnr.. art- 
Incatrd In tnctitc rlrposll\ n i w  tIi~* con- 
tacts Iwtwcrn t l ~ r  ~ r a n l t l c  rtx.h+ .uhl the. 
d a ~  k l ~ r o u n  Lleso7olc and l'rr-c..~mhr.l.~n 
loch. lo thr- .out11 m d  northut,rt. 

- - -- -. - - 

A laryc hlrso7olc yrmltlc nlabz In 
rwo~ml7dl lc  a* a light vt,llou lo uhltc' 
.momulv. Tlds llyht colored .~n~rnl.rlv 
vxtwds Into .rllu\lunr d o r i v d  I 1  nnr tht. 
yr.~nitlc rot hb. nllncs .IW in gr.mltv. 
: h n y  yr:mltl<, dlk. a. north t r m l l n g  
faults. and In t a r t l k  M k s  In d . ~ r k  ar:w 
md Irroun Pdcv17olc roc!,\ ~ P J I  111~ 
t:~arc+s of Lht. ~ r . m l t r .  

The grmltlc r o c b  of the S e r r r  Nevada 
batholith aurrouadlng the roof pendant 
appear llght brown. At hlgher elevm- 
tlonr, rock t:pc GlscrlmlnrUon la 
hampered oy heavy vegetation cover. 

The granlttc pluton appeua  light gray 
and la reparated by a dark gray and 
brown wedgc of Paleozolc srdlmcntarv 
rock.  from the Beer Creek pluton to the 
east. L a y e w  ud faultlng ln the 
Paleozok rock. help to  dlstlngulsh them 
from lhc Jo lnM,  mramlvr granltlc 
rocks. 

Some phnaea of the Joshua Flat pluton 
can he dlatlngulshed fr?m each other bv 
color dUferenccs. The r t ro tg  Iaverlng 
ln the sedln~cnCery and mctaaedimentary 
tmlta permita thew discrlmlnatlon from 
the maaalve grmltic lntrrulve rockm. 



Ibck Tvpe Aslorlrtlona of Altered or hllnerallzed Arebn (Table 4, conl'd.) 

h l l n h  Arca d ERTS-1 Framc Swnbcr 
- 

SUur1.n HUa. 24 Ian north of Baker. S.n 
Lrnnrdlno Co., Cal. (Ag) 
ERTS-1 8199 Frame r1106-17495, FLR. 4, 
routhueat q u v t e r  

- - -- 

Ivmpah dlstrlct, ~ & e r n  part of Ivanpah 
Slountplru, approdmatelv 12 hm nonorth of Clma, 
Spn BEnunllno Co., Cal. (Cb, Au. Ag, W. F)  
EIITS-1 h199 Frame l11OG-17495, t l g .  4. 
aouthweat q u u t e r  

- - - - - -  

Se\r York hlounlalnr, approximately 1G Ion c u t  
of Clmn, SPF Bcrnardho Co.. Cal. (W. Pb, 
AK. Cu) 
ERTS-1 hlSS Frame Ull\hi-17496, Fig. 4, 
aouth-central paii 

k v l l ' s  RA, In southcrn Spring Vountalns 
at south vnd uf thc C d s p r h g s  rllstrlct. 
.~pproxhate lv  11 hm souihurst of .la .m, r.3.11h 
Co., Srv. (Ag, Fb, Zn, Au. Cu) 
EItTS-1 XlSS Frame r1101i-17495. FIR. I ,  
soulhwc~t quartrr  

h l d a m o r p h o d  cuborvte  r o c b  form 
a whlte anomaly dong the northern 
maralns of a gr.nlUc body at the c u t  
end of thv Sllurlan HUa. Thc grurlttc 
rocks appc.ar llght gray and older Prc- 
cambrhn mck. a r e  darker gray o r  
hroun. 

Palcozolc c a r b r u t e  rocks are  met.- 
morphosd  to m u b l c ,  bleachd ud 
altrrcd Plow the northern m u *  of the 
Tcutoda q d z  mauonltc.  A vellou 
anomaly over the q u u t z  monzonlC md 
a w Ntc anomaly over UIC ~arhlt .  con- 
trast  strongly wlth thc dw '< co., : the 
swmundl~l(l unmetamorphnscd arulmen- 
tary rocka. hllnerdlzatlon 1s lorallzed 
along thc marglna of the Trutonla quu-lz 
mon7onlb. -- 
A large body of TeUonla quartz mon- 
zonltc formr a U&t coiorrd w m d y  
\rhlch Is maakcd h,, 'egrtation re- 
flrclance at hlghcr elerntlons ln the 
Sen York hlomtalnh. Thls anomaly 
cactcnda from Cvdar Canyon on the nouth 
to Slauphtcrhounu Sprhga on thr north. 
1.argr q u d z  monzonltc dIkc anarms 
produce \\ hlte northenut trcndlw Itnear 
nn>nidlcu ulthlr thr lntruslvc hodv and 
tkc surrounding count:v rlx Ls. 

A %trong hlu~, yrav color :monidv I5 
prcwnt ovrr thr Tvrtlwv rh\olltlc In- 
trual\r  of IkvU's k.&. Thc hluc 
mumuly cxtcnds from thct rhvolllc pl lr: 
Into the aurroundlng d l u ~ t u ~ ~ ~  f w  up 
to I; Im. %vvrd sl lvrr  ri1lnv3 ~ . c c u r  
a lmc Ihi, northcrn m u g l n  of th<, 
rhvolttlc plug In grnv to brovn 
P.dco7nlc cahonatc  r o c k .  

711e northern border of the q u u t z  
m a u o n l k  ta tntrurlve Into the Good- 
rprinl(a Dolomlb. A wNte anomaly 1s 
prerent where the dolomlte h u  been 
mctamarphoaed m d  blenched by the 
Teutonla quartz rnonzonlk. Sevcrd 
copper and rUver-lead mlnca are  lo- 
cated ln the dolomlte slow thr lntru- 
slvc rnarplln. Iheac lncludc the Trlo 
hllnr. thc Giant Ledge hllnc nnd the 
Copper King r 2  hllne. *vcral mlner 
a r c  locallzcd along thc Clark hlountnln 
fault where It f o l l w r  pnrt of the 
lntruslvc contact. 



3.4.7 Types of Mineralization: -- 
'The distribution, geologic settings and characteristic expressions of the nine 
genetic types of mineralization included in this study are summarized below. The 
types of mineralization are listed in approximate order of decreasing expression tn 
the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. 

1. s: Gold is commonly associated with widespread silicic and 
arglllic alteration. Many epithermal gold districts are located in or near sllicic 
igneous centers of Tertiary age and the large Mesozoic granitic plutons in the 
western part of the test site. A province of quartz-vein gold mineralization is 
recognized along the Colorado River south of Lake Mead. Deposits within this 
province are Tertiary In age and are closely associated with shallow granitic plutons 
which have intruded Precambrian metamorphic and Tertiary volcanic rwks. The 
structure of the province is dominated by north trending normal faults, elongate 
plutonq and dike swarms which are believed to represent east-west crustal ex- 
tension (Liggett and Childs, 1974*). Several of the mining districts are located near 
transverse faults, some of which have had left-lateral movement. Examples are the 
gold mining districts of Oatman, Searchlight, and Nelson. 

The Bullfrog district at Rhyolite, Nevada, is located in the Bullfrog 
Hills caldera, and the gold districts of Goldfield and Tonopah, Nevada, are also 
located within Tertiary volcanic centers. Several other calderas are recognized 
northemt of the Bullfrog district within the Nye County Volcanic Province (Liggett 
and Childs, 1974*). Two of these, the Timber Mount:& and Black Mountain cal- 
deras, are easily distinguished in ERTS-l MSS Frame H1125-17551, Figure 5, south- 
west quarter. Recognition of late Tertiary volcanic centers, intrusive bodies and 
associated alteration using ERTS-1 imagery is a useful guide to areas of potential 
mineralization. 

2. Lead, zinc, and silver: Lead, zinc, and silver deposits in the test 
site are generally closely associated with granitic intrusive rocks of Tertiary s;ge 
and thel; contact metamorphic aureoles. The ore is frequently localized along 
fault intersections recognizable in ERTS-1 imagery. Lead, zinc and silver 
deposits associated with shallow granitic plutons in the northern Argus Range, the 
Darwin Hills, and tke Santa Rosa Hil ls  in Inyo Countrl, California, are late Mesozoic 
to Tertiary in age. The deposits are localized along ,lorma1 faults which strike 
generally northward. However, mineralization appears to be best developed where 
transverse strike-slip faults have transectcd the normal faults. Examples are the 
Darwin and Modoc districts in the Darwin IIills and thc northern Argus Range, 
respectively (ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1162-18011, Figure 13, northeast quarter). 

Silver -lead -.zinc and some gold districts of Lincoln County, Nevada are 
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localized where northeast or northwest trendkg transverse etructures intersect the 
no.*herly striking Basin Range aormal faults. Several of the trgnsverae structures 
have strike -slip movement, a notable example being the left-lateral Pahranagat 
shear system south of Iiiko, Nevada piggett and Ehrempeck, 1974*). The 
localization of replacement-type ore deposits at or  near these structural inter- 
;ections appears to be due to the intense crushing of the host carbonate rocks, 
providing access for ore -bearing solutions. 

3. Mercury: Mercury deposits are commonly localized along faults in 
crushed and silicified volcanic rocks of intermediate to silicic compos i~n .  This 
mineralization is often located in or  near volcanic centers or hot springe areas. 
Known mercury deposits in the tetrc site have geologic and structwal settlngs 
similar to those of Tertiary gold mineralization. 

4. Iron is found primarily in tactite deposits in roof pendantp or 
along the marglns of granitic intrusive bodies, especially where faulting h b  
occurred during or just after intrusion. Where vegetation is sparse, these deposits 
are sometimes characterized by blaish-gray anomalies in the ERTS-1 compxitt.s. 
In the Iron Springr: and Bull Valley-Cove Mmtain iron districts in southwestern 
Utah, iron occurs as repiacement deposits 9 Mesozoic sedimentary rocks along the 
margins of Tertiary granitic bodies. T h e ~ e  deposits occur along an arcuate fault 
system characterized by east -west striking faults in the Bull Valley -Cove Mountain 
area (ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1051-17425, Figure 8, east-central part) and by north- 
east striking faults ig the Iron Springs area. The Tertiary plutons associated with 
the ore Ceposits in the Bul! Valley-Cove Mountat? area are elongate east-west, 
parallel with the strikes of many closely spaced faults in this district that appear as 
linear anomalies in the ERTS-1 imagery. The intrusive bodies in the Iron Springs 
district arc aligned along a northeasterly structural trend expressed topographically 
in ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1051-17425 (Figure 8, northwest quarter). 

5. Copper-molybdenum : The small coppermlybdenum deposits uiilAn 
the test site are difficult to recognize, since they are usually not accompanied by 
extensive faulting or alteratior, coloring. Many are pre-Tertiary in age and tend to 
be obscured by Tertiary sedimentary cover or structural deformation. Copper and 
molybdenum are founa associated with other metals in contact metamorphic deposits 
and are recognized mainly by rock-type associat!.ons and structural I r:tting at the 
margins of plutonic bodies. 

In eastern Lincoln County, southeaet of Caliente, Nevada, copper 
mineralization has been found in association with Ted:ary granitic stock? along a 
northwest striking fault system. These faults a.re expressed a5 a pervasive linear 
trend in the ERTS-1 imagery and are larger and mox numerow than has been shc ;1 

on previouu geologic maps of the area (ERTS-1 MSS Frame t1106-17492, Figure 7, 
northeast quarter). 
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A major copper-molybdenum province is present along the western 
margin of the Colorado Plateau in the eoutheastern portion of the teat site. Several 
of the deposits are of the lporphyry copper1' variety including the Ithaca Peak 
deposit in the Cerbat Mountains and the Bagdad deposit just east of the test site. 
These deposits are genetically related to late Mesozoic granitic plutons. Vegeta- 
tion masks possible color expression of the Ithaca Peak deposit, although the pluton, 
dike system, and fault pattern with which it is associated have topographic ex- 
pression in ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1069-17432, (Figure 9; swthwest quarter). 

6. Tungsten: Tungsten deposits, although found throughout the test site, 
are generally concentrated in a broad belt across the Mesozoic granitic plutons of 
the Sierra Nevada, White Mountains and Inyo Mountains in eastern California and 
western Nevada. The largest known tungsten deposit is the Pine Creek Mine near 
Bishop, California. The deposits are most often developed in quartz veins in 
granitic rocks or in tactite deposits within roof pendants near intrusive contacts. A 
useful guide to tCl .s mheralization is the bleaching of the carbonate country rocks 
in contact metamorphic aureoles along the plutonic margins. However, full seasonal 
ERTS-1 MSS coverage and high quality enhancements of the imagery are necessary 
to recognize such color anomalies in the heavily vegetated mountain ranges. 

7. Fluorite : Fluorite is  associated with Tertiary volcanic activity and 
shallow intrusive rocks, especially where they contact limestone country rocks. 
Fluorite is also found as gangue in lead-zinc-silver mining areas. Structural con- 
trol is usually local. 

8. Uranium-thorium: The known uranium-thorium deposits in the test 
site arc smal  in size, generally lack clear structural control, hav ~cattered 
distribution p ~ d  occw in a wide variety of host rocks. No chazactc .istic anomalies 
have been recognized in the ERTS-1 imagery. 

9. Rare earth elements: Due to the small size and scattered distribu- 
tion of these deposits, the problems of identification using satellite data are similar 
to those encountered with uranium-thorium deposits. No distinctive expression of 
known rare earth deposits has been recognized in the ERTS-1 imagery. 

3.4.8 Conclusions and Recommendations : 

This investigation of hown millera1 deposits within the Argus Exploration Company 
test site indicates that many geol~gic and structural features related to mineraliza- 
tion are visible in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. Although mineral deposits are found 
to vary in both characteristics and degree of expression, analysis and interpreta- 
tion of ERTS-1 data can provide a useful guide for reconnaissance mineral explora- 
tion. 

Appr~ximate1.y 70 percent of the known mining districts in the test site have 
anomalous expression in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. The area of these anomalies 
represents between 10 and 15 percent of the total area of the test site. The use of 



ERTS-1 MSS data in reconnaissance exploration can result in the selection of 
anomalies of a size feasible for economical evaluation using a variety of geologic, 
geophysical a d  geochemical survey techniques. Recommendations for application 
of E RTS-1 MSS imagery in reconnaissance mineral exploration are summarized 
in Section 4.1 of this report. 

The areas discussed below have been selected as regions of interest for mineral 
exploration on the basis of their geologic settings and expression in ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery. Although several of these regions have known mineralization, the size of 
the anomalies and the relatively limited mining activity in the areas suggest that 
they warrant further exploration. 

1. The area between the southern Cactus Range and the Goldfield 
Hills in southern Nye County and eastern Esmeralda County, Nevada, is believed 
to be favorable for potential gold and copper mbxxlization. This area is the site 
of extensive alteration of middle to late Tertiary volcanic and intrusive rocks, which 
i: expressed in the ERTS-1 imagery as a strong light colored anomaly. Known 
gold and copper deposits indicate that this alteration was accompanied, at least 
locally, by mineralization. 

2. The region bordering the Colorado River south of Lake Mead, Nevada, 
is a gold, silver and copper province of Tertiary age controlled by regional struc- 
tural deformation and synchronous igneous activity (Liggett and Childs, 1974*; 
Bechtold and others, 1973**). The province contains several known mining areas, 
which have produced resources valued at over $100 million during the early part 
of this century. Areas of alteration and potential mineralization are expressed in 
the ERTS-1 imagery as coloration anomalies located where transverse east striking 
faults intersect the dominant northerly trend of normal faults and dike swarms in the 
province. An area warranting further study i s  that between the Newberry and 
Searchlight districts west of the Colorado River in Clark County, Nevada. A second 
area of interest is situated between Union Pass and Eldorado Canyon on the east 
side of the Colorado Iiiver north of Oatman, Arizona. 

3, The color, topographic and structural expression in ERTS-1 imagery 
of known mineral deposits in Lincoln County, Nevada suggests several areas of 
potential alteration and mineralization. Many of the known lead-zinc-silver deposits 
in the area are located where the northerly trend of the Basin Range structures is  
disrupted by transverse faults, several of which are known to have strike-slip dis- 
placement. Examples of areas warranting consickration are the northern Sheep 
Range, the northern Groom Range, the North Pahranagnt Range, and the range that 
bounds the northern end of Pahroc Valley. 

4. A pervasive system of northwest striking faults is expressed in 
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ERTS-1 imagery over the Clover Mountains in eastern Lincoln County, Nevada. b 
portions of this area, copper mineralization is located along these faults in the 
vicinity of Tertiary granitic plutons. The extent of the northwest trending fault 
system apparent in the ERTS-1 imagery is far greater than that ehown on previous 
geologic maps. The central and eastern Clover Mountains warrant consideration 
for mfneral exploration based on similarities in rock types and structural setting 
in this area and in mineralized areas to the northwest. 

5. The region between the Iron Springs district, Utah, and the Bull 
Valley-Cove Mountain district to the southwest is considered to be a potential area 
of iron, copper and other metallic mineralization. Known mineralization in this 
area is located within an east-west to northeast trending arcuate structural pattern 
apparent in the ERTS-1 imagery, and shown on geologic maps of portions of the 
area. The Tertiary granitic plutons in the Bull Valley-Cove Mountain district are 
elongate roughly east-west, parallel to this structural trend. The iron deposits are 
replacement bodies adjacent to Tertiary plutons. The structural continuity and the 
similarities in rock types throughout this region indicate a potential for undiscovered 
mineralization east and northeast of the Bull Valley-Cove Mountain district. 
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3.5 RADIOMETRIC AGE DATES 

Published radiometric age dates of rocks within the Argus Exploration Company 
test site were compiled to support the regional investigations sumsnarized in the 
preceding sections of this report and the detafled field studies outlined in the 
Appendices. The radiometric age data are shown i=I the map compilation of Plate 6. 
The map symbols indicate locations, calculated ages, bibliographic references and 
the rock types used in the radiometric analyses. The bibliographic references 
cited in Plate 6 are listed by number in Section 3.5.1 below. 

The data fa Plate 6 have been used extensively in studying the reglonal age distribu- 
tion patteros of plutonic and volcanic rocks and relatea mineralization, geothermal 
activity and structural deformation within the test site. These data have supported 
literature research and field investigations. 
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4.0 POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF ERTS-1 MSS DATA 

The following sections summarize concepts and analytical techniques recommended 
for application of dRTS-1 MSS imagery to operational programs of natural resource 
exploration and management. The following four disciplines are  considered: 

1. Reconnaissance *era1 exploration 

2. Reconnaissance hydrologic exploration 

3. Reconnaissance geothermal exploration 

4. Reconnaissance study of geologic hazards 

Each of the four report sections defines the applications of the ERTS-1 data, 
suggests potential users, recommends imagery analysis and interpretation tech- 
niques, and presents qualitative and quantitative assessments of the cost-benefit 
advantages of the ERTS-1 data. 

This analysis of potential applications of ERTS-1 data is based on the results of the 
regional investigations of geologic phenomena summarized in the preceding sections 
of this report, and on detailed ground based field studies of key geologic and 
s t ru~ tura l  anomalies observed in the ERTS-1 imagery. These field studies have 
been conducted in the varied geologic, topographic and climatic spttings within the 
test site. Although the effectiveness of the ERTS-1 data may vary greatly with local 
setting , we have attempted to define principles that can be applied to resource 
exploration and management in other parts of the world. 



4.1 RECONNAISSANCE MINERAL EXPLOWTION 

4.1.1 Introduction: 

An investigation of known mineral deposits in the Argus Exploration Company test 
site is summarized in Section 3.4 of this report. This investigation has 
demonstrated that a variety of geologic features associated with mineraltzation are 
expressed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery. Although these features are often imprecise 
and variable, the ERTS-1 data can be used as a basis for selection of prelimlnnry 
exploration anomalies, providing an effective tool for planning and guiding 
reconnaissance phases of a mberal  exploration program. 

The information interpreted from ERTS-1 data is in many respects different from, 
and complementary to, that gained through conventional geologic, geophysical and 
geochemical exploration techniques. The following discussion outlines concepts 
and analytical techniques that show promise in effective application of ERTS-1 
data to mineral exploration. Comparisons with other reconnaissance exploration 
methods suggest potential cost savings in excess of 10 to 1. 

4.1.2 A~plic ations : 

The application of ERTS-1 MSS imagery to reconnaissance mfneral exploration is  
based on the expression of a variety of geologic and structural features at the 
synoptic scale of the satellite imagery. Many such features are not generally 
apparent or efficiently studied at the scale of conventional ground based mapping. 
For this reason, the ERTS-1 data can be effectively used for studying the regional 
geologic and structural settings of known mineral deposits, and for selecting new 
areas of potential mineralization. 

Geologic and structural features, or  signatwes, recognized in association with 
alteration and mineralization in the test site include the following: 

1. Structural controls of ore deposits 
2. Rock or soil color anomalies 
3. Topographic expression of alteration and mineralization 
4. Lithologic associations of mineralization 

The characterii:tics and expression of these signatures typically vary with the 
g e ,  alteration and mineralization chemistry, 1ith.ologic hosts, and physiographic 
and climatic settings of the deposits. At best such signatures provide only in- 
direct evidence of mineralization, However, a~ the scale of a recomaissame 
exploration program, the ERTS-1 imagery can provide a useful tool for selection 
of preliminary exploration anomalies and for interpretation of regional geologic, 
geophysical or geochemical data. 

In typical applications, exploration momdies interpreted from ERTS-1 imagery 
are on the order of a few tens of square miles in size. Such anomdies are 



generally too large for economical ev r~a t ion  by ground based exploration methods. 
However, ERTS-1 data can proviac a basis for selecting from a large area, a 
series of exploration anomalies that can be economically narrowed by reconnaissance 
airborne remote sensing or geophysics and evaluated by subsequent ground based 
geologic, geophysical or geochemical techniques. 

Recormaissance exploration of this nature has not been generally possible using 
conventional exploration methods. Hqwever, because ~f the size and imprecision of 
anomalies s:lected from the ERTS-1 data, it is improbable that an effective 
exploration program could be conducted without the expert use of geophysical and/or 
geochemical techniques. The application of ERTS-1 data to mineral exploration is 
considered operationally feasible only as  part of an integrated exploration program. 

4.1.3 Analysis - and Interpretation Techniques : 

Application of a variety of data analysis and interpretation techniques is irnpr',ant 
for effective use of the ERTS-1 MSS data. The image enhancement techniques cited 
below are discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4 of this report. 

Spectral Information: 

Characteristics of surface coloring related to lithology, soils o?: vegetation can be 
studied using several enhancement techniques. Additive color viewing has proven 
valuable for determining the optimum color balance for disc rimination of geologic 
features. High resolution false-color composites (MacGalliard and Liggett, 1973*), 
which record this optimum color balmce, can then be used for detailed laboratory 
or field analysis. Spectral ratioing techniques show promise for use in enhancing 
subtle color anomalies in rock, soil or alluvium associated with alteration and 
mineralization (see Section 2.4.7; Billingsley and Goetz, 1973; Vincent, 1973). 
The perception of surface color anomalies is  best accomplished in areas where 
masking by vegetation cover is small and exposures of the characteristic rock or 
soil are large. Masking by vegetation is often sensonally variable, and repetitive 
coverage of ERTS-1 data is, therefore, x valuable asset. Current research on 
anomalous vegetation reflectance in mineral-rich soils (see Howard and others, 
1971) and the use of "indicator plantsu in geochemical exploration show promise 
for further refinement of interpretation techniques. 

Spatial Information: 

The use of ERTS-1 imagery for studying the structural 2nd topographic expressions 
of alteration and mineralizatioil can be aided by a variety of spatial enhancement 
techniques. These techniques include edge enhancement, gray-level density slicing, 
directional pattern filtering with the use of ~ o i r d  patterns (see Section 2.4.8; 
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and Cummings and Pohn, 1966), Fourier transform analysis (see Section 2.4.9) and 
computer processing of spatial information (Billingsley and Goetz, 1973). Slm 
azimuth and elevation have a strong Whence on the expression of topographic 
information in ERTS-1 data (see for example, Barth, 1974*), md for this reason a 
fu l l  range of seasonal coverage should be studied when available. 

4.1.4 Potential Users: 

Applications of ERTS-1 data to reconnaissance mineral exploration have an obvious 
source of potential users in the mineral resource industry. However, several 
related applications can be made by governmental research organizationti, euch as 
the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S. Bureau of Mines and corresponding state 
and foreign govzrnmental agencies. The capability for inventory and reconnaissance 
of priority exploration areas can play an important role in land use planning and 
relatee legislati_ve policies for resource development or conservation. The ERTS-1 
imagery provides a unique basis for such investigations. 

4.1.5 Qualitative Assessment: 

The spectral and spatial information recorded in ERTS-1 imagery provides a basis 
for reconnaissance exploration, previously unavailable except from more costly 
reconnais same geologic mapping, color aerial photography, airborne geophysics, 
or gravity surveys. In addition, the synoptic scale of the ERTS-1 imagery permits 
the regional synthesis and interpretation of diverse geologic and structural 
phenomena. 

Examples or" applications of ERTS-1 data are documented in several studies con- 
ducted as part of this research program. Analysis of ERTS-1 imagery over 
southern Nevada has led to recognition of regional structural control of gold 
mineralization in a large metallogenic province along the Colorado ,",her south of 
Lake Mead, Nevada (Liggett and Childs, 1974**; Bechtold and others, 1972***, 
1973****). These studies have resulted in a structural model which suggests a 
genetic interrelationship between six major areas of gold mineralization, each 
formerly considered to be separate districts. This model provides a valuable tool 
for guiding exploration for new ore deposits in the province. A similar structural 
sGudy us .ng ERTS-1 MSS imagery over the northern termination of the Death Valley- 
Fur,lace Creek fault zone has revealed probable structural control of mercury 
mineralization associated with late Tertiary silicic volcanism (Childs, 1974** ***). 
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The knowledge of structural control of mineralization gained from studies such as 
these can play a valuable role !n the plaming and interpretation of geophysical 
exploration surveys. Geologic reconnaissance of slructural anomalies interpreted 
in ERTS-1 MSS imagery over southern Nevada and eastern California has led to 
recognition of a major fault system, called the Pahrrrmp fault zone (Liggett a d  
Childs, 1973*). In addition to guiding efficient and economical field work, the 
ERTS-1 data provided a basis for interpretation of an erdating regional gravity 
survey. Neither the errtent of the fault system nor its control of regional gravity 
patterns had been recognized from earlier geologic mapping in the area. 

ERTS-1 imagery can be used in the selection of key exploration anomalies, which 
can be efflciently and economically evaluated wing a variety of conventional explora- 
tion techniques. In this application, ERTS-1 data can provlde a valuable tool far 
pl- and directing reconnaissance exploration. 

4.1.6 C&antitative Assessment : 

The geologic information gained from ERTS-1 KSS imagery is not generally 
equivalent to that obtained from other reconnaissance geologic or geophysical tools. 
Nevertheless, a comparison of costs for the acquisition and analysis of ERTS-1 data 
and other exploration techniques will illustrate some of the cost advantages of the 
satellite imayery. 

At an optimum level of study, geologic analysis of ERTS-1 imagery is estimated to 
cost approximately $10,000 per scene covering roughly 13,200 square miles 
(33,800 square km), or less than $1.00 per square mile. Such a study would 
include image enhancement and analysis processing, research and analysis of sub- 
sidiary geologic, geophysical, and remote sensing data, ground based reconnais- 
sance of key areas, and related overhead expenses. An investigation of this nature 
would be expected to result in selection of key exploration anomalies representing 
less than 5 percent of the original 13,200 square mile area. 

The selection of comparable exploration areas, using other reconnaissance 
techniques, is considerably more expensive. Reconnaissance geologic mapping, 
comparable in resolution to the ERTS-1 imagery, would probably need to be at 
the scale of 1 :loo, 000 or 1 :ZOO, 000. The costs for such reconndssance mapphg 
in the soutlrwestern United States are estimated at between $60 and $200 per square 
mile. 

The range in costs for acquisition of several alternate typs of remote sensing 
data over the western United States is  estimated below. These estimates are based 
on experience and on data cited by Carter and others (1972). 
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Black and white aerial photography $3.00 to $10.OO/square mile 
Color or multispectral aerial photography $10.00 to $40.OO/square mile 
Thermal-infrared imagery $5.00 to $3U.OO/square mile 
Low resolution aerial magnetometry $10.00 to $fiO.OO/equare mile 
Multiple airtorne geophysics $50.00 to $150.00/square mile 

These acquisition coats can increase substantially, depending on geographic area, 
mobilization costs, topography and s e m n a l  logistics. The costs for analyeie surd 
interpretation of these data are likewise variable. The higher costs for acqdsitlon 
of aerial remote sensing data over ERTS-1 hG9 uata do not ensure greater effective- 
ness fn reconnaissance exploration. 

The analysis of ERTS-1 imagery w e r  known ore deposits in the aouthern Bmin 
Range Province has indicated a variety of spectral and spatial anomalies related to 
alteration and mineralization. This information is complementary to data from 
conventional geologic mapping, geophysics and aerial photography. Altbough the 
uoe of ERTS-1 imagery would typically be confined to the reconnaissance phases of 
an exploration program, its application can result in significant cost savings. 
Comparisons with other techniques suggest cost savings in excess of 10 to 1 for 
reconnaissance exploration in the semiarid terrane of the southwestern United 
States . 
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4.9 RECONNAISSANCE HYDROLOGIC EXPLOR ,a A mrn-- r AWAY 

4.2.1 Int roduccion: 

This report section describes concepts and ,hterprt?tation technfquee for pcltential 
applications of ERTS-1 imagery to reconnaissance hydro log?^ sxploration. Our 
study of regional structural geology using ERTS-1 MSS datij. haa indicated that 
geologic and structural features assoc fated with hyd~ologic bash 5welopment can 
be studied efficiently over larger areas than formerly possible using conventional 
methods. The resolution of the ERTS-1 imagezy provides detafis of fault patterns, 
vegetation distribution, and rock and soil types sufficient to aid in the selection 
and subsequent evaluation of areae having high potential for grorlnd water develop- 
ment. 

Estimates of the cost advantages gained through the use of ERTS-1 Imagery in 
reconnaissance hydrologic exploration in arid or eemiarid areas are on the order 
of 10 to 1 over conventional techniques. 

Potential appl ;cations of ERTS-1 imagery to hydrologic exploration in the southern 
Basin Range Province m3y be classified as follows: 

1. Recognition of structural conircl of basin geometry and structural 
ground water traps 

2. Recognitir,it of vegctution anomalies related to springs, seeps, and 
intermitt: .: streams 

3. Discrin?in,~tion of rock and soil types 

The primary application of the ERTS-1 data to hydrology is in recognizing 
structural controls of ground water basin geometry and ground water movement 
within the basins, A secondary application relies on repetitive CRYS-1 coverage 
for studying the seasonal expression of drainage patterns and phreatophyte plant 
distribution. Rock and soil discrimination will assume greater importance in 
hydrologic applications as new imagery enhancement techniques are perfected. 
Potenttal applications of rock and soil disc rimination involve recognition of aquifers, 
such as coarse-grained alluvium in basin areas and carbonate units in the bedrock 
of ranges. Rock-type discrimination can also support interpretation of structural 
ground water traps, such as faults that have jwctaposed rock types with difierent 
reflectance characteristics. 

Most of the proven ground water resources in the aricf to semiarid terrane of 
the Argus Exploration Company test site have been found in basin areao. The 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery has proven to be especially useful for reconnaissance in svxh 
basin areas, where structure and topography are simple and vegetation is scarce. 



A recol aaissance investigation using ERTS-1 MSS imagery can provide hydrologic 
information of sufficient detail to outline areas for further study using ground 
based geochemical, geophysic a1 and geohydrological techniques. 

4.2.3 Discussion: 

In several studies conducted as part of this investigation, analysis of ERTS-1 
imagery has led to rec~gnition of regional structural control of ground water basins. 
For example, in a study of the Pahranagat shear system In Lincoln Comty, Nevada, 
Liggett and Ehrenspeck (1974*) established a model for the in ter re la thship  between 
Bas in Range normal faulting and contemporaneous strike -slip faulting. This model 
1hdicates the probable geometry of two structural depressions, which a re  the sites 
of the Delamar and Sheep Mountain Ury Lake ground water basins. 

Analysis of EHTS-1 hlSS imagery over the California-Nevada border west of Las 
Veg: ., Nevada, has led to recognition of a large fault system, named the Pahrump 
fault zone by Liggett and Childs (1973**). Several strands of this fault systecl form 
the steep w s t e r n  sides of Stewart, Pahrurnp, and Mesquite Valleys and the western 
termination of th -. allmial ground water system. The eastern margin of Pahrump 
Valley is  form( ,-' : :  . a tilted block of Paleozoic rocks which dips gently bc2~qth  the 
basin alluvium. JI a hydrological study of Pahrurnp Valley, Malmberg 0967; 
recognized the eastern nargin of the valley to be the major source of ground water 
recharge. The gromd water flows westward in two aquifer systems; an upper 
alluvial system and a lower system developed in the Paleozoic carbonate bedrock. 
The ground water in the alluvial aquifer is  trapped along the valley floor by strands 
of the Pahrump fault zone, expressed in the ERTS-1 imagery as  linear scarps and 
aliprnents of vegetation at springs and seeps (Liggett and Ch Is, 19?3' 

The presence of phreatophyte vegetation at springs and seeps along faults in 
alluvium has been recognized in ERTS-1 imagery over several other basins, includ- 
ing Las Vegas Valley, the Ash Meadows region and Death Valley. In central Eeath 
Valley, the springs are recognized not cnly by their vegetation but also by the white 
travertine deposits at Kdane Springs on the east side of the valley north of Furnace 
Creek. 

Vegetation abundance can also be a guide L- the overall ground water budget of the 
basins. For example, hlalrrberg (!865, p. 80) calculate5 that the draft on the 
Las Vegas ground water basin hy phreatophyte plants in 190G (before artificial 
development) was approximately 30,000 acre-feet. The average annual natural 
r e ~ h a r g e  was estimated at 25,000 acre-feet (Malmberg, 1965, p. I) ,  suggesting 
that the phrextophytes were formerly the major draft on the ?round water system in 
the Las Iregas Basin. The repetitive coverage of the ERTS-1 imagery fcrms a 
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useful record of seasonal plant vigor and abundance. Analysis of the distribution 
and abundance sf vegetation can provide a basis for estimating the ground water 
reserves of a hydrologic basin. 

An additional use of ERTS-1 imagery in hydrologic exploration is the discrimination 
of key soil and rock types based on differences in coloring, vegetation, topographic 
and drainage characteristics. Such rocks as  clay-rich playa sediments, older and 
younger alluvium, and carbonate, volcaoic, metamorphic and granitic rock units can 
frequently be recognized in ERTS-1 data. In Pahrump Valley, for example, several 
faults that form ground water traps are  expressed in the ERTS-1 imagery by the 
juxtaposition of sediments of contrasting color (Liggett and Childs, 1973*). Ms- 
crimination of key rock types can be useful in estimating the thickness and distribu- 
tion of alluvial valley f i l l ,  the size of potential ground water reservoirs, and in 
studying the late Zenozoic history of ground water basins. 

4 .2 .4  Analysis and Interpretation Techniques : 

Experimentation with the ERTS-1 MSS imagery has shown several enhancement 
techniques to be effective in applications to hydrologic exploration. 

Spectral Information: 

High resolution false-color composites of ERTS-1 MSS imagery (MacGalliard and 
Liggett, 1973**) are  a basic tool for studying the reflectance characteristics of 
rock a d  vegetation units, The optimum choice of composite band-filter cornbina- 
tions and color balance can be selected using an additive color viewer. False- 
color compo~iting and spectral band ratioing (see Sections 2 .4 .5  and 2.4.7) of 
EIETS-1 data over Las Vegas, Pahrump and Mesquite Valleys, Nevada, have en- 
hanced subtle differences in playa and alluvial sediments, vegetation and drainage 
patterns and structural features useful in understanding the geometry and djnamics 
of the 'mown ground water reservoirs in these basins. 

ERTS-1 imagery coverinq a fu31 seasonal span is valuable for understanding annual 
changes in the e s ~ r e s s i o n  of vegetation, intermittent streams and spring flow. 

Spatial Information: 

Edge enhancement ,tnd directional pattern filtering using ~ o i r i  pa~tcrns  have been 
used to accentuate the expression of faults in alluvial b a s ' s ,  at range fronts, and 
within the bedrock of ranges (see Sections 2 . 4 . 3  and 2.5 .8) .  These techniques have 
also been used to enhancc the topographic expression of drainage patterns. Photo- 
graphic: density slicing has been used to ~nhance subtle differences in alluvial 
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characteristics. 

Recognition of fault scwps  in alluvium is frequently dependent on the sun azimuth 
and elevation. For this reason, it is  valuable to examine ERTS-1 imagery recorded 
over a full seasonal span. 

4.2.5 Potential Users: 

Effective applications of ERTS-1 data can be made by governmental agencies and 
private organizzlions in a broad range of reconnaissance hydrologic studies, 
including ground water exploration, pollution studies, land use planning and 
agricultu. 1 development. The reconnaissance nature, low cost, and usefulness in 
arid terrane mak? the ERTS-1 data well suited for potential applications by 
governments of developing countries. 

Potential users in the United States include the U.S. Geological Survey, Bursau of 
Land Management, l3ureau of Reclamation, and Department of Agriculture, along 
with corresponding state and local agencies. 

4.2.6 Qualitative Assessment: 

The primary advantage of the ERTS-1 imagery is the ability t r )  conduct reconnais- 
sance hydrologic studies of large areas more economically than with conventional 
techniques. Use of the ERTS-1 data in a reconnaissance program provides 
information on basin geometry, vegetation, drainage patterns, soil and rock types, 
and strucfural control of ground water distrilution. These data can be used to 
guide investigators to areas of high potential in which more expensive ground based 
geologic and geophysical techniques can be concentrated for maximum efficiency. 

In a three-year hydrologic study of H?ial?pal and Sacramento Valleys in Mohave 
County, Arizona, Gillespie and Bentley (1971) produced a geohydrologic map at a 
scale of 1 :125,000. This study concentrated on the alluvial basins and provided 
informaticn on ground water movement, water table levels and geochemistry that 
cannot be interpreted from ERTS-1 imagery. However, uithin this same area, the 
EIITS-1 imagcry provides data on drainage patterns, vegetation distribution and 
seasonal changes, structural control of basin development, and rock and soil type 
discrimination which are not shown on the published geohydrologic map. Based on 
comparison of the ERTS-1 data analysis with other hydrologic studies in the test 
site, it i s  estimated that the satellite data is suitable to guide reconnaissance geo- 
hydrologic studies at scales of 1:125,000 and possibly larger. 

4.2 .  ? Quantitative Analysis : 

The information gairLed from analysis of EHTS-1 hlSS imagery is complementary 
to data from ground based geohydrologic studies. Based on our work in the 
soutk :i Basin Range Province, hydrologic reconnaissance using ERTS-1 imagery, 
incluair,g limited ground based study, is estimated to cost approximately $8,000 



per scene (13,200 square miles or 33,800 square km). The cost of ground based 
hydrologic mapping of comparable scale is estimated to be approximately $100 
per square mile, excluding detailed geochemical or geophysical surveys. The 
potential cost savings gained by uskg  ERTS-1 imagery in reconnaissance 
hydrologic exploration in the arid southwestern United States are, estimated to be 
approximately 10 to 1 over conventional reconnaissance t c  ~hniques. 
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4 . 3  RECONNAISSANCE GEOTHERMAL EXPLORATION 

4 . 3 . 1  Introduction: 

This report section describes concepts and techniques for application of ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery to reconnaissance exploration for geothermal resources. As a part of this 
investigation we have studied the distributions of hown geothermal areas 111 the 
Argus Exploration Company test site (see Plate 5) and the relationship of these 
areas to a variety of geologic anu structural features expressed in the ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery. The ERTS-1 data have provided information complementary to that 
obtained through conventional geologic, geochemical and geophysical reconnaissanct* 
techniques. 

The following discussions are restricted to the area of the test site, although the 
known geothermal potential of surrounding areas to the north and northeast in 
Nevada and Utah is presently also attractive. The general concepts and techniques 
summariz,.d here are  considered applicable to reconnaissance exploration in many 
other parts of the world. 

4 .3 .2  Applications : 

Applications of ERTS-1 imagery to the search for geothermal resources fall within 
four broad cate,ories,, a s  follows: 

1. Recognition of regional tectonic controls of volcanism, plutonism, and 
related geothermal activity 

2. Identification of volcanic rocks, their shallow plutonic equivalents and 
related features such as caldera structures 

3. Interpretation of the local structural settings of known o r  potential 
areas of geothermal activity 

4. Identification of vegetation oases, hot spring deposits, and associated 
hydrothermal alteration 

The first  three applications noted above utilize the synoptic overview provided by 
the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. The fourth application relies heavily on the ability to 
recognize small spectl n: and topographic anomalies often approaching the !imit of 
ERTS-1 resolution. Thr:se applications require interpretation of widely different 
spatial and spectral anoinal i?~ in high. resolution color composites and other en -  
hancements of the basic ERTS-1 MSS imzgery. 

Proper analysis and interpretation of ERTS-1 M?S imagery c,m provide a useful 
basis for planning and guiding reconnaissance exploration for potential geothermal 
heat or  steam sources. Such reconnaissance and :iubsequent evaluation are  expected 
to bc most effectivc when coordinated as part of an integrated exploration program 



using other geological, geophysical and geochemical survey techniques. 

4 .3 .3  Discussion: 

The four main uses of ERTS-1 imagery in reconnaissance geothermal surveys a re  
discusszd in greater detail in the following paragraphs. Specific examples are 
given to illustrate these xpplications. Reference should be made to Plate 5 and to 
the ERTS-1 color compo:~ites prese;ited In Section 2.3 of this report. 

1. A primary use of ERTS-1 imagery is in analyzing the regional 
geologic settings of known geothermal areas and in iderkifying the tectonic controls 
of the distribution of volcanic and plutonic activity. A comparison between the 
tectonic map (Plate 1 )  and the  omp pi la ti on of known geothermal areas (Plate 5) 
shows that a large proportion of the known hot springs in the iest site a re  located 
along major tectonic features. Prominent examples of such associations occur 
along the Kern Canyon fault ::one, Owens Valley fault zone, Panamint fault zoce, 
Death Valley fault zone, Pahrump fault zone (Liggett and Childs, 1973*), Las 
Vegas shear zone (Liggett and Childs, March 1974**), Paymaster fault zone 
(Childs, November 1973***), and the Hurricane fault zone. 

Analysis of EHTS-1 imagery over the southern Basin Range Province 
has led to a h-vpothesis of regional tectonic control of Tertiary igneous activity in 
parts of the province (Liggett and Childs, March 1974**). Several hot springs a re  
located in the volcanic terrane south of Lake Mead, Nevada (ERTS-1 MSF, Frame 
#1106-17495, Figure 4, nonbeast qumter). This region is characterized by a 
thick sequence of Tertiary volcanic rocks and epizonal granitic pivtons and is 
inferred to be an area of crustal extension (Liggett and ChLlds, March 1974**). A 
second area of inferred crustal extension is located in the volcanic terrane of Nye 
County, Nevada. This volcanic province contahs several late Tertiary volcanic 
centers including the 3ullfrog H i l l s ,  Timber Mountain, and Black Mountain calderas 
near Bat ty ,  Nevada (ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1125-17551, Figure 5, southwcst 
quarter). Although the only active hot spring in this area is  along the eastern 
margin of the Bullfrog H i l l s  caldera, the extensive late Tertiary and Quaternary 
volcanic activity suggests considerable potential for dry rock geothermal sourceF at 
shallow depths. It is prohable that , irg rock systems ulll  become increasingly 
important in the future. The remoteness and government control of this area make 
it attractive for experimental development. 

2. Most of t.ie known hot springs in the test site are  located within 
Tcrtiary o r  Quate"n-ry v dcanic terranes, which can be c l c u l v  discriminated in 
ERTS-1 imagery. In California, the most prominent of these springs are  Coso 
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Hot Springs, located in an intensely faulted volcanic terrane of Cenozoic cinder 
cones, and lava flows at the southern end of Owens Valley (ERTS-1 MSS Frame 
#1162-18011, Figure 13, center); Casa Diablo Hot Springs, located in the re-  
surgent portion of the Long Valley caldera, north of Bishop (ERTS-1 MSS Frame 
#1163-18063, Figure 14, north half); and Grapevine Springs, situated near the 
Ubehebe Craters and associated basaltic flows in northern Death Valley (ERTS-1 
MSS Frame 81126-18010, Figure 6 ,  south-central part). 

in Nevada, potential geothermal areas are  represented by Hicks Hot 
Springs, located along the eastern margin of the Bullfrog Hills caldera, near Beatty 
(ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1125-17551, Figure 5, southwest quarter); hot springs 
south of Lake Mead located along the margin of the Boulder City pluton of Tertiary 
age (Anderson, 1969) and near basaltic dikes and flows of Quaternary age (ERTS-1 
MSS Frame X1106-17495, Figure 4, northeast quarter); and hot springs in the 
Caliente depression in 1,incol.n County, which are  centered in a Cenozoic igneous 
complex of shallow granitic plutons and felsic volcanic rocks (ERTS-1 MSS Frame 
#1106-17492, Figure 7, nor~heast quarter). In Grand Canyon, Arizona, Lava 
Warm Springs is situated on the Toroweap fault at the south end of a large basalt 
field (ERTS-1 MSS Frame #1069-17432, Figure 9, northeast quarter). Nearly all 
of the known hot springs in volcanic areas a re  located where the rocks have been 
intensely faulted. 

Based on field reconnaissance and analysis of EHTS-1 imagery, the 
following areas are believed to warrant investigstion for possible volcanogenic 
geothermal resources: the Long Valley-Mono area (already designated a Known 
Geothermal Resource Area by the federal government); the area immediately east 
and west of Beatty, Nevada, including the western pmt of the Atomic Energy 
Commission Nevada Test Site; an area immediately south of Lake Mead along the 
Colwado River; the Coso Hot Springs area in southern Owens Valley, California; 
and the Calieritc depression of Lincoll County, Nevada (see Plate 5). 

3. The ERTS-1 data F;ve proven effective in field investigations of 
the local structural settings of known geothermal areas. Such a reconnaissance 
study in c ~ i r d  Death Valley (Childs, July 1973*) has Lldicated that a previously 
unrecogniz fault intersects the Keane Wonder fault at Keane Hot Springs (ElITS-1 
K3S Frame #1125-17554, Figure 12, northwest quarter). Interpretation of ERTS-1 
imagery and study of published data on the Coso Hot Springs area of sruthern 
Owens Valley has indicated the presence of numerous normal faults, which have 
resulted in the formation of grzbens and tilted blocks in tile Cenozoic basaltic and 
andesitic ~dlcanic  rocks of the arez. 

Several north striking faults within the Long Valley caldera that control 
known hot spring locations, md  arcuzte faults that r im the caldera structure 
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are expressed in the ERTS-1 imxgery. In the Grapevine Springs area of Death 
Valley, several faults associated with the hot springs are apparent in ERTS-1 
MSS Frame #1126-18010 (Figure 6, southeast, quarter). Some of these fault5 iue 
branches of the northwest striking Death Vallty-F'urnace Creek fault zone, bbt 
others appear to be extensions of a more vague, east-west zone which extends 
eastward to the Bullfrog Hffls caldera. 

The known hot springs south of Lake Mead are  in an area of Tertiary 
fault zones, dike swarms and shallow plutone, many of which are expressed in the 
ERTS-1 imagery and have been studied in the field. Moet known hot springe in the 
Sierra Nevada are  located along fad t  zones in the granitic rocks of the Sierran 
batholith. Many of these structural lineaments are  recognizable in ERTS-1 
imapry.  For example, the Kern Canyon fault (Liggett and Childs, February 1974*) 
in the southern Sierra Nevada is believed to have controlled the location of hot 
springs and related uranium deposits near KernVille, California (ERTS-1 MSS 
Frame #1162-18011, Figure 13, southwest q.uarter; and MacKevett, 1960). 

4. The ERTS-1 MSS imagery has provided spectral information useful 
in identifying hot spring sites. Some of the larger hot springs have developed 
tufa depos".~ large enough to form color anomalies in the ERTS-1 imagery. An 
example i s  the travertine deposit on thpi easi aide of Dedh Valley at Keane Hot 
Springs, north of Furnace Creek Ranch. The travertine covers an area of 
approximately 2 square km and is expressed as  a strong white anomaly in ERTS-1 
MSS Frame #1125-17554 (Figure 12, northwest quarter). In the arid environment 
of the test site, the ERTS-1 imagery has been used to identify oases of vegetation 
that are commonlg present at springs. Examples are the vegetation anomalies in 
the Pahrw fault zone along the Nevada-California state line (Liggett, and Childs, 
1973** ; an:i ERTS-1 MSS Frame ic1106-17495, Figure 4, northwest quarter). 
Two of these, Pahrump and Manse Springs, are  known to be warm, although thc 
temperatures of springs cannot be differentiated ?n the ERTS-1 imagery. Efficient 
field reconnaissance can be conducted for image anomalies located in a rem having 
high potential for geothermal sources, 

-4.3.4 Analysis and Interpretation Techniques : 

The image andysis and interpretation techniques found useful in studying the 
characteristics of know geothermal areas are outlined below, The reader is re-  
ferred to Section 2.4 for a detailed discussion of these techniques. 

Spectral Information: 

Spectral inforination useful in geothermal exploration c m  be interpreted from 
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vegetation, hot spring deposits, hydrothermal alteration of country rocks, and 
distinctive color anomalies associated with igneous rocks. Many of these spectral 
anomalies are recognizable in the high resolution color composites used in this 
study (MacGalliard and Liggett, 1973*). In addition, spectral ratio composites 
have proven valuable for discriminathg vegetation anomalies, hydrothermal 
alteration zones and hot spring deposits. This techique has bfien used on ERTS-1 
imagery over the Pahrump and Manse Springs to achieve enhanced definition of 
 he vegetation anomalies associated with the Pahrump fault zone. 

Spatial Information: 

Edge enhancement printing of ERTS-1 MSS Imagery and the w e  of M O ~ Q  patterns 
in image analysis and interpretation have proven useful in studying regional 
structural patterns. Seasonal changes in sun azimuth and elevation make analysis 
of multiseasonal imagery advantageous in studyhg the topographic expression of 
structural patterns. As a supplement to the ERTS-1 data, SLAR imagery has been 
used successfully in recognizing subtle fault patterns in the Mono-Long Valley 
Known Geothermal Resource Area. 

4.3.5 Potential Users: 

The number cf private firms entering the sewch for geothermal resources is 
growing rapidly, and ERTS-1 imagery can be a useful component of their explora- 
tion programs, Governmental agencies can effectively use ERTS-1 imagery in 
reconnaissance geothermal resource exploration and related land use planning. 
Such agencies include the U, S. Geological m e y ,  Bureau of Mines, Department 
~f Agriculture, and Environmental Protcmction Agexy, as well as corresponding 
foreign governmental agencies. 

4.3.6 Qualitative A~sessment: 

Most regional geothermal explora.tion conducted to date has  been based on 
reconnaissance geologic mapping and study of known hot springs o r  welle. How- 
ever, several recent exploration programs have experimented with reconnaissance 
gravity (Rinehart and others, 1964). aeromagnetic (Griscom md Muffler, 1971) 
and thermal infr,ared surveys (Carter and others, 1972). Heat flow and resistivity 
surveys have been applied in more detailed studies of geothermal prospects. The 
information gathered through these techniques is found to differ greatly, depending 
on the geologic and structural settings of the geothermal reservoirs. 

Proper analysis ard interpretation of ERTS-1 MSS imagery are potentially useful 
in reconnaissance geothermal exploration when used in coordination with other 
exploration techniques. The key use oi ERTS-1 data is in studying the regional 
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tectonic framework of areas of Cenozoic igneous activity for aolection of potential 
geothermal steam or heat sources at ahallow deptb. The eize of exploration 
anomalies identified in ERTS-1 data is likely to be a minimum of eeveral tens of 
square miles. These exploration areas can be more narrowly defined aud evaluated 
using specialized geophysical, geochemical and geologic techniques auch as those 
cited above. However, the ERTS-1 d ~ t a  provide a basis for recannatseance 
exploration previously available only with regional goologic or geophyeical map 
compilations of variable accuracy and detall. 

Quantitative Asseesment : 

Analysis and Werpretation of ERTS-1 data for application to recoanaissanco geo- 
thermal exploration is estimated to coet less than $1.00 per square mile (2.5 
square km). Such an exploration program would include reeearcb of exlsthg 
geologic and regional geophysical data and field investigations of key geologic and 
structural anomalies for selection of geothermal exploration targete. 

In comparison with the use of ERTS-1 MSS imagery, other reconnaissance 
techniques applicable to geothermal exploration are considerably more expemive. 
The costs of geologic mapping at a scale of 1:100,000 or  1:200,000 are estimated 
to be between $60 and $200 per square mile; aeromagnetic surveys from $:O to 
$50 per square mile; reconnaissance gravity surveys from $150 to $300 per square 
mile; and thermal infrared imaging frcm $5 to $30 per square mile. 

The use of ERTS-1 i r n ~ e r y  for reconnaissance of potential geothermal sources can 
significantly redwe the overall size of the area k t  wuuld need to be surveyed 
using the more ernnsive geologic and geophysical techniques cited above. In 
reconnaissance exploration, the application of ERTS-1 data is believed to provide 
potential cost savings on the order of 10 to 1. 
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4.4 RECONNAISSANCE STUDY OF GEOLOGIC HAZARDS 

Introduction: - 
This section summarizes concepts and analytical techniques that show promise in 
the application of ERTS-1 MSS data to reconnaiesance investigation of geol dgic 
hazazds. Such 'lazards can be relate? to a variety of geologic, geomorphic, 
structural and hydrological phenomena observed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery. Since 
the kinds and magnitudes of geologic hazards in an area may vary wlth the geologic, 
climatic and cultural setting, this diecueston ie focused on potential hazards 
recognized in the arid to semiarid, sparsely populated terrane of the Argus 
Exploration Company test site. 

The information contained in ERTS-1 imagery i8 complementary to that from re- 
gional geologic mapping, geophysical surveys, and aerial remote sensing techniques 
commonly used in regional hazard and environmental  investigation^. The use of 
EKTS-1 MSS data a s  part of an integrated geologic hazards investigation can result 
in substantial cost savings over conve;~tional reconnaissance techniques. 

Evidence of a variety of geologic hazards can be inkL-preted from ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery. Among the most important hazards recognized in the terrane of the test 
site are active fault systems, seismically unstable soils, areas of potential land- 
slides, areas prone to flask-flooding, and regions of extensive d i d  erosion o r  
migrating sand dunes. These hazards a re  indirectly expresaed in the ERTS-1 MSS 
imagcry by such feah-2s a s  topography, drainage patterns, vegetation distribution, 
and rock and soil coloring. 

The s,ynoptic scale of the ERTS-1 imagery is suitable for surveying large areas a; 
a preliminary basis for the planning, routing, and engineering of large and 
continuous structures, such as highway systems, pipelines, aqueducts and power 
transmission systems. On a more local scale, ERTS-1 data can furnish informa- 
tion on the gcologic and structural settings of sites for such developments as dams, 
nuclcar power plants and housing projects. 

It is unlikely that ELITS-1 MSS data could be used effectively in a hazards study 
without the sv;,-~rt of detailed geologic and structural information. However, pre- 
liminary low risk sites or  potential hazards, selected by analysis of ERTS-1 data, 
can be economically evaluated with the use of a variety of ground based geologic 
and geophysical survey techniques. Analysis and interpretation of EHTS-1 MSS 
irnagcry can he xi effectivc tool when applied as part of an integrated geologic 
hazards investigation. 

4. . I .  3 Uiscusk - ion: 

Several geologic hazards are  associated directly with tectonic ,and seismic activity. 



These include physical displ~xernent along faults, such a s  the development of fault 
scarps either by abrupt movement during earthquakes or  by gradual creep. In 
addition, seismic events associated with tectonic activity may trigger such 
phenomena as  the mobilization of topographically or  slructwally unstable bedrock 
o r  surflcial materials. 

The historical earthquakes and satterns of recorded seismic activity withfn the 
test site are  compiled h Plate 3 a ~ d  discussed in Section 3.2 of this report. With- 
in the region of the test site, the key evidence for seismic activity is the abundance 
of faults that have been mapped cutting allv 'urn and playa sediments of Quaternarj 
age. Many of these structures are  clearly recopizable in ERTS-1 MSS imagery as 
linear breaks in slope, alignments of vegetation or diainage, and linear contacts 
between alluvium or  soils of contrasting color. 

Bechtold and others 0973*) used ERTS-1 imagery in an experimental reconnaissance 
of faults that cut alluvium in an area of approximately 8,000 square km along the 
Colorado River between Lake Mead and Lake Havasu, in e a s t e n  California, southern 
southern Nevada, and northwestern Arizona. Interpretation of linear anomalies h 
the ERTS-1 data was followed by analysis of htermediate scale U-2 photography, 
SLAR, and by field reconnaissance, in which these anomalies were identified as  
faults. Similar applications of ERTS-1 data have been made by Liggett and Childs 
(1973**) in an investigation of the Pahrump fault zone, strands of which cut 
Quaternary basin deposits along the California-Nevada state line. Other examples 
of faulting, have been cited by Childs (November l973** *) in Esmeraldz County, 
Nevada, and by Liggett and Ehrenspeck (1974****) in L i n d n  County, Nevada. 
Similar results have been found in the Coast Ranges of California by AMel-Gawad 
and Silverstein 0973, p. 439), who concluded that l 1  . . . study of ERTS-1 imagery 
shows that in most areas where earthquake clusters occur, there is usually 'ample 
evidence of recent faulting". 

The effects of earthqc3ke sfiaking on rock and soil stability vary greatly. The 
ERTS-1 MSS  imager,^ has p iwen  useful at the reconnai%mce scale for discrimina- 
tion of playa deposits, clay-rich soils and alluvial sedi~nents, some of which may 
be subject to subsidence, slumghg o r  flowage. Thixotropic sediments, saturated 
o r  partially saturated with ground water, can be a major hazard even in dry 
climates. Thus, ground water distribution is a major factor affecting the relative 
structurG stability of such sediments. In some areas, proximity of the water 
table to the ground surfacc can be in fe r~ed  in FXTS-1 imagery from the types and 
abundance of vegetation and the presence of springs or  seeps. Examples of near-- 
surface occurrences of ground watcr are  cited in Section 1.2 in a discussion of 

* Appendix B, this report 
** Appendiv 11, this report 
*** Appendix I, this report 
* +**  Appendix L, this report 



hydrologic applications of ERTS-1 data. 

ERTS-1 imagery can be used to identify potential landslide hazards through 
recwnaissance of unstable rock and soil types, areas of intense faulting and 
fracturing, and topographic and drainage patterns characteristic of landslide areas. 
Examples apparent in ERTS-1 imagery over the test site are the Blackhawk slide 
on the northern slope of the San Bernardino Mountains of San Bernardino County, 
California (Shelton, 1966, p. 330-331), and the Tin Mountain slide west of the 
Panamint Mountains in Inyo County, California (Burchfiel, 1966). Both of these 
major slides originated in areas of rugged topography and active Quaternary 
faulting. 

Other potential hazards in parts of the test site are flash-floods, mudflows and 
massive erosion which can result when intermittent storms bring sudden, heavy 
preci;~ltation. The ability of water to erode rock or  soil materials is largely a 
function of the consolidation of that material. Morrison and Cooley (1973) have 
successfully wed ERTS-1 MSS imagery in determining the locations and types of 
easily eroded rocks in arid and semiarid regions of southern Arizona. The risk of 
flash-flooding and massive erosion can also depend on topography, drainage con- 
figuration, and the abundance and type of vegetation cover, all of which can be 
studied at a reconnaissance scale in ERTS-1 data. An example is the r e  ently active 
Wrightwood mud flow on the northern slope of the San Gabriel Mountains. This area 
is expressed in EdTS-1 imagery by two large landslide scars, an anomalous 
drainage configuration and the distinctive rock type exposed on the Wrightwood fan 
(ChLds, January 1973*). 

In arid or semiarid regions, large-scale wind erosion of surficial materials and 
their redeposition as migrating sand bodies constitute an important hazard. In the 
test site, several large areas of deflation, sand accumulation, and migrating dune 
fields are recognizable in ERTS-1 imagery by their distinctive color and topographic 
expressions. The expression of these features permits reconnaissance study of the 
prevailing direction of transport and relative rates of erosion, migration, and 
deposition. 

4.4.4 Analysis and Interpretation Techniques: 

Effective use of ERTS-1 MSS data must be coupled with a variety of data analysis 
and interpretation techniques. The image enhancement techniques cited below are 
discussed in greater detail in Section 2.4 of this report. 

Spectral Information: 

Surface coloring related to vegetation, rock, and soil types has been enhanced in 

* Appendix D, this report 



ERTS-1 imagery using * -- . cific techniques. Additive color viewing has 
been effective in determining the optimum MSS band-filter combinations for 
enhancing spectral information. High resolution color enlargements have been 
employed in detailed laboratory and field analysis. Band ratioing techniques have 
been used for differentiating rock and vegetation anomalies in ERTS-1 imagery over 
a large area around Las Vsgas, Nevada. Where available, ERTS-1 imagery cover- 
ing a full seasonal cycle should be used to ardyze seasonal changes in vegetation 
vigor and distribution. 

Spatial Information: 

Faults and drainage patterns in Quaternary alluvium have been enhanced wing a 
variety of image enhancement techniques. Drainage patterns have been accentuated 
by using gray-level density slicing. Fault patterns in alluvium in a broad area 
s&h of Lake Mead, Nevada have been discriminated using edge enhancement 
printing and directional pattern filtering with ~ o i r 6  pattern overlays. Sun azimuth 
and e'.evation have a strong influence on expression of topographic information in 
ERT33-1 data and seasonal coverage should thus be studied when available. 

Potentid Users : 

Applications oi ERTS-1 data to reconnaissance study of geologic hazards can be 
made by state and federal agencies and private industry in a broad range of civil 
engineering and land use planning roles. U. S. governmental agencies include the 
Bureau of Land Management, Soil Conservation Service, Bureau of Reclamation, 
Forest Service and Geological Survey. 

4.4.6 Qualitative Analysis : 

A primary advantage of ERTS-1 MSS data in the study of geologic hazards is the 
ability to conduct rsgional reconnaissance of hazard anomalies that can be 
economically evaluated using a variety of conventional geologic and geophysical 
survey techniques. This approach can be applied to the study of large areas for 
the routing and engineering of structures such as pipelines or highways, and for 
evaluating the regional structural and geologic settings of key construction sites. 

In geologic and climatic terrane such as that found in the southwestern United 
States, ERTS-1 data can be readily applied to the reconnaissance of potentially 
active fault systems, landslide areas and areas prone to flash-flooding and exten- 
sive erosion by wind or water. The synoptic scale and resolution of the ERTS-1 
data is estimated to be suff:.cit:nt to guide investigations at map scales of 
approximately 1:200,000 or possibly larger. 

A reconnaissance investigation using ERTS-1 imagery would result in the recogni- 
tion and mapping of specific hazards, rather than the generalized classification of 
areas by "relative risku. Such an inventory of key geologic hazards can form an 
effective basis for compilation of regional hazard evaluation maps, such as  that 



prepared by the California Division of Mines for the state of California (see Alfors 
and others, 1473). 

4.4.7 Quantitative Asseesment : 

The type of information and level of detail resulting from a recoxmaisewe study of 
geologic hazards wing ERTS-1 MSS imagery differ from data compiled using 
conventional geologic and geophysical survey techniques. However, a rough 
comparison of costs can be made based on eetimates diecussed in Section 4.1 of 
this report. Reconnaissance study of geologic and structural hazards using ERTS-1 
data is estimated to cost approximately $10,000 per scene (13,200 square miles) or 
less than $1.00 per square mile (2.5 square km). Such an investigation would 
include imagery enhancement processing, field reconnaissance and literature and 
map research resulting in selection of key anomalies for more detailed investigation. 

Reconnaissance mapping of geologic hazards at a scale of approximately 1 :200,000 
using conventional mapping techniques is estimated to cost between $25 and $100 
per square mile in terrane typical of the western United States. Low altitude color 
or multispectral aerial photography can cost an additional $40 per square mile. 
The larger scale of aircraft imagery is not necessarily more effective for 
recognizing potential hazards, and repetitive seasonal coverage such as that avail- 
able from ERTS-1 data would be prohibitively expensive in regional airborne 
surveys. Based on these cost comparisons, the application of ERTS-1 data to 
reconnaissance study of geologic hazards in the southwestern United States is 
estimated to permit savings on the order of 10 to 1 over conventional reconnaissance 
techniques . 
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5.0 . CONCLUSIONS 

The Argus Exploration Company research program has evaluated ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery and subsidiary remote sensing data in applications to a broad range of 
geologic and structural problems in the topographically and climatically diverse 
terranes of the Sierra Nevada, the southern Basin Range Province, and the western 
Colorado Plateau. 

This program has included detailed ground based study of key field areas in order 
to determine the origins and significance of geologic and structural anomalies visible 
in the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. At a broader scale the ERTS-1 data has been used to 
study the interrelationship between regional Ceuozoic tectonic patterns and other 
geologic phenomena in the area of the test site. The results of this program support 
the following conclusions: 

1. The synaptic scale of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery has permitted the 
recognition of large geologic features, trends and patterns often 
obscured by detail at the scale of low altitude aerial photography or 
conventional geologic mapping. These anomalies are expressed in 
ERTS-1 imagery by such characteristics as  surface coloring and texture, 
topography and vegetation patterns. Ground based reconnaissance of 
anomalies recognized in ERTS-1 imagery has resulted in identification 
of previously unreported strike-slip and normal fault systems, 
structural ground water traps, dike swarms, domal plutonic structures, 
volcanic centers, and areas of hydrothermal alteration. 

Using ERTS-1 MSS imagery, the Cenozoic tectonic framework of the 
test site has been studied at a scale and level of detail not possible 
using available tectonic map compilations. This study has documented 
an interrelationship between the Cenozoic tectonics of the southern 
Bash Range Province and the regional distribution of seismic activity, 
volcanism, plutonism and related mimr alization and geothermal 
activity, This research has resulted in new concepts of Basin Range 
tectonics and related structural control of igneous activity and mineral- 
ization. 

Several image enhancement techniques have been developed for effective 
analysis of the ERTS-1 data. High resolution false color compositing 
of multispectral imagery, with precise control of image color balance 
and contrast range, has been a primary tool. Edge enhancement 
printing has proven useful for studying structural trends expressed by 
patterns of topography and drainage. False color spectral ratio imag- 
ing has been effective for enhancing subtle reflectance differences 
between rock and soil types, and in studying the distribution and density 
of vegetation. 



4. A primary limitation of the ERTS-1 imagery has been in -studying at a 
local scale, geologic and structural features such as folds, foliation 
and irregular lithologic contacts. Although large exposures of surface 
material can often be distinguished by color, texture or erosional 
morphology, specific rock or soil types c m o t  generally be identified 
by composition. Surface coloring and small structural features are 
easily masked by vegetation. 

5. The repetitive ERTS-1 imagery coverage has provided unique informa- 
tfon related to seasonal changes of vegetation patterns and varied 
illumination of topography. Similar repetitive aircraft imagery has 
not generally been available. However, the scale and resolution of 
available TJ-2 photography and S U R  have proven useful for guiding 
detailed laboratory and field studies of geologic and structural 
anomalies interpreted in the ERTS-1 data. 

6. ERTS-1 MSS imagery can be a valuable tool for reconnaissance explor- 
ation of mineral, geothermal and groundwater resources, and for 
regional study of geologic hazards. Used as part of an integrated 
exploration or research program, anomalies selected from ERTS-1 
data can be economically narrowed and evaluated using a variety of 
geophysical, geochemical and geologic techniques. Within the geologic 
and climatic terrane of the test site, the use of ERTS-1 MSS imagery 
in natural resource exploration and management is estimated to permit 
cost savings of approximately 10 to 1 over conventional reconnaissance 
techniques . 

The use of satellite remote sensing does not outmode classical techniques of field 
geology. Many of our investigations have ralied heavily on data from previous 
studies which involved detailed geologic or structural mapping, gmchemical 
sampling and analysis, petrography and geochronology. However, the ERTS-1 
MSS imagery has guided analysis and synthesis of these data, resulting in a unique 
overview of regional geologic patterns and relationships. Refinements in data 
analysis and interpretation methods show promise for applications of satellite 
remote sensing to a broad range of geologic research problems, including oper - 
ational resource exploration and management, in parts of the world where geologic 
reconnaissance has not been economically feasible in the past. 

In discussing the nature and significance of geologic maps, J. M. Harrison (19C3, 
p. 225) has written: 

"A geologic map may be defined as one on which are shown the dis- 
tribution and structural relations nf rocks. As such, it is the product of 
research undertaken in the geologists1 principal laboratory, the earth 
itself. And because it describes and interprets the earth the map must, 
in the last analysis, be the source of geological theory. " 



Because of the llmlted detail and ecope of information that can be reoorded on 
geologic mapa, they are often compilations of interpretation rather th.n fact, h 
contraat, satellite images record tbe complex epeotral d q W W  errpreslrlona of 
the earth9 surface, and are, in a aemlre, a tgpe of geologic map unbirured by the 
hand of a map maker. The tank is to learn to recophe and fnterpret the gdoglc 
phemmena visible for the first time from this new perepeatfve. SabUte rmde 
sensing ebmva promiee in becoming a major souroe of Wum geological theory. 



5.1 RECOMMENDATIONS 

A variety of remote sensing techniques have been employed in gathering data over 
various parts of the Argus Exploration Company test site. Through analysis and 
comparison of these data for key fleld areas, it  has been possible to evaluate the 
effective applications of different imaging techaiques . 
Summarized below are suggested technical and operational modifications for con- 
sideration in future ERTS or  other spacecraft remote sensing programs. These 
recommendations are primarily concerned with applications to reconnaissance 
geologic and tectonic mapping and related exploration for mineral, hydrologic and 
geothermal resources. For this reason the following comments are not necessarily 
optimum for applications in other discipllnes . 

Data Products and User Services: 

To facilitate operational applications of ERTS imagery, it is important that NASA 
provides consistently high quality in data product reproduction. Rapid data process- 
ing and distribution is especially critical for support of research relating to seasonal 
variation of vegetation, snow cover, sun elevation, and other transient phenomena. 

To the extent feasible, NASA and EROS should compile and distribute comprehensive 
indexes of available subsidiary remote sensing data. 

5.1.2 Stereoscopic Coverage: 

Stereoscopic imagery coverage would facilitate the use of orbital remote sensing in 
many applications to terrane analysis, especially structural geology, geomorphology, 
engineering geology, and related disciplines. Sterecscopic coverage might be 
achieved by increased sidelap of Multispectral Scanner (MSS) imagery or  forward 
overlap of Return Beam Vidicon (RBV) imagery. 

5.1.3 Spectral Range of ERTS Sensors: 

Additional spectral bands extending into the thermal infrared would be complementary 
to the present ERTS-1 MSS spectral range. In addition, narrow-band multispectral 
imaging could aid discrimination of rock and soil types and support studies of vegeta- 
tion distribution, vigor and abundance. 

5.1.4 - Variable Sun Angle Illumination: 

The use of remote sensing in terrane analysis could be improved by acquisition of 
imagery having variation in angle of solar illumination. Such variation would com- 
plement stereoscopic analysis and help compensate for the preferential enhancement 
of topographic trends controlled by direction of illumination. In ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery, high angles of illumination have generally been found to be optimum for 
study of surface reflectance, while low angles have proven most useful for structural 
analysis. I 



Variable Image Scale and Resolution: 

Applications of ERTS-1 MSS imagery have benefited from the use of intermediate 
scale imagery from near-space X-15 and high altitude U-2 aircraft. Experimental 
satellite imagery having fields of view both larger and smaller than the ERTS-1 
MSS system should also be investigated. Resolution higher than that of the ERTS-1 
MSS data would be valuable in certain geologic applications, 

5.1.6 Multi-Sensor Space Platforms: 

Data from a variety of airborne and spacecraft imaging systems have complemented 
analysis and interpretation of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery. The Skylab (EREP) 
program has tested a variety of new sensing techniques. Consideration should be 
given to future space platforms employing such techniques as multi-frequency 
synthetic aperture radar (SAR), high resolution thermal infrared sensing, and laser 
imaging systems. The space shuttle could be an effective platform for testing 
experimental sensors at variable altitudes and in different orbital configurations. 

Enhancement and Analysis Techniques : 

Image enhancement and analysis techniques have proven to be an important require- 
ment for effective application of the ERTS-1 MSS data. Further research should 
be conducted on techniques for independent analysis of spatial and spectral image 
com,ponents. A s  feasible, such techniques should be operator -interactive to facili - 
tate optimum use of human interpretation skills. 

5.1.8 S u m r t h g  Research: 

More field research and laboratory study is needed to identify the geologic and ' 
structural origins and significances of anomalies widely observed in existing 
spacecraft remote sensing data. A :  effort should be made to establish consistent 
descriptive terms for different types of data anomalies. 
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STRUCTURALLY CONTROLLED DIhZ SWARMS 
ALONG THE COLORADO RIVER, 

NORTHWESTERN ARIZONA AK3 SOUTHEIUY NEVADA (ABS. ) 

Bechtold, I. C., Liggett, M.A., and Childs, J. F. 

An area of anomalous linear topographic grain and color expressions was recognized 
in Apollo 9 and ERTS-1 satellite imagery along the Colorado River of northwestern 
Arizona and southern Ne &a; 35' to 36' north latitude. Field reconnaissance wcl 

analysis of USAF/USGS U-2 photography has shown the anomaly to be a zone of 
north to north -northwest trending dike swarms and associated granitic plutons. The 
dikes vary in composition from rhyolite to diabase, with an average composition 
nearer rhyolite. Dikes range in width from a few feet to over 75 feet, and can be 
traced along strike for as  far a s  two miles. Most a re  steeply dipping to vertical, 
and in portions of the Newberry Mountains, Nevada, closely spaced dikes comprise 
approximately fifty percent of the rock volume. 

In the Eldorado Mountains, Nevada, radiometric age dates from a 15,000 foot se-  
quence of intermediate volcanics range from 18.6 to 13.8 m. y. (Anderson et al, 
1972). The dike swarms described here a re  believed to be feeders icr  much of this 
volume. This is supported by the similarity in compositions of the dikes and 
volcanics, and the scarcity ol dikes cutting upper members of the volcanic pile. 
Dated dikes fall within this age span, and further K - A r  dates for representative dikes 
a re  presently being obtained. A maximum age for intrusion is indicated fnr ' , o  dikes 
that cut a 15,9f 0.3 m, y. granite pluton at Spirit Mountain, Nevada (An? et al, 
1972). Recomaissance has indicated similar plutons in the Newberry, ado, 
and Black Mountains that may form a Tertiary aged composite batholi 

Shearing and displacement of host rocks along dikes suggest dike emplacemcnt along 
active fault zones. Post-dike deformation h a  resulted in shearing and complex 
normal faulting along a similar north-south trend. Some of these faults form 
present range-fror.5 scarps, and have locally been sites of hydrothermal alteration 
and minersrlization. 

The cpizonal plutonism and volcanism of this north-south belt a,'-)ears to represent 
a structui-ally controlled volcanogecic province which cads abruptly in the vicinity 
of Lake Mead at a probable eastern extension of the Las Vegas Shear Zone. Fleck 
(1971) postulated the Las Vegas Shear Zonc: a s  a transform fault separating two areas 
of crustal spreading. The magnitude an< chronology of extensional faulting and 
plutonism recognized in the north-south zone described hew,  supports this hypo- 
thesis. 
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REMOTE SENSING RECONNAISSANCE OF 
FAULTING IN ALLUVIUM, LAKE MEAD TO LAKE HAVASU, 

CALIFORMA, NEVADA AND ARIZONA 

An Application of ERTS- 1 Satellite Imagery 

I. C. Bechtold, M. A. Liggett and J. F. Chdds 
Argus Exploration Company 
Newport Beach, California 

A B S T R A C T  

Analysis of ERTS-1 MSS and other imagery for a 125 x 25 mile area in the 
southern part of the Basin-Range Province of sou th t~s te rn  California, southern 
Nevada and northwestern Arizona, indicates the presence of numerous color 
and contrast anomalies in alluvium. Field work guided by high altitude U-2 
and Side Looking Aerial Radar imagery confirmed h a t  these anomalies are  
fault zones, many of which are believed to be of Recent age. Few faults in 
alluvium have been reported from previous ground based geologic studies in 
the area. 

Some faults occur dong range fronts where they have been traced along strike 
,nto bedrock but more often they are found out from the range fronts in the 
-~ltermontane alluvial sediments. The faults strike generally northward and 
have predominantlv dip slip displacement. Many bouiid grabens suggesting an 
east-west dirwtion of extension. Major extension occurred in this area during 
a mid-Tertiary episode of plutonism, volcanism and normal faulting. 

ERTS imagery provides a synoptic perspective previously unavailable for 
regional geologic studies. The ability to conduct rapia and inexpensive re- 
connaissance of Recent faulting has important applications to land use 
planning, ground water exploration, geologic hazards study and the siting and 
design of engineering projects. 



INTRODUCTION 

Andy sis of Earth Re sources Technology Satellite (ERTS- 1) multispectral scanner 
(MSS) imagery and subsequent field study indicates the presence of numerous faults 
cutting alluvium in an area  approximately 125 miles long and 25 miles wide (Fig. 1). 
The area l ies  between 34O15' N to 36'45' N and 1 1 4 w  t o  1 1 5 ' ~  in the sauthern 
part of the Basin-Range Province. 

The widespread development of normal faults in Late Tertiary and Quaternary alluv- 
ium was recognized by study of anomalies present in ERTS and Apollo space imagery. 
Details and individual breaks were mapped using available color infrared and black 
and white U-2 imagery and SLAR. Another important tool in directing field study 
was the use of 35mm color transparencies taken during low altitude fixed wing re-  
connaissance. Imagery used in this study is listed below: 

ERTS-1 MSS 12 September 1972, Frame 1069- 17432 
5 November 1972, Frame 1105-17443 
6 November 1973. Frame 1106-17495 

Apollo 9 Frames AS 9-20-3135 and AS 9-20-3136 

Side Looking Aerial Radar, Westinghouse AN/APQ 97 XE- 1, 
NASA Mission 103, 5 November 1965 

U-2 High Altitude Photography, USAF-USGS @lack and White): 

Mission 018V, 10 July 1368, Frames 211 through 214 
Mission 018L, 10 July 1968, Frames 2 14 through 2 17 
Mission 059V, 17 July 1968, Frames 169 through 174, 

177, and 178 
Mission 059R, 17 July 1968, Frames 164 through 178 
Mission 374V, 6 September 1968, Frames 209, 2 11 

212,213 and 214 
Mission 374L, 6 September 1968, Frames 208 and 209. 

NASA U-2 High Altitude Color IR Photography, Mission 189. 

Background : 

Some faults in alluvium, not shown in our illustrations, have been mapped by 
previous workers. Willis Lee (1908) shows an extension of the Grand Wash Fault 
for a short distance into alluvium in Hualpai Valley east  of Detrital Valley. 



Longwell (1936) shows two faults which extend through volcanics and for short dis- 
tances into alluvium near Echo Wash in an area  now covered by the Overton Arm of 
Lake Mead. Another fault mapped by Longwell cuts recent gravel and wash deposits 
about four miles north of Hoover Dam at the south end of Lake Mead. In a later 
paper, Longwell (1963) describes a basin in which alluvium was being deposited while 
the basin was lowered along the Horse Thief Fault two miles east  of Hoover Dam. 
Longwell also mapped several faults in alluvium along the Colorado River south of 
Lake Mead, the largest of which is now covered by Lake Mojave. Hansen (1962) 
shows a small normal fault which strikes approximately north-south along the west 
side of the Colorado River about 15 miles north of Lake Mojave. The abundance of 
late Quaternary faulting has not becn generally recognized. 

RESEARCH 

General Characteristics: 

Fault scarps recognized in our investigation a re  shown in Figures 2 and 3. Some 
faults occupying range front positions have been traced from breaks in alluvium into 
bedrock. Most faults, however, occur well out from the range fronts in the allu- 
vium. These faults a re  gencrdly characterized by long, sharp, linear breaks in 
slope, parallel dibrllment, and frequent juxtaposition of contrasting alluvial sediments. 
The youngest faults disrupt the drainage texwre and a re  only beginning to be incised 
by intermittent streams. The t races  of older faults a r c  frequently apparent a s  a con- 
t ras t  in alluvial rock tyyc of drainage texture, although their original topographic ex- 
pression may have become indistinguishable. No evidence of landslide morphology i s  
recognized, associated with thc scarps. 

Fault Description: 

In ERTS imagery, a light colored zone in alluvium extends from the bend in the 
Colorado River near Bullhead City, Arizona south-southeast toward Topock, Arizona. 
Field study indicates that this zone is made up of light colored sandy sediments, 
bound on the west by a west dipping escarpment 15-25 feet high, which we interpret 
a s  a normd fault (Figure 2).  South of Topock and along the east  shore of Lake 
Havasu, a possiblc extension of this fault has been recognized. The fault is thought 
t o  extend northward into bedrock in the Newberry Mountains west of Bullhead City 
where it has been mapped independently by one of the authors and by Alexis Volborth 
(personal communication). Herc this fault cuts Precambrian augen gneiss and Ter-  
tiary granitic rocks along an intensely brecciated zone up to  one half mile wide 
(Figure 2). 

The largest number of faults in alluvium were found west  of Gold Butte and east 
of the Overton Arm of Lake Mead (Figure 3). Field study guided by color infrared 



U-2 imagery provided detail on the system of scarps in this area. Several well 
developed grabens bound by normal faults a re  present in the alluvium, as well as  
other generally north trending normal faults. These faults indicate structural ex- 
tension in an east-west direction, Dikes south of Lake Mead which cut Quaternary 
alluvium follow this northerly trend, a s  do the major range front scarps in the 
region. Two weakly defined faults :nay extend in an anomalous northeast direction 
in this area with possible left lateral offset of washes along them. 

Regional Significance: 

The area  between Lake Mead and Lake Havasu was the site of extensive mid- 
Tertiary volcanism and relaied plutonism . Dike swarms elongated plutons , and 
penecontemporaneous normal faulting a l l  maintain a gellerally northerly trend (Bech- 
told and Others, 1972). These phenomena are  believed to represent crustal extension 
on the order of several tens of miles. The mechanisms of crustal extension are  well 
documented for key areas witbin this province. Anderson (1971) describes complex 
systems of low angle normal faults in the Nelson area, Nevada, which he believes 
resulted during distension of thick volcanic cover during rifting and emplacement of 
plutons at depth. Volborth @ersonal communication, 1972) describes mid-Tertiary 
extensional emplacement of plutons and dike swarms in the Newberry and Eldorado 
Mountains west of the Colorado River and south of Lake Mead. 

The orientation and abundance of normal faults cutting alluvium shown in Figures 2 
and 3 suggest that regional structural extension has occurred during late Pleistocene 
and Recent Time. Similar extensional normal faulting has been recognized in other 
parts of the Basin-Range Province. (aewart, 1971, Thompson, 1967). 

The ERTS-1 multispcctral scanner imagery has provided an effective tool tor geo- 
logic reconnaissance of fault breaks in unconsolidated alluvium over an area of 
several thousand square miles. Intermediate scale U-2 photography and side looking 
aerial radar guided field study and provided detail for mapping, but most fault zones 
could be distinguished as  contrast or color anomalies in ERTS-MSS imagery. Few 
ci  these faults have been reported on the basis of previous conventional geologic 
mapping, nor would the regional extent and consistent orieniation have been obvious 
from maps of small sub-areas. 

The ability to conduct low cost regional surveys of recent faulting has several 
important applications. The distribution of recent fault breaks should be seriously 
considered in regional land use planning. This is especially significant in deter- 
mining the location and engineering design of installations such a s  dams, highway 



systems, and nuclear generating stations. We are  presently corresponding with 
other workers studying microseismic activity in the Lake Mead area in order to 
compare surface break distribution with present and historical earthquake activity. 

Many alluvial fault breaks form suitable traps for ground water. R e c o ~ a i s s a n c e  
mapping of faults guided by iRTS imagery may provide an important tool for hydro- 
logic exploration in arid terrain. 
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Figure 1 

Location Index 

B Bullhead City, Ariz . 
BC Boulder City, Nev. 
DV Detrital Valley, Ariz. 
EV Eldorado Valley, Nev. 
G Gold Butte, Nev. 
K Kingman, Ariz. 
LH Lake Havasu 
LM 1,ake Mojave 
OV Overton, Nev. 
N Needles, Calif. 
N Nelson, Nev. 
P V  Piute Valley, Calif. -Nev. 
S Eearchlight,Nev. 
SV Sacramento Valley, Ariz . 

Index map of the area from 
Lake Mead to Lake Havasu 
in southeastern California, 
northwestern Arizona and 
southern Nevada. Bedrock 
areas are  shaded. 



F i e  ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ l ~  faults cutvmg duvium in the 
half of area in Figure 1. F & ~  are dashed or dotted where 

indefinite or inferred. ge&& areas are shaded. Location 
names as in Figure 1. 



Fiyrc 3 Previously unreported faults cutting alluviunl in the northern 
half of area in Figure 1. Faults ace dashed or dotted where 
indefinite or inferred. Bedrock areas are shaded. Location 
names as in Figure 1. 
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PSEUDO-RELIEF ENHANCEMENT OF COLOR W G E R Y  (ABS.) 

I. C. Bechtold, Mo A. Liggett, & J. F. Childs 

A planoconvex Fresnel lens can be used for pseudo-relief enhancement of 
cornpasite EllTS-1 imagery. The three-dimensional perception may be due in part 
to chromatic aberation of the lens which causes separation of focal planes for 
different colors in the imagery. Because focal length i s  inversely proportional to 
wave length, red areas appear raised above yellow, green and blue areas respec- 
tively. Magnification by the lens may have an additional ptlychological effect on 
perception. 

Best results a re  obtained viewing rear-prcjected color composites with red hues 
assigned to areas of highest topography. The projection x r e e n  is  viewed from a 
distance of 10 to 20 inches with the Fresnel lens held 2 to 6 inches from the screen. 
The technique may be applied to any color imagery. 

A similar pseudo-relief effect is described by McLeroy and Vaughan (1970) using a 
morc complex optical system for viewing small color transparencies. Short (1972) 
discussed a rc!ated effect achieved by viewing a pair of identical ERTS images in a 
standard stereoscopic viewer. 

A variety of inexpensive Fresnel lenses a re  available through Edmund Scientific 
Company, Barrington, New Jersey. The lens described here i s  an 11-inch 
square Fresnel lens, focal length 16 inches, Stock No. 70533. 
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PRELIMINARY INVESTIC;l?.TION OF ROCK TYPE 
DISCRIMINATION NEAR WRIGHTWOOD. CALIFORNIA (ABS, ) 

A large alluvial fan, 18 miles in rudal dimension, near Wrightwood, California 
shows a pronounced dark momaly in Apollo photography and ERTS multispectral 
imagery. Prcllminary field work indicates that the dark coloring of the fan is 
caused by a sharp change in alluvial rock type from the surrounding alluvium onto 
the fan. The fan alluvlum is composed predominantly of A bna scbi~t ,  while the 
surrounding alluvium is  mostly granitic material. Petrography on schist boulders 
from the fan shows them to be high in Fe and Ca rich minerals such epidote, 
tremolite-actinolite and chlorite. These minerals are known to have reflectance 
minimal in thc near infrared portiorl of the spectrum and it is the near infrared 
bands of ERTS imagery that 8how the highest contrast difference between fan and 
surrounding alluvium, 

Our reconnaissance study has indicated an in-rease in abm dance of California 
Juniper and Joshua Trees on ths fan, compared WL surrounding alluvium. We 
suspect that this vegetation change is related to rock type. Vegetrrtion on the fan is 
generally scarce NX1 the effects of ground water and vegetation in producing the 
image anomaly a :e thought to be minimal. 
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REGIONAL TECTONIC CONTROL OF TERTIARY MINERALIZATION AND 
RECENT FAULTING IN THE SOUTHERN BASIN-RANGE PROVINCE 

An Application of ERTS-1 Data 

I. C. Bechtold, M. A. Liggett and J. F. Childs 
Argus Exploration Company 
Newport Beach, California 

ABSTRACT 

Research based on ERTS-1 MSS imagery and field work in the southern 
Basin-Range Province of California, Nevada and Arizona has shown re-  
gional tectonic control of volcanism, plutonism, mineralization and fault- 
ing. This paper covers an a rea  centered on the Colorado River between 
34'15' N and 36O45' N. During the mid-Tertiary, the area was the site 
of plutonism and genetically related volcanism fed by fissure systems 
now exposed a s  dike swarms. Dikes, elongate plutons, and coeval normal 
faults trend generally northward and a re  believed to have resulted from 
east-west crustal extension. In the extensional province, gold and silver 
mineralization is closely related to Tertiary igneous activity. Similar- 
ities in ore ,  structural setting, anci rock types define a metallogenic dis- 
trict  of high potential for exploration. The ERTS imagery also provides 
a basis for regional inventory of small faults which cut alluvium. This 
capability for efficient regional surveys of Recent faulting should be con- 
sidered in land use planning, geologic hazards study, civil engineering 
and hydrology. 

INTRODUCTION: This report summarizes a portion of a NASA funded investiga- 
tion intended to test  the application of ERTS-1 imagery to studies of regional tec- 
tonics. The region discussed in this paper occupies a belt approximately 25  miles 
wide and 125 miles long aligned along the Colorado River between 34'15' and 
36'34' N latitude in the Basin-Range province of southern Nevada, southeastern 
California and northwestern Arizona. This area i s  shown in Figure 1. 

The primary tool used in the investigation i s  additive color enhancement of ERTS-1 
MSS imagery. The synoptic perspective gained in ERTS imagery permits investi- 
gation of regional geologic phenomena ht a scale not feasible using conventional 
aerial photography. As a complement to ERTS data, intermediate scale remote 
sensing imagery and low altitude aerial reconnaissance has proven valuable in guid- 
ing efficient and economical ground based geologic reconnaissance. The primary 
data used in this study includes: 

NASA ERTS-1 MSS 12 September 1972, Frame 1069- 17432 
6 November 1972, Frame 1105- 17443 
6 November 1972, Frame 1106-17495 



NASA Apollo 9 Ektachrome Frames AS9-20-3 135; 3136 

NASA SLAH AN/APQ 97, 5 November 1965 Mission 103 

USAF-USGS U-2 Black and White Photography 
10 July 1968 Mission 018 
17 July 1968 Mission 059 
6 Sept . 1968 Mission 374 

NASA U-2 Color Infrared Photography 
11 Oct. 1971 Mission 189 

REGIONAL TECTONICS: In the ERTS-1 image of Figure 1, a belt of anomalous 
north-south topographic, textural and color expression i s  visible along t h e  Colorado 
River. Structural analysis of this imagery and related literature research and 
ground based reconnaissance has led to a hypothesis integrating many aspects of 
the regional geology previously considered as  isolated phenomena. 

We believe the anomalous north-south structural pattern is the result of east-west 
crustal extension of at least 30 km which occurred during an episode of Miocene 
plutonism and genetically related volcanism. The bulk of igneous activity occurred 
in an interval from 10 to 15 million years B. P. (Anderson & Others, 1972) and was 
synchronow with major strike-slip displacement on the Las Vegas Shear Zone (Fleck, 
1970). We believe the Las Vegas Shear Zone extends eastward just north of Lake 
Mead, and forms the northern boundary of the extensional province. This tectonic 
relationship is illustrated in the simplified model of Figure 2. Here the strike-slip 
fault zone (X-Y) i s  a transform fault bounding two areas  of crustal extension @raided 
patterns), The southern extensional province corresponds to the area described in 
this paper; a s is ter  province i s  believed to exist in the vicinity of the AEC Nevada 
test site,  75 miles north-west of Lake Mead. 

A diagrammatic section across an a rea  of crustal extensiun is shown in Figure 3.  
Normal faults related to extension, shown in Figure 3, ure believed to  decrease in 
dip downward and give way at depth to  a zone of plastic deformation (Stewart, 1971). 
Extension by low dipping normal faults in a thick Tertiary volcanic sequence near 
Nelson, Nevada has been described by Anderson (1971). Another mechanism of crust- 
al extension i s  the addition of new crust by plutonism tind related volcanism: in part  
along extensional fault zones (Bechtold e t  al ,  1972). Figure 4 shows the distribution 
of Tertiary granitic plutons and related dike swarms in the area of investigation. 
Dings (195 1) describes numerous large rhyolite dikes in the Wallapai Mining District 
north of Kirlgnlan, Arizona. Petrographic and chemical similarities among the vol- 
c a n i c ~ ,  dikes and larger plutonic bodies have been demonstrated by Volborth (per- 
sonal communication, 1972) for the Newberry Mountains area,  Nevada. Temporal 
and genetic relationships between plutonic and volcanic rocks within the area have 
been cited by Volborth (personal correspondence 1972hLausen (1931), Ransome 
(1923), Bechtold et  a l ,  (1972), Callaghan (1939), and Anderson et al ,  (1972). 



MINERALIZATION: The shallow granitic plutons and dike swarms of F i g ~ r e  4 
are closely related to extensive gold, s i lver  and lesaer copper-molybdenum miner- 
alization. Figure 5 shows the distribution of known I-lining areas in the r6 @on. 
Longwell et al (1965) briefly discuss many Nevada miuiug districts, and Fia:!some 
(1923), Callaghan (1939) and others describe some of the larger mining are .!n 
detail. Review of the literature and geologic reconnaissance has revea!ed m. ;ked 
similarities in the structural setting, ore and gangue mineral aseemb'ages, a1.d 
rock type associations among mining areas. The go16 -silver deposits aloag thc 
Colorado River are part of a north-trending metallogenic province genetically re-  
lated to the Tertiary extensional deformation. This regional structural control of 
mineralization has not been previously reported. The value of ore recovezed in 
this province (based upon 1973 metal prices) exceeds 100 million dollars. Although 
mining activity is largely inactive at present, the new understanding of the mr a 
made possible by ERTS data merits consideration in future mineral exploration 
programs. 

RECENT FAULTING: In addition to regional tectonic syntheses, ERTS data hao 
provided a basis for efficient geological reconnaissance of relatively small faults 
which cut alluvium. Most of the faults cut alluvium sf probable Recent age. 

Figure 6 shows the distribution of these faults identified in ERTS and intermediatz 
scale imagery and confirmed during subsequent reconnaissance tind detailed fieid 
mapping. Faults previously reported (Longwell, 1963) and confirmed by our imagery 
analysis are distinguished from newly recognized faults. Displacement is  mainly dip 
slip, and in several instances the faults form small gr~lbens (Bechtold e t  al, 1973). 
Many of the faults occur out from the range fronts in intermontane alluvial sediments 
where they are difficult to recognize in ground-based mapping. The faults trend 
generally northward and probably represent late-Tertiary to Recent east-west exten- 
sion similar to that recognized elsewhere in the Basin-Range Province (Thompson, 
1967). 

The use of ERTS-1 imagery for efficient reconnaissance of Recent faulting over large 
areas of semi-arid terrain can have important applications in the planning and design 
of engineering projects such as dams, highways and nuclear power generating stations. 
Related applications can also be made in regional geologic hazard studies and in the 
search for il:,;reasingly valuable ground water sources. 

CONCLUSIONS: ERTS-1 MSS imagery is a uniquc tool for a broad range of geo- 
logic investigations, some of which are discussec; above. Analysis of ERTS data 
coordinated with the use of other remote sensing techniques has permitted efficient 
and economical ground-based reconnaissance. At a regional scale, the applicatim 
of ERTS to tectonics shows promise in reconnaissance mineral exploration. In 
addition, the resolution of the ERTS-MSS imagery is  sufficient for surveys of re-  
latively small faults which cut alluvium. This capability should be considered in 
land-use planning, geologic hazards study, and civil engineering. 
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THE SALT CREEK FAULT, DEATH VALLEY, CALIFORNIA (ABS.) -- - 

By John F. Childs 

In the central part of Death Valley, California, (Figure 1) several subtle 
linear anomalies, trending about N 1 5 ' ~ ~  were rtsognized in E R T S l  MSS imagery. 
The most prominent of these features (see Figure 2) was singled out for study 
because it appears to e.xtend undeflected across several strands of the Death Valley- 
Furnace Creek Fault Zone. Subaequent field work, using high altitude U-2 
photography, confirmed this feature as a high-angle, oblique-slip fault, referred to 
a s  the Salt Creek Fault (Figure 3). Along its northern end, the Salt Creek Fault 
cuts Recent travertine deposits and has uplifted Miocene (?) and Oligocene (?) 
sediments on its southeast side. Southward, it crosces the Death Valley-Furnace 
Creek Fault Zone at an angle of approximately 60'. Near its southern end, the 
fault bifurcates a d  appears to terminate in the Paleozoic bedrock of Tucki Mountain. 
In a study of the geology of Death Valley, Hunt & Mabey (1966) infer a 2- 1 /2 mile 
segment of the Salt Creek Fault, but they show It terminating against strands of the 
Death Valley Fault Zone., (Hunt & Mabey, 1966, Geologic Map). 

Structural measurements taken at the localities shown in Figure 3 a r e  plotted 
on equal area nets in Figure 4. The scatter in fault plane orientation (Figure 4A) 
i s  probably due to interference of northwest trending faults, possibly related to the 
Death Vdley-F'~I'na~e Creek Fault Zone, with the predominant northeast trends of 
the Salt Creek Fault. 

The data in Figure 4B suggests that some of the faults measured have 
 essential!^ down dip movement, but most have a strong component of strike slip. 
Althougl, the da t ;~  shows considerable scatter, over half of the low plunging slicken- 
sides t rmd  northeast. This northeast plunge, combined with field evidence that the 
cast side of the fault is  uplifted indicates a possible component of right lateral slip. 

Bilrchfiel 2nd Stewart (1966) proposed a "pull apartf' origin for the central 
part of Death V a l l q  by which ihe valley opened between two northwest trending 
strike slip faults; the Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone on tht north and the 
Qeath Valley Fault Zone on the south. The lack of apparent offset of the Salt Creek 
Fault where it crosses the Dc th V~,.ey-lurnacc Creek Fault Zone may be explained 
a s  the result of sl .lchronous movement on the two faults or a remporary transfer of 
active movement to the Salt Creek Fault. Some of the discrepancies in estimates of 
displacement across the Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone (Wright and Troxel, 
1967; Stewart and othcrs, 1968) may be explained by taking into account the 
movement on cartheast trending oblique slip faults such a s  the Salt Creek Fault. 
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Figure 1 - Index map showing location of study area (shaded) in the 
central part of Death Valley, California 





Figure 3 - Map showing the Salt Creek Fault and a prominent strand of the Death 
Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone. Topographic base maps used are 
the Chloride Cliff, Emigrant Canyon, Furnace Creek and Stovepipe 
Wells 15'  Quadrangles. Localities where structural measurements 
were made are shown a s  Xs. 



Figure -1 A - 

Lower hemisphere equal 
area projection of 55 poles 
to fault planes (dots) and 
three poles to bedding 
(triangles) from localities 
shown in Figure 3 along 
the Salt Creek Fault. 

Equal arca projection of 
slickensidcs (crosses) and 
the fault planes on which 
they lie (arcs). Localities 
snnle a s  in Figure 3 A .  
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STRUCTURE AND VOLCANISM, UBEHEBE - - CRATERS, DEATH VALLEY, CALIFORNIA 

John F.  Childs and Mark A .  Liggett 

ABSTRACT 

The Ubehebe C r a t e r s  in northern Death Valley, California, a r e  a 
c lus te r  of Pleistocene o r  Recent ( ? )  m a a r  volcanoes located a t  
the  intersection of two faults recognized a s  major lineaments in 
ERTS-1 imagery. These north trending faults have not heen 
previously mapped in the c r a t e r s  a rea .  Field reconnaissance 
and mapping suggest an alignment of s t ructura l  t r ends  with volcanic 
features in the Ubehebe C r a t e r s  a rea .  Similar alignments of 
basaltic vents along subparallel faults in the vicinity suggest that 
northerly trending faults may have served a s  conduits for basaltic 
magma. 

The Ubehebe C r a t e r s  (Figure 1) a r e  a c lus ter  of shallow volcanoes of Pleistocene 
o r  Recent ( '?) age (Crowe and F i she r ,  1973) which a r e  aligned on north-south and east-  
west trends (Figures 2 and 3).  In a study of the sedimentary s t ruc tu res  of the volcanic 
eiecta, Crowe and Fisher  (1973) concluded that the c r a t e r s  a r e  m a a r  volcanoes formed 
pr imar i ly  by phreatic eruptions of basaltic magma. 

The Ubehebe C r a t e r s  appear to be locat td  a t  the intersection of two prominent 
lineaments in ERTS-1 imagery (see Figure  2). The purpose of th is  study was twofold: 
+ Q  document the nature of the ERTS-1 l ineaments in the c r a t e r s  a r e a ,  and to invcstigatc. 
possible corre la t ion of tectonic and volcanic features. 

The intersecting ERTS-1 lineaments were  confirmed a s  normal faults at  severa l  
localities and a r e  r e fe r red  to h e r e  a s  the East and West Faults  ( see  Figure  3 ) .  The 
East Fault can be followed in ERTS-1 imagery from north of the c r a t c r s  southward 
into the Panamint Range, a distance of 25 miles. Thc West Fnult extends from just 
south of the c r a t e r s  for at  l eas t  20 mi les  along the west side of the Panamint Range. 
Displacement on the East Fault i s  probably on t h e  o rde r  of tens o r  hundrcds of feet, 
based on o f f s d  of lithologic units. Several  thousand feet of displacement on the West 
Fault i s  suggested by the rel ief  of the  s teep western  face of the Panamint Rmge. The 
faults a r e  thought to h e  Pleistocene to  Recent in age s ince  they cut Plioccnc- 
Pleistocene (? )  fanglomerates and possibly Recent alluvium. Although segments of 
both faults appear on the newly revised Death Valley Geologic Sheet (Streitz, 1973, 
writtcn communication), and p a r t s  of the East Fault  were  mapped by McAllistcr ( l 952 ) ,  
thcsc  faults have not been previously mapped into the vicinity of the cr:~tcr's.  



An alignment of volcanic features and faults i s  suggested by evidence from 
our field work, imagery analysis and previous geologic studies (Crowe and Fisher,  
1973; Von Engeln, 1932). Faults in and adjacent to the Ubehebe Craters  have trends 
similar to the East and West Faults in addition to a l e s s  pronounced east-west trend. 
The East Fault can be traced through the c ra te r  area except where it i s  deeply 
buried by volcanic debris near the eruptive center. The West Fault can be traced 
to  within half a mile of the craters .  Several north trending faults a r e  mapped 
near the c r a t e r s  and others a r e  inferred from topographic expression where the 
maar deposits have obscured the underlying geology (Figure 3).  

The outline of the main Ubehebe c r a t e r  i s  nearly circular except for a straight, 
slumped section along the western side. The slumping and asymmetry may be fault 
controlled. Von Engeln (1932) describes a fault which cuts through the center of the 
main c ra te r  and continues to  the north but unfortunately his report does not include 
a map. 

Basalt dikcs found in the c r a t e r s  a rea ,  although few in number, have 
orientations similar to the north-trending faults. Dikes a r e  thought to have fed basalt 
flows and spatter cones which preceded 'he main phreatic eruptive activity. 

Pleistocene o r  Recent ( ? )  basalt flows found along the Death Valley-Furnace 
Creek Fa15t Zone five mjles to the east of Ubehebe Craters were erupted along 
fissures parallel to and within the fault zonc, and a r c  nearly identical petrographically 
to the basalts at Ubehebe Craters  (Crowe, 1973, personal communication\. 

The frequent occurrence of basaltic volcanism along north trending Faults in 
the Death lralley area suggests possible regional structural controls of basaltic magma 
sourccs. If faults in the Ubehebe Craters  area acted t i )  localize ground water a s  well 
a s  serving a s  conduits fo r  rising basaltic magma, phreatic eruptions such a s  those 
which produced the c r a t e r s  may have occurred a s  the magma and water came into 
contact at shallow depth. 

h ruce  Crowe, University of California a t  Santa Uarbsr:~, generously made 
available a number of oblique and cnlargcd low nltitudc aerial  photos for use in this 
study. He also gave freely of his time and of his detailcd knowledge of the  Ubehebe 
Craters  area,  making many helpful suggestions. Howevcr, the authors :Ire fully 
responsible for the contents of this study. 
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Figure 1 - Index map showing location of study area (shaded) in 
north-central Death Valley, California. 





Figure 3 - Structural map of the Ubehebe Craters area based upon field work and 
analysis of E R T S l  imagery and low altitude aerial photographs. 
Topographic base maps used are the Ubehebe Craters and the Tin 
Mountain Quadrangles. Faults dashed where approximate and dotted 
where inferred. 
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EVIDENCE O F  A MAJOR FAULT ZONE ALONG THE CALIFORNIA- 
NEVADA STATE LINE, 35O30' TO 36O30' N. LA'TITUDE 

An Application of ERTS-1 Satellite Imagery 

Mark A.  Liggett, and John F. Childs 
Argus Exploration Company 

h s  Angeles, California 

ABSTRACT 

Geologic reconnaissance guided by analysis  of ERTS-I and 
Apollo 9 satel l i te  imagery and h te rmedia te  scale  photography 
f rom X-15 and U-2 ai rcraf t  h a s  confirmed the  presence of a 
major fault zone along the  California-Nevada s ta te  line, between 
35'30' and 36O30' north latitude. W e  suggest the name Pahrump 
Fault Zone for this  feature after  the valley in which it i s  best 
exposed. Field reconnaissance has indicated the existence of 
previously unreported f a d t s  cutting bedrock along range fronts, 
and displacing Ter t iary  and Quaternary hnsin sediments. 
Gravity data support the interpretation of regional s t ructura l  
discontinuity along th is  zone. Lndividual fnul t t r a c e s  with in thc 
Pahrump Fault Zone form generally Icft-stcpping cn tehelon 
patterns These  fault pa t terns ,  the a p p : ~ ~  cnt offsct of a Laramidc 
age thrust  fault, and possible d r a g  folding dong n major fault break 
suggest a component of right l a t e ra l  displacement. Thc trend and 
postulated movcmcnt of the Pahrump Fault Zone : ~ r c  simil,? 1. to 
the adjacent Las Vegas She:ir Zone and Death Vallcy-Flirn:lcc 
Creek Faults ,  which a r e  p a r t s  of a regional s t r ike  s l ip  system in 
the southern Basin-Rnngc Province. 

Introduction: 
-- - . . .- -. - - -- 

This repor t  surnrnarizcs a resul t  of r e s e a r c h  being conducted for thc  National 
Aeronautics and Space -4dministratioi1 on gcdog ic  applications of E:zrth Rc~sourccs 
Technology Satellite (ERl'S-1) imagery. Thc work was performed ulvrcr NASA 
contract Fu'.lS5-21809. 



The area of study was selected on the basis of the strong linear ?p re s s ion  of 
Pahrump and Mesquite Valleys visible in oblique Apollo 9 satellite imagery. Al- 
though first  recognized in the Apollo photography, the present investigation was 
guided primarily by data from ERTS- 1 Multispectral S c a ~ e r  (MSS) imagery. 
Analysls of this data has included additive color viewing and production of high 
resolution color composite Imagery (MacGalliard & Liggztt, in preparation). 
Research and aneiysis of additional satellite and aerial remote sensing data was 
conducted to evaluate the relative utility of various sensors and imagery scales. 
This research was coordinated with a program of ground- based geologic reconnais- 
sance and mapping to evaluate imagery interpretation. 

The following table l is ts  imagery used in this investigation: 

Multispectral Scanner Imagery (MSS) 
13 September 1972 Frame 1052-17484 
14 September 1972 Frame 1053-17542 
6 November 1972 Frame 1106-17495 
25 November 1972 Frame 1125-17554 

ApoLlo-9 Satellite, NASA: Color Ektachrome Photography 
Approximate altitude 148 miles 
12 March 1969 Frame AS9-20-3135 

NIMBUS-1, NASA: 

X- 15 Experimental 
Spacecraft, 
NASA-USAF: 

U-2 High Altitude 
Aircraft, 
USA F-USGS: 

Mission 018V 
Mission 018L 
Mission 018R 
Mission 374V 
Mission 374L 
Mission 744V 

Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) 
5 September 1964 Orbit 124 

Black and White Photography 
Approximate altitude 139,000 feet 
9 October 1962 Frames 081 thru 086 

Frames 089 thru 093 
Frames 095 thru 105 

Black and Whiie Photography 
10 July 1968 Frames 200 thru 204 
10 July 1968 Frames 193 thru 201 
10 July 1968 Frame 204 
6 September 1938 Frames 2G1 thru 204 
6 September 1968 Frame8 194 thru 202 
29 November 1967 Frame 079 



Regonal Geology and Previotw Work: - ---- --- 

The area of study i s  located in the southern Basin-Range Province of sou then  
Nevada and eastern California. A mosalc of ERTS-1 MSS frames 1125-17554, 
1053-17542, 1052-17484 and 1106-17495 which cover this region Is shown 'n Figure 1. 
Geographic locations within this mosaic and major structural features (Cx4son PI 
Willden, 1968) discussed in the text a r e  shown in Figure 2. 

Pahrump and Mesquite Vallqte form a narrow closed bssin bordered on tht: east and 
west by generally north-trending mountain ranges typi >a1 of the Bas in- Range 
Province. Topographic relief in the area i s  large with elevations ranging from 
2,600 feet on the valley floor to over 11,900 feet in the adjacent rprqes. Climate :s 

semi-arid and vegetation cover is  sparse  a t  lower elevations, providing excellent 
outcrop exposure. Geologic mapping in the vicinity of the Pahrurnp Fault Zone has 
been conducted in a number of investigations. Althugh several fault breaks, b ' . ' ~ h  
form parts of the zone, have been previously mapped, the extent of faulting and i ts  
regional con! h i t y  have not previou sly been reported. 

Longwell and others (1965) mapped the eastern portion of the Pahrump area in their 
study of Clark County, Nevada. They recognize a belt of thrust faults trending 
generally north-northeast and high angle faults trending generally northwest in the 
Spring Mountains east of Pahrump Valley. The thrust faults a r e  part of a major 
Lardmide thrust belt which can be traced the length of the western Cordillera. 

Cornwall (1972) mapped the geology of Nye County, Nevada, which includes the 
northeac;tern part of Figures 1 and 2. Flock (1967 and 1970) worked in the northern 
Spring Mountains where he constructed isopach maps for the Eureka Quartzite and 
tt.c Laketown Dolomite and described the geometry and s t y k  of deformation o f  thrust 
faults there and elsewhere in the zone of thrusting. 

Hcwett (1356) mapped the Ivanpah one degree quadrangle which includes the southcrn 
portion of Figures 1 and 2. He shows several northwest trending normal faults; 
two of these, the Stateline and the Ivanpah Faults, a r e  extr;ipo!at:J across nlluvicm 
from south of Sandy, Nevada toward Nipton, California. These may be par ts  of the 
Pahrurnp Fault Zone. Clary (1967) remapped part of t he  Ivanpah Fault south of 
Sandy in thc eastern Clark Mountains. 

C. T. Malmberg (1967). in a study of the hydrology of the Pahrump Valley m a p y d  a 
16 mile portion of the fault break shown on our F l y r e  2 along the California- 
Nevada state line. 

Burchfiel and Davis (1971) have worked extensively in the western part of the study 
area where they have mapped components of the Larnmide tlirust belt mentioned 
above. Burchfid (1965) has mapped normal and strike s l ip  faults in the Spcctcr 



Range east of Lathrop Wells, Nevadz. Several smaller mapping projects and 
topical studies have been coilducted in and near the Pahrump wea.  Discussisn of 
these i s  beyond the scope of this paper. 

Pahrump Fault Zone: - 

The basin formed by Pahrump, Mesquite and Stewart Valleys is an s\symmetrical 
graben typical of much of the Basin-Range Province. Along the west aide of the 
grabeu, fault scsrps form the steep fronts of the Ivanp3h, Kingston, Mesquite and 
Nopah Ranges. The Ivanpah fault o i  Hewett (1956) is one of these range front faults, 
but the extent of faulting along the ranges has not previously been reported. 

Within the Tertiary and Quaternary basin sediments of Pahrump Valley, a set of 
two subparallel fad: scarps form an essentially continuous break which czn be 
traczd for approximately 25 miles. These faults a r e  shown a s  a single dashed 
line trending north-northwest in Figure 2. Malrnberg (1967) mapped a 16 mile 
portion of this fault, and stated that it could be traced for 23 miles along the valley 
floor. He estimated the vertical displacement to be approximately 1,000 feet, west 
side down, based on displacement of lithologic units in the sedimentary bksin 
deposits. The geomorphology of the fault scarps and the age of the youngest rocks 
cut by the faults suggest a late Quaternary or  Recent Age. 

Possible right lateral displacement of s t reams along the 25 mile 10% break in 
Pahrurnp Valley has beer recognized, but evidence of recent lateral fault displace- 
ment is arnbig-ucus. S imihr ,  though less  pronounceci lines of springs " ~ d  
vegetation found in Mesquite Valley, Stewart Valley and north ot 8 e w  rt Valley a r e  
also believed to be fault traces. 

Strikc Slip Displacement: -- 

Several lines oi zvidence suggest a right lateral component of strike slip along the 
Pahrump Fault Zone. In the eastern Clark Mountzins, south of Sandy, Nevada, 
Clary (1967) has mawed a syncline which plunges moderately northwestward. The 
syncline i s  in Paleozoic sedimentary rocks immediately east of the Ivanpah Fault 
trace, and may be the result of drag causecl by right lateral strike slip on the 
Ivanpah Fad t. 

Fleck (1971) suggested that offset ir exposures of the Keystone Thrust from the 
southern Spring M~cnta ins  to the northern Clark Mountains may be the result of large 
scale drag foldirlg about a steep axis, analogous to the flexure of the ranges 
adjacent to the Las Vtgas Shear Zone. Davis and Burchfiel (1971) attribute this 
ofiset in the thrust to folding on a gently plunging northwest trending axis. Although 
Fltck did not propose a "state line shear zone" he suggested that based on available 
evidence, such an alternate hypothesis was reasonable. 



Cornwall (1972) has mapped a right lateral strike slip fault in the mountains just 
east of Stewart ValleJy. This fault trends northwest at an oblique angle to Stewart 
Valley (Figure 2) and may be part  of the larger  strike slip system. 

The Montgomery Thrust Fault, approximately 10 miles mrthwest of Pahrurnp, 
Nevada (Figure 2), was mapped by Hamill (1966). He postulated this fault to be 
the equivalent of the Wheeler Pass  Thrust which occupies an equivalent structural- 
stratigraphic position 8 miles to the southeast in the Spring Mountains. The Wheeler 
Pass  Thrust i s  extrapolated southwestward for 3 miles into the alluvium of Pahrump 
Valley by Longwell and others (1965). If these two thrust faults a r e  equivalents, an 
offset of about 8 miles on a north trending right lateral strike slip fault i s  required 
in the northeast part  of Pahrump Valley. Cornwall (1972) has mapped a number of 
north trending faults in alluvium between tile ends of the two thrusts. 

Fault scarps along the western margin of Pahrump Valley, form a generally left  
stepping en echelon pattern a s  shown in Figure 2. En echelon patterns a r e  also 
recognized for faults within the basin alluvium. This i s  particularly well shown in 
oblique X-15 photography which looks southward along Pahrurnp Valley and in U-2 
photography looking northeast across  the valley. These en echelon faults south and 
west of the town of Yahrump a r e  too smau to be shown as individual breaks at the 
scale of Figclre 2, 

Although the graben structure of Pahruinp Valley indicates east-west extension, the 
en echelon alignment of fault scarps suggests a right lateral component of stress.  
Similar patterns of surface faulting were reported by Gianella and Callaghan (1934) 
resulting from right lateral strike slip on the Cedar Valley Fault, Nevada, and by 
Brown (1970) for scarps along an active portion of the San Andreas Fault, California. 
This geometric orientation of faults can be shown in theory to be perpendicular to the 
direction of extension in a dextral s t ress  system. (See for ?xample, Billings, 
1554, p. 196f.) 

Figure 3 shows the structural features of Figure 2 superposed on a regional 
Roqye r  gravity survey (USA F, 1968). The t race of the Pahrurnp Fault Zone 
cqincides with a pattern of aligned low gravity anomalies. This correlation suppo~?= 
the interpretation of structural control of basin development which permitted the 
accumulation of a thick sequence of Cenozoic sediments less  dense than the underly- 
ing bedrock. Similar gravity patterns a r e  apparent along the Las Vegas Shear 
Zone and the Garlock Fault. The gravity pattern along the Death Valley-Furnace 
Creek Fault Zone i s  more complex, but t h ~  coincidence of gravity trends with the 
fault zone indicates structural control of subsurface mass. 



Regional Implications and Conclusions: ---- - 

The Pahrump Fault Zone is  similar in trend and postulated displacement to the 
Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone to the west and the Las Vegas Shear Zone 
to the east. There i s  some evidence that these three fault zones may have branches 
in common but more detailed field work will be required to  establish such interrela- 
tionships with certainty. The three fault zones form part  of a larger  northwest- 
southeast system of right lateral  strike slip known a s  the Walker Lane. Cumulative 
displacement of 80 to 120 miles within the Walker Lane has been estimated based 
on displacement of regional isopachs, geologic structures and sedimentary facies, 
as  well a s  flexure of adjacent mountain ranges (Stewart and others, 1968). 

Right lateral movement within the Walker Lane i s  at least in part  coeval with Basin- 
Range normal faulting and extensive andesitic to rhyolitic volcanism centered east 
and northeast of Beatty, Nevada (Fleck, 1967; Kistler, 1968). The s t r e s s  pattern 
responsible for large scale right lateral movement and possible genetic relation- 
ships between faulting and igneous activity a r e  poorly understood. However, 
recognition of new strands in the strike slip system, such a s  the Pahrurnp Fault 
Zone, may help solve these problems by adding to our  knowledge of the regional 
geometry of faulting. 

The Pahrump Fault Zone a s  described in this report is a system of numerous 
separate fault breaks which cut both bedrock and unconsolidated alluvium. Much of 
the zone has subtle expression best studied by a combination of remote sensing and 
ground based methods, Much of the data cited iri this report has come from the work 
of other investigators which has involved detailed ground based mapping and 
stratigraphy. The ERTS-1 imagery does not replace these techniques. However, it 
provides a unique basis for studying the regional patterns of faulting not obvious 
from the perspective of conventional ground based mapping. We feel the results of 
this study illustrate the significant applications that orbital remote sensing can have 
to structural geology. 
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A MAJOR NORMAL FAULT IN ESMERALDA COUNTY. NEVADA 
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ABSTRACT 

A 50 mile north-trending linear anomaly recognized in ERTS-1 
MSS imagery west of Goldfield, Nevada has been confirmed as 
a steeply west-dipping normal fault, here termed the Paymaster 
Fault. This structure trends southward from the General 
Thomas Hil ls  along Paymaster Valley and the east side of 
Clayton Valley into the Palmetto Mountains. There, it termin- 
ates against a lese pronounced east-trending transverse anomaly 
which is also believed to be fault controlled. 'The Paymaster 
Fault is  the most prominent of several large normal faults 
which terminate southward against this transverse anomaly, 

DISCUSSION 

The Paymaster Fault in southwestern Nevada is a prominent linear feature in ERTS-1 
imagery extending approximately north-south for 50 miles (Figures 2 and 3). The 
fault is shown on the preliminary map of Esmeralda County (Albers & Stewart, 1965) 
in a generalized tectonic inset map but is not included in the geological map. The 
inset map shows the Paymaster Fault extending southward along Paymaster Valley 
into Clayton Valley and from there turning westward toward the Silver Peak Range. 
ERTS-1 and U-2 imagery of the area suggests that the Paymaster Fault, rather than 
turning westward, continues southward along the east side of Clayton Valley and along 
Lida Wash into the Palmetto Mountains northwest of the town of Lida, Nevada 
(Figures 2 and 3). This interpretation was confirmed by field reconnaissance. 

The Paymaster Fault is a steeply west-dipping to vertical normal fault, with probable 
vertical displacement of at least 1000 feet along some segments. Scarps in alluvium 
northwest of the General Thomas Hills suggest a Quaternary age for at least some of 
the movement. A large, nearly vertical east-trending fault intersects the Paymaster 
Fault in the General Thomas Hills. This fault is probably older than the Paymaster 
Fault because it does not cut Recent alluvium and appears to be offset by the 
Paymaster Fault. 



The Paymaster Fauit is extrapolated southward along the east side of Clayton Valley 
(Figure 3). Several escarpments, thought to be paleo-shorelines occur in the 
iilluvium along this segment. However, bedded alluvium east of these features is 
tilted eastward, suggesting that the s t rdght  paleoshorelines may be fault controlled. 

Raage front faulting itl evident along the eastern side of Clayton Valley. Numerous 
fnulta cutting Tertiary pumice breccia8 and the underlying granitic rocks were 
studied in detail in the area indicated by an arrow in Figure 3. The results of this 
study a r e  summarized in Figure 4. This fault zone can be traced in the ERTS-1 
imagery southward along the west face of Clayton Ridge. From the south end of 
Clayton Ridge, the zone is extrapolated 1/2 mile across alluvium into an andesite 
sequence near the mouth of Lida Wash. The total amount of movement on 
individual strands of the fault zone in the andesites is small. Strands of the zone 
continue along the waUs of Lida Wash Canyon for approximately four miles southward 
into the Palmetto Mountai,ne, where evidence of faulting is found in the offset of 
lithologic units across the canyon, and in discontinuous zones of faulting and 
alteration within the canyon. 

The Paymaster Fault appears on the ground and in ERTS-1 imagery to terminate 
southward against a broad eas t -west trending topographic depression which is 
probably fault controlled (Figure 2). This transverse zone, here called the Palmetto 
Zone, extends discontinuously westward from Mount Jackson Ridge to Fish Lake 
Valley, a distance of approximately 30 miles. The Palmetto Zone appears to be an 
important structural feature of this region since i t  also forms the southern terminus 
of several large normal faults in the Goldfield Hills southeast of Goldfield, Nevada. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Paymaster Fault is clearly apparent in ERTS-1 MSS imagery as  a prominent 
north-trending lineament. This fault, unlike most Basin-Range normal faults, is  not 
restricted to a single range and can be traced for 50 miles as  a sharp, straight 
zone along o r  within three ranges. 
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Figure 1 - Index map of the study area in southwestern Nevada. The area covered 
in Figure 3 is shaded. 





Figure 3 - 

Map of the study area 
showing structures 
described in the text. 
Dotted east-west 
feature north of Lida, 
Nev. i s  a portion of 
the Palmetto Zone. 
Contours are in 
thousands of feet. 
Base maps used are 
the Goldfield and 
Tonopah 1:250,000 
topographic maps. 



Figure 4 - Equal area lower hemisphere projection of slickensidss (closed circles) 
and part of fault planes on whi-h they lie (arcs), faults (open circles), 
bedding (triangles) and dikes (r\*ctangles). Structural data from area 
indicated by arrow in Mgure 2. 
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ABSTRACT 

An operational technique for producing high-resolution false-color 
composites of ERTS-1 Multlspectral Scanner (MSS) imagery has 
been developed for use in a typical photographic laboratory 
equipped for color processing and printing. The technique uses 
standard NASA (NDPF) o r  EROS black/white data products, and 
permits a broad range of control on composite color balance and 
contrast range. The use of an additive color viewer has proven 
valuable for determining the optimuni color balance of composites 
for effective interpretation. The compositing technique is  adaptable 
to data from a variety of multispectral imaging systems, including 
multi-seasonal and multi-polarization data. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The following technique was developed as part of an investigation of geologic applica- 
tions of ERTS-1 Multispectral Scanner (MSS) imagery. An important advantage of 
multispectral imaging is the ability to study the varied information recorded in each 
spectral band of the imaging system. These variations a re  due primarily to differ- 
ences in the reflectance characteristics of features such as  rock or  soil units, and 
vegetation types, vigor o r  seasonal variation. 

In the ERTS-1 MSS system, four images are  recorded over the following spectral 
ranges : 

ERTS-1 Band No. Spectral Range Description 

4 .5-. 6 microns Green and yellow 
5 .6-. 7 microns Red 
6 .7-. 8 microns Near-infrared 
7 .8-1.1 microns Near-infrared 

An important tool for analysis and interpretation of multispectral imagery i s  additive 
color viewing, which permits reconstruction of fhaturallf o r  rTfalsefT color images by 
combining the spectral bands, each with an appropriate color filter. Additive color 
viewing also allows the "real timeTf manipulation of color balance by variation of the 
band/filter combinations and illumination intensities for each channel. This flexibility 
in color balance permits more effective interpretation of the multispectral imagery 
than is possible with the fixed color balance of polyemulsion films o r  standardized 
multispectral composites. The p lnciples of additive color imaging a re  outlined in a 
number of publications, for example Yost and Wenderoth (1968), and Ross (1973). 

In order to most effectively use the ERTS-1 MSS imagery, the following technique was 
developed for reproducing the optimum color balance as  determined by analysis of the 
MSS imagery on an additive color viewer. The compositing procedure uses standard 
70mm or 9" x gTT ERTS-1 MSS positive transparencies as  distributed by the NASA Data 
Processing Facility (NDPF), Goddard Space Fli, ' ,. Center, Greenbelt, Maryland and 
the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dako! 

REGISTRATION 

Registration equipment consists of a Master film punch1 and 1/4" diameter Berkey 
pins2. The pins are  positioned on a light table, a negative carr ier  and a vacuum 

l ~ a s t e r  Products Manufacturing Co., 3481 E. 14th St., Loa Angeles, Calif. 90023 
2 ~ e r k e y - ~ l l d i s  Register Products, Berkey Technical Companies, Inc., 25-15 50th 
St., Woodside, Long Island, N. Y. 11377 



printing easel. They are  aet on 3 1/2" centers for projecting 70rnm transparencies 
onto 5" *ilm, and 7" centers for contact printing 9" x 9" transparencies onto 10" film. 

To prepare three 9" x 9" multispectral positive transparencies for contact exposure, 
the transparencies a re  first rough registered on a ligfit table, one over the other, 
and one edge of the set cut uniformly with a straight-edge and mat knife. This 
facilitates butt taping of the transparencies to leader strips without overlap. The 
leader strips are 1 1/4" x 9" pre-punched blank films of the same thickness as the 
positive transparencies. 

The first leader is placed over the pins on the light table and a 9" x 9" transparency 
taped to it, emulsion side down. The tape used is Scotch Brand Polyester Film Tape 
No. 850. The second leader is then placed on the pins over the first transparency and 
a second transparency is manually registered with the first. This is done by placing 
a thin glass plate over the pair to insure image contact, and viewing the corner cross- 
hairs and edge-identification through a 5X achromatic magnifier. When perfect 
registration has been achieved, the second transparency is taped to i ts  leader and 
removed from the pins. Successive positive transparencies are registered and taped 
in the same manner. In order to facilitate this task, it is often most effective to use 
the highest contrast transparency, generally Bands 6 o r  7, as  the master against 
which the other bands are  registered. 

The registration procedure for a set of 70mm is the same, except for the smaller size 
which makes the visual work more tedious. Frequently, however, the ERTS-1 MSS 
70mm t~ansparencies surpass the 9" x 9" transparencies in resolution, and are well 
worth the extra effort required for registration. 

TRI-COLOR EXPOSURE 

An 8" x 10" Durst Condenser enlarger3 is used a s  a light source to produce inter- 
negatives by either contact printing or  projection. It is equipped with a 500 watt Opal 
bulb, a filter wheel containing the standard Wratten tri-filter set (Red No. 29, Green 
No. 61, and Blue No. 47b, process type lenses, and a vacuum easel fitted with pins for 
registration of various film sizes. 

To contact print a set of 9" x 9" transparencies, a sheet of Ektacolor Internegative 
film, Type 6110, is first punched in the dark and placed on the pins of the vacuum 
easel, emulsion up. A pre-punched transparency is registered over the film, emulsion 
down, and exposed using the suitable tri-color filter. It is then removed, replaced 
by the secon:! transparency and exposed using a second tri-color filter, and so on. 

To project a set of 70mm transparencies, the procedure is the same, except that the 
smaller transparencies are  pin registered within a glass negative carrier  and projected 
to the desired size on the easel. 

3Durst (U. S. A. ) Inc., 623 Stewart Ave., Garden City, N. Y, 11533 
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For each set of MSS transparencies, the proper tri-color exposurea a re  determined by 
test. The objective ie to retain as much of the original image density range a s  possible, 
and to duplicate the desired color balance. The color balance is controlled as a 
function of the relative differences in exposure times for the separate MSS bands. 
However, several other variables should also be considered in test exposures, 
including differences in density range between and scmetinies within sets  of MSS trans- 
parencies, and filter factors required for different batches of inter-negative stock. 
The actual exposures will, therefore, differ between photographic labs. The exposure 
times currently in use at this facility are: Red-12 seconds, Green-40 seconds, and 
Blue-18 seconds. Lense apertures a re  typically varied between f : l l  and f:16 as  
determined by densitometer readings of the MSS transparencies. 

Exposure values can be split between two bands if necessary; for instance, Bands 6 and 
7 may be combined in a composite both with red illumination. Other variations in 
exposure intensity and time can be made within the reciprocity range of the internega- 
tive film. 

Ektacolor inter-negative films a re  developed to normal gamma using standard 
Eastman Kodak C-22 chemistry. 

Inter-negatives a re  printed on Ektacolor RC paper, N surface. Prints up to 16" x 20" 
a re  processed by batch in a Calumet processor, using Ektaprint 3-sol. chemistry. 
Prints to 30" x 40'' are processed one a t  a time in a Kodak 30 A processor. 

When using a balanced inter-negative, a test print should have a neutral gray scale, 
extending from off-white to black. This then is a technically accurate composite, which 
is normally the objective of color separation work. However, in printing false-color 
composites for maximum interpretive value, subjective judgments take priority and 
the gray scale is typically shifted from neutral toward a yellow, orange o r  red balance 
by 10 to 20 units of filtration. By test printing with varied filtration, subtle shifts in 
color ba!ance can be precisely controlled. 

CONCLUSION 

Because of the broad control of composite color balance and contrast range, the pro- 
cedure outlined above has proven effective for  detailed analysis and interpretation of 
ERTS-1 MSS imagery. Enlargements having excellent resolution up to 30" x 30" 
have been made from the standard NASA data products, 

The details of equipment and development processes outlined here aze intended only a s  
a guide for initial experimentation. Specific procedures can be easily modified 
depending upon available laboratory equipment and final imagery requirements. A 



variety of image enhancement procedures can be perforaed at various steps during 
compositing. Some procedures, such a s  manipulation of image contrast range, high- 
light masking, o r  density slicing can be most easily performed on the individual 
black/white MSS transparencies prior to color compositing. These enhanced trans- 
parencies can be analysed by additive color viewing to guide optimum choice of color 
balance. 

In addition to false color analysis of conventional multispectral imagery, the technique 
can be applied to a wide range of multiple imaging systems as long a s  suitable 
registration can be achieved. Examples a.re multi-seasonal ERTS-1 imagery, cross- 
polarized SLAR imagery, and diurnal variation of thermal infrared data. 
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CALIFORNIA AND NEVADA 
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ABSTRACT 

The pattern of faulting associated with the termination of tire Death 
Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone in northern Fish Lake Valley, 
Nevada was studied in ERTS-1 MSS color composite imagery and 
color I .  U-2 photography. Imagery analysis was supported by 
field reconnais same and low altitude aerial photography. The 
northwest-trending right-lateral Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault 
Zone changes northward to a complex pattern of discontinuous dip 
slip and stiike slip faults. This fault pattern terminates to the 
north against an east-northeast trending zone herein called the 
Montgomery Fault Zone. No evif:nce for continuation nf the Death 
Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone is recognized north of the 
Montgomery Fault Zone. Penecontemporaneous displacement in 
the Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone, the complex transition- 
al zone and the Montgomery Fault Zone suggests that the systems are 
genetically related. 

Mercury mimralization appears to have been localized along faults 
recognizable in ERTS imagery within the transitional zone and the 
Montgomery Fault Zone. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone of eastern California is one of several 
major right-lateral strike slip fault systems in the southwestern Basin-Range Province. 
About thirty miles of post-Jurassic displacement and 0.6 miles of post-Plioccne dis- 
placement have been estimated (McKee, 1968) on the Death Valley-Furnace Creek 



Fault Zone at the south end of Fish Lake Valley (lower right corner of Figure 1). 
Although detailed studies of portions of the Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone 
have been conducted, little attention has been directed to i ts  apparent termination in the 
northwestern end of Fish Lake Valley, Nevada. For this reason, literature research 
and field reconnaissance was conducted for the a rea  of Figure 2 to confirm structural 
iuterpretation of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery, and to determine possible structural 
controls nf local volcanism and mercury mineralization. 

The area  of this report (Figure 2) is underlain by Paleozoic sedimentary and volcanic 
rocks which have been intruded and metamorphosed by Mesozoic granitic rocks of the 
White Mountains Batholith. Anderson (1933) made a detailed study of an extensive 
sequence of Oligocene and Miocene andesites, rhyolite flows and tuffs, and Pliocene to 
Recent basalts which unconformably overlie the Mesozoic and Paleozoic basement. 
Many of the ignimbrite units within this volcanic sequence may be derived from distant 
sources such as  Silver Peak o r  the Mono Basin. Other flow units appear to have ima l  
sources and restricted areal distribution. For convenience in discussion, this eruptive 
sequence will be referred to a s  the Mustang volcanics after the large canyon located 
near the center of the volcanic terrane (Figure 2) .  

METHOD 

The northen? ~ n d  of Fish Lake Valley was f i rs t  investigated using color composites of 
ERTS-1 MSS frame 1126-18010, 2G November 1972, and black and white ERTS MSS 
frames 1163-18060, 2 January 1973, and 1307-1806-4, 2G May 1973. Details of the 
fault pattern were studied in USAF-USGS high altitude U-2 black and white photography 
and NASA high altitude U-2 color IR photographv: 

Flight Frames Date - 
USAF-USGS 374L 169-172 G September 19G8 
USAF-USGS 744V 003-005 29 November 19G8 
NASA-PEIS 72-100 15 June 1972 

This data was used to guide detailed field reconnaissance supported by color and color 
infrared photography taken from a low altitude aircraft. Large faults were plotted in 
the field directly on an ERTS-I 9" x 9'' color composite with detail plotted on 15' and 
7-1/2 ' topographic quadrangles. 

TRANSITIONAL FAULT PATTERN AT THE NORTH END OF 
DEATHVALLEY-FURNACECREEKFAULTZONE 

A progressive change in the pattern of faulting across  the study area  is shown in the 
structural map of Figure 2. In the southern portion of thc map area, northwest-trending 
faults of the Death Valley-E'umace Creek Fault Zone predominate. Strands of this zone 
can be projected northward for short distances into the Mustang volcanics (Figure 2). 



Within the volcanic terrane, the fault pattern becomes more complex and two 
additional fault trends, namely north, and approximately east-west are  recognized. 
The diverse fault system of this region is interpreted b be transitional to the 
Moutgomery Fault Zone. 

Anderson (1933) mapped three large northwest -trending normal faults within the Mustang 
volcanics. Albers and Stewart (1965) recognized three additional northeast trending 
faults, and Crowder et al (1972) show a large northeast-trending fault and several north- 
trending faults. In addition, range-front fault.., some of which cut Recent alluvium 
along the eastern side of the White Mountaics, have been cited by Anderson (1933), 
Bryson (1941) and Albers and Stewart (1965). Many of these faults are apparent in the 
ERTS-1 imagery. Scarps cutting alluvium are not as evident in the Mustang volcanic 
area as they are farther south, supporting Anderson's (1933) cunclusion that Quaternary 
movement may decrease in magnitude northward. 

Vertical diuplacement across the transitional fault pattern in the Mustang volcanics is 
estimated to be on the order of 2000 feet, east side down, ba7ed on correlation of 
similar volcanic units near the crest of the White Mountains and in Sand Spring Canyon. 
Strike slip movement dn a north-south fault in Sand Spring Canyon is suggested by a 
pervasive set of subhorizontal slickensides. Minor strike slip movement is probable 
on other ERTS-recognized faults to the east and south. The small magnitude of strike 
slip displacement apparent in the transitional zone contrasts with the large displace- 
ments recognized farther south along the Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone. An 
analogous northward decrease in strike slip on the neari~y, subparallel Owens Valley 
fault system is suggested by the negligible strike-slip noted by Gilbert (1968) near its 
northern end. 

Many of the larger northwest and north-south faults in the Mustang volcanics have 
strong topographic expression and produce conspicuous anomalies in the RRTS-1 
imagery (Figure 1). A north-south fault in Sand Spring Canyon demonstrates rough 
synchroneity of at least some of the faulting and volcanism, because the fault offsets a 
layered sequence of pumice breccias and is itself draped by overlying rhyolite flows. 
In general, the east-trending faults appear to crosscut and postdz,te movement on the 
faults trending north and norfhwest. 

Fault control of mercury mineralization in the area is mentioned by Lincoln (1923) and 
by Bailey et a1 (1941) and was confirmed by the author. The two largest mercury mines 
in the area, the Wild Rose and the B and B, are located on ERTS anomalies identified 
in the field as fault zones along which Tertiary pumice breccias have been fractured, 
silicified, and mineralized. The pumice breccias and their altered equivalents appear 
as white anomalies in the ERTS-1 imagery. 

MONTGOMERY FAULT ZONE 

The complex pattern of faulting in the Mustang volcanics appears to be terminated on 
the north by faults of the east-northeast trending Montgomery Fault Zone. Several 



earlier workers in the region have disagreed as to the pattern and position of faults 
[see for instance Anderson (1933), Gilbert (1941), Ross (1961) and Crowder et al 
(1972)l. In the present study, three main faults are recognized in the Montgomery 
Fault Zone. These faults are arranged in a general right stepping en echelon patkrn 
which is evident in ERTS-1 MSS and color infrared U-2 imagery and has been 
confirmed by field work (Figure 2). The westernmost of the three faults, located 
northwest of Montgomery, Nevada, is shown in part by Crowder et al (1972), Ross 
(1961) and Gilbert (1941). Based on offset of lithologic units, this fault has apparent 
dip slip displacement, north side down, and borders the depression occupied by 
Trwnan Meadows north of Queen Valley (Figure 2). The middle fault, suggested by 
Anderson (1933) and mapped in part by Crowder et al (1972), extends from Mount 
Montgomery on the west to a diatomite mine southeast of Basalt, Nevada (Figure 2). 
The sense of vertical displacement on this middle strand appears b change along 
strike. 

The third, and easternmost fault has a component of dip slip, north side down, and 
forms the northern boundary of an extensive sequence of basalt underlying the Volcanic 
Hil ls  (Figure 2). This fault and a number of parallel subsidiary faults to the south are 
shown in Figure 2. 

Gilbert (1968) describes faults along the north side of Queen Valley on which slicken- 
sides plunge eastward at low angles. Eiecause these faults dip steeply southward and 
are f o l d  on a steep south facing escarpment, Gilbert postulates that they have had 
left lateral m0vemer.t. The fad,,? described by Gilbert are part of the east-northeast 
trending Montgomery Fault Zone described here. 

L-shaped faults in alluvium concave tn the scutheast have been recognized in Fish Lake 
Valley south of the study area (Albers and Stewart, 1965) artd at the southern margin of 
Queen Valley (Figure 2). The Queen Valley faults and other L-shaped faults near 
Adobe Valley (Figure 1) are consider~d to be pull apart structures (Gilbert, 1968, 1973) 
formed southeast of the intersection of the left lateral northeast-trending Mono- 
Excelsior Zone and right-hteral north-trending faulb in Owens Valley. A similar 
explanation for the L-shaped faults in alluvium in Fish Lake Valley appears to be con- 
sistent with their sense of displacement eastside down, and their position southeast 
of the intersection formed by the right-lateral Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault 
Zone and a left-lateral Montgomery Fault Zone. 

The sequence of Quaternary basalt south of the easternmost strand of the Montgomery 
Fault Zone is petrographicdly similar to basalt found north of the fault zone near 
Montgomery Pass. These uasalt flows may be equivalents which have been offset 
left-laterally. As cited by Gilbert (1968), recognition of strike slip displacement in 
the low dipping volcanic rocks of the area is difficult; however, several indirect lines 
of evidence suggest strike slip movement on the Montgomery Fault Zone. The general 
right stepping en echelon arrangement of the three main strands, the straight trench- 
like character of the fadts, the apparent reversal in sense of vertical displacement, 
and parallelism of the fault zone with the left-lateral Mono-Excelsior Zone 35 miles 



to the north are all permissive for strike slip displmement, It is, therefore, likely 
that left-lateral strike d i p  movement has taken place along the Montgomery Fault 
Zone, although the total displacement is probably small. 

Two lines of evidence suggest apprordmately synchronous movement in the transitional 
zone and the Montgomery Fault Zone. First, the weetern and midae faults forming 
the Montgomery Fault Zone bend or splay into northerly trending normal  fault^. 
The western fault bends northward at its eastward termination and the middle fault 
splays southward into a normal fault of the transition rone near Basalt, Nevad:, 
(Figure 2). Also, both of the fault systems cut Quaternary olivine basalts in the study 
area. 

The complex pattern of faulting in the Mustang volcanics at the northern end of the 
Death Valley-Flumace Creek Fault Zone does not appear to extend north of the 
Montgomery Fault Zone within the study area. Several north trending faults within 
the complex transitional zone terminate against strands of the Montgomery Fault Zone 
south of Basalt, Nevada [Figure 2; Atbers and Stewart, 1965; Crowder et al, 19721. 
This termination does not imply that the Montgomery Fault Zone is the younger of the 
two. Rather, the close temporal relationship and the tendency for one system to bend 
into the other suggests that they are cogenetic. 

CONCLUSIONS 

ERTS-1 MSS imagery has proven to be a valuable tool in studying the anomalous 
structural pattern associated with the northern termination of the Death Valley-Furnace 
Creek Fault Zone. Field reconnaissance conducted to support interpretation af the 
ERTS-1 MSS and subsidiary imagery has confirmed a complex transitional pattern of 
faulting between the Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault Zone and the Montgomery 
Fault Zone of probable left-lateral displacement. Movement in the transitional zone 
and the interconnected Montgomery Fault Zone appears to have been roughly syn- 
chronous, suggesting a cogenefic migin. Although faulting and volcanism are spatially 
and temporally associated, clear structural control of local volcanism has not yet 
been demonstrated. 

Several faults within the transitional zone and the Montgomery Fault Zone which have 
expression in the ERTS-1 imagery appear to have localized mercury mineralization. 
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ABSTRACT 

A structural model which relates strike-slip deformation to Basin Range 
extensio~al tectonics was formulated on the basis of analysis and 
iriterpretation of ERTS-1 MS3 imagerg over southern Lincoln County, 
Nevada. Study of published geologic data and field reconnaissance of 
key areas has been conducted to support the ERTS-1 data interpreta- 
tion. The structural model suggests that a left-lateral strike-slip 
fault zone, called the Pahranagat Shear System, formed as a transform 
fault separating two areas of east-west structural extension. 

Introduction: 

This investigation was conducted in order to evaluate an anomalous structural pattern 
observed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery over a portion of the southern Basin Range 
Province of Lincoln County, Nevada. 

A portion of ERTS-1 MSS frame 1106-17492 over the area of study is shown in 
Figure 1, and a corresponding structural map in Figure 2. The anomalous north- 
east strike of the Pahranagat Shear System and its apparently abrupt termination 
within the north trending valleys focused attention on the genetic origin and tectonic 
s:gnificance of the local fault pattern. 

Based on analysis of the ERTS-1 data, a structural model was formulated which 
suggests that left-late~al strike-slip displacement on the Pahranagat Shear System has 
resulted from differential east-west extension 01: Basin Range normal faults. A 
schematic diagram of this structural model is iliustrzted in Figme 4. Detailed study 
of the available published geologic data, and field rtconnaissance of key areas was 
conducted in order to evaluate this hypothesis. 

This study was supported by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and 
Cyprus Mines Corporation as  part of an investigation on applications of ERTS-1 MSS 
imagery to study of Basin Range tectonics and related resource exploration. 



Pahranagat Shear System: 

The Pahranagat Shear Syster 1 was first mapped by Tschanz and Pampeyan (1961) in 
a regional geologic survey of Lincoln County. The geologic map and its interpreta- 
tion was considered in greater detail in their County Report (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 
1970). This report described three northeast-striking faults which are collectively 
termed the Pahranagat Shear System. Tschanz and Pampeyan (1970, p. 84, 109) 
believed the system to have undergone approximately 9 to 16 km of left-lateral strike- 
slip displacement based on the offset of a distinctive ignLmbrite unit. This ignim- 
brite has been correlated with the Hiko Tuff of middle Miocene age (Noble and 
McKee, 1972). 

Based on possible correlations of lithology and structural features in the Spotted and 
Pahranagat Ranges, Tschanz and Pampeyan (1970) F, ~stulated the existence of an 
antecedent, right-lateral shear zone of Laramide age along the same trend as  the 
Pahranagat Shear System. However, evidence for this earlier fault system is 
ambiguous and inccnclusive. Although Tsc~anz and Pampeyan (1970) discussed 
possible genetic origins for the hypothetical Laramide fault zone, none was considered 
for the xt-Miocene Pahranagat Shear System. 

In a discussion of the regional importance of strike-slip faulting in the Basin Range 
Province, Shawe (1965) cited the Pahranagat area as an example. Shawe interpreted 
the geologic map of Tschanz and Pampeyan (1961) in support of a temporal and 
spatial association of late Tertiary and Recent normal and strike-slip faulting. On 
a regional scale, Shawe concluded that Basin Range structure may have formed en 
echelon with, and in response to a deep-seated, conjugate system of strike-slip 
deformation. However, such a causal relationship between strike-slip and normal 
faulting was not documented in the Pahranagat area. 

Tectonic Model: 

The structural model for the Pahranagat Shear System proposed here is based largely 
01 the detailed mapping of Tschanz and Pampeyan (1970). However, in key areas 
this mapping has been amended and supplemented by field reconnaissance guided by 
analysis of enhanced ERTS-1 MSS datr., 

A simplified structural aiagram is shown in Figure 4 whi~h illustrates a left-lateral 
strike-slip fault zone formed by differential crustal extelision within two structural 
grabens. This model is believed to be mechanically similar to the tectobrics of the 
Pahranagat Shear System. In contrast to the regional interpretation of Shawe (1965), 
we propose that the Pahranagat Shear System developed as a response to differential 
east-west crustal extension. Most of this extension is represented by the complex 
normal faulting which forms the structural basin of Delamar Valley northeast of the 
shear system, and a corresponding area of normal faulting adjacent to %sert Valley 
southwest of the shear system (see Figure 2). 



Like the mechanical analogue in plate tectonics, the Pahranagat Shear System may 
have formed a s  a transform fault, joining two areas of simultaneous crustal spreading 
(Wilson, 1965; Dennis, 1967). Similar concepts of intracontinental transforril faulting 
have recently been applied to other areas of the Basin Range Province in explanation 
of displacement on the Garlock Fault (Davis and Burchfiel, 1973) and the Las Vegas 
Shear Zone (Fleck, 1970; Bechtold and others, 1973). 

Supporting Evidence : 

Geologic field evidence and published data corroborate the geometric and temporal 
requirements of this genetic model. Guided by ERTS-1 imagery, field work along 
both sides of Delarnar Valley has located several large and previously unrecognized 
north-striking normal faults, which form parts of a complex structural basin in 
that area. As shown in Figures 1 and 2, north-striking faults on both sides of the 
Pahranagat Shear System appear to terminate at the zone without being displaced 
along it. Likewise, strands of the shear system typically end by turning abruptly in 
strike ti merge with north-striking range-front faults. This geometric relationship 
between dip-slip and strike-slip faulting requires synchronous movement and suggests 
that displacement on both sets has occurred in response to a common cause. 

In the field, strike-slip movement is indicated by abundant subhorizontal slickensides 
found along e 1st and northeast-striking strands of the Pahranagat Shear System in the 
vicinity of Maynard Lake in the South Pahroc Range. The estimate by Tschanz and 
Pampeyan (1970, p. 84, 109) of 9 to 16 krn of left-lateral displacement on the 
Pahranagat Shear System was based on the apparent separation across the fault system 
of an eastward dipping unit of volcanic ignimbrites. This apparent separation could 
be caused in part by vertical displacement. For this reason, our estimates of strike- 
sli? movement are based on the displacement of a generally north-south linear trend 
defined by the angular unconformity between west-dipping sedimentary units of 
Devonian through Ordovician age, and the overlying east-dipping Miocene volcanic 
cover (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970, geologic map, T9S-R62E, T9S-R61E, T8S-R61F). 
Although the Paleozoic basement is highly deformed and the regional continuity of 
structural trends is uncertain, this data suggests post-volcanic strike-slip displace- 
ment of approximtelg 9 to 14 km. 

Within the scale limitations of the mapped geology, interpretive structural sections 
were constructed across the structural basins northeast and southwest of the 
Pahranagat Shear System, These are shown in Figure 3. For simplicity, these 
structure sections were constructed assuming an average dip of 45 degrees on the 
range front faults. As discussed below, this generalization of fault plane dip is based 
on publisned data as  ell as field observations. 

Gilluly (1928) estimated 4@-800 dips for typical Basin Range normal faults. Stewart 
(1971, p. 1035) and other recent workers (Hamilto2 and Myers, 1966; Thompson, 1966) 
have wed  a value of approximately 60' a s  an average for the Basin Range Fvovince. 



However, the dips of normal faults in the Pahranagat area appear to be unusually 
shallow. Along one well-exposed scarp north of Delamar Lake, the dip of the fault is 
estimated to be less than 450. Geologic mapping (Longwell, 1945) i . 1  the Desert Range 
south of the Pahranagat Shear System, indicated 15-200 dips on most normal faults. 
In addition, Longwell's mapping indicated that these faults are  concave upward, and 
hence flatten at depth. Thus, the assumption of an average 450 dip on the range front 
faults in the Pahranagat area is reasonable, and perhaps conservative. 

Analysis of the interpretive structural sections shown in Figure 3 suggestsnet crustal 
extension on both normal fault systems of approximately 8-11 km. This figure 
represents crustal extension of less than 25% in these areas, which is moderate 
compared with many regional estimates for the Basin Range Province (Davis and 
Burchfiel, 1973, p. 1416). The amount of extension within the structural basins north- 
east and southwest of the F hranagat Shear System is large enough to account for most 
of the postulated 9-14 krn of post-Miocene strike-slip displacement on the shear system. 

Conclusion: 

Analysis of the ERTS-1 imagery, and field reconnaissance in key areas in the 
Pahranagat region indicate that eastern portions of the shear system terminate against 
the north-str; 'ng normal faults of the Delamar Range front. Major eastward continu- 
ations of the Pahranagat Shear System as suggested by Shawe (1965) and Tschanz and 
Pampeyan (1970) are  unlikely. For this reason, at least in the Pahranagst area, a 
regional strike-slip stress system does not seem to be a probable driving force for 
generation of Basin Rmge structure. Rather, the strike-slip deform~ti.on seems to be 
a normal consequence of differential rates o r  amounts of regional crustal extension. 

Several recently active faults are  evident in the Pahranagat area. These include a 
frontal fault along the east side of Delamar Valley which cuts alluvium for more than 
15 km, (Tschanz and Pampeyan, 1970) and similar faults along both sides of the Sheep 
Range (Longwell, 1930; Tschanz and ?ampejran, 1970, p. 85). The strong topographic 
expression of both normal and strike-slip faults in the Pahranagat area suggests that 
both Basin Range extension and the Pahranagat Shear System may be presently active. 

The ERTS-1 MSS imagery has proven to be a valuable tool for efficiently studyhg 
regional patterns of Tertiary fad  h g ,  and for guiding geologic field recomaissmce to 
evaluate and confirm interpretations. 
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ABSTRACT 

Several lineaments observed in ERTS-1 MSS imagery over the southern 
Sierra Nevada of California have been studied in the field in an attempt 
to explain their geologic origins and significance. The lineaments 
a r e  expressed topographically as  alignments of linear valleys, elongate 
ridges, breaks in slope o r  combinations of these. The lineaments a re  
typically less than 1 km wide, and several can bo traced in the ERTS-1 
imagery for over 30 km. Natural x t c r o p  exposures along them are  
characteristically poor. 

Two lineaments were found to align with foliated metamorphic roof 
pendants 2nd screens within granitic country rocks. Along other 
lirleaments, the most consistent correlations were found to be align- 
ments of diabase dikes of Cretaceous age, and younger cataclastic shear 
zones arld minor faults. Deep roadcut exposures in several key areas 
sugpest that dikes and shear zones have controlled in-place weathering 
and erosion along the lineament trends. No evidence was found for 
hydrothermal alteration or  Recent faulting. 

The location of several Pliocene and Pleistocene volcanic centers at o r  
near lineament intersections suggests that the lineaments may represent 
zones of crustal weahess  which have provided conduits for rising 
magma. 

ERTS-1 MSS imagery over the southern Sierra Nevada Range of eastern California has 
revealed a pattern of straight, narrow lineaments, some of which can be traced in 
the imagery for over 30 kilometers. Most of these features have not been mapped 
previously. Geologic reconnaissance along several of the lineaments was conducted by 
the authors in order to identify their gedogic origins and significance. 

The area of study is located on the Boreal Plateau (Webb, 1946) in parts of Tulare and 
Inyo Counties (Index M ip, figure 2). Topographic relief on this portion of the ~ l a t e a u  
is moderate, with elevations ranging from 2,000 to 3,000 meters. Vegetation cover is 
moderate to extensiv,!. Meadows and meandering stream valleys support lush growth 



of grass,  ,and the higher elevations "overed by chaparell and stands of pine, fir, 
and aspen trees. 

The dominant rock t,ypes in the study area a r e  plutonic, ranging in composition from 
quart;: diorite to granite. In some areas,  dike swarms a r e  abundant. These dikes a r e  
predominately fine-grained diabase and porphyritic gabbro, although rhyolites, aplites 
and pe,matites a r e  found locally (hliller and Webb, 1910). 

Large, irregular roof pendants of foliated metamorphic rack a r e  mapped in many parts 
of the study area (Miller and Webb, 1940; h1atthews and Burnett, 196G; Smith, 1965). 
Small pendants and screens of similar metamorphiz rock a re  also widespread, 
although most of these do not appear at the scale of existing geologic maps. 

ERTS-1 MSS Imagery: 

Figure 1 shows an enlarged portion of ERTS-1 RISS frame #llG2-18011, Band 5. A 
corresponding topographic map showing the positions of lineaments interpreted f r m l  
the imagery is illustrated in Figure 2. 

ERTS-1 scenes recorded over a 12-month period were studied in this investigation. 
Seasonal variation of s-an angle and snow cover were found to change the expression of 
some lineaments; however, each of the linuaments shown in Figures 1 and 2 were 
visible throughout the seasonal span. Seasonal variation of vegetation was not observed 
to affect expess ion  of the lineaments. 

ERTS-1 MSS frames having low to moderate cloud coverage a r e  as  follows: 

15 September 1972 Frame #1054-18003 
21 October 1972 1090-18010 
1-1 December 1972 1144-18012 
1 January 1973 1162-18011 
12 June 1973 1324-18011 
30 June 1973 1324-18010 

The ERTS-1 MSS imagery was studied with a Spectral Data Corporation model 61  
additive color viewer to determine optimum band/f i l t~r  combinations and color balance 
f o ~  enhancement of geologic detail. High resolution color composites (MacGalliard and 
Liggett, 1973) were produced at the scale of 1:500,000 for detailed analysis and 
interpretation. The positions of key structural anomalies observed in this imagery 
were transferred to 1:250,000 and 1:62,fiOO scale topographic quadrangles to facilitate 
field reconnaissance. 

Lineaments : 

The lineaments a r e  expressed topographically a s  alignments of linear valleys, elongate 
ridges, breaks in slope o r  combinations of these. Several lineaments can be traced in 



the ERTS-1 imagery for over 30 km, and a rc  t.ypically less  than 1 km wide. 

The dominant trend of the lineaments ill the area i s  slightly east of north. This system 
is crossed by less numerous lineaments which strike toward the northeast as shown in 
Figures 1 and 2. The Kern Canyon Fault Zone (Webb, 1955) is the only major structur- 
al feature mapped in the area of study. Only small portions of three other lineaments 
have been previously mapped a s  faults (see Smith, 1965; Matthews and Burnett, 1966). 

In a structural reconnaissance of the southern Sierra Nevada, hlayo (1947) recognized 
several pervasive structural patterns which he attributed to such phenomena a s  
igneous "flow structureft  and post batholithic "joint swarmsft  and "fissurestt. The 
orientation of these features closely parallel the three directional trends apparent in 
Figures 1 and 2. 

During field reconnaissance, tivo lineanmits were found to align with the foliation o r  
con~positional layering of inetan~orphic rocks. Lincamcnt Y-Y shown in Figure 2 is 
located within a large roof pc~dan t  in nllich the foliation and layering' parallels the 
west-northwest strike of the lincamcnt. Similar essosurcs along lineament X-X 
reveal a thin, elongate screen of metamorphic rock in ~vhich the foliation and compo- 
sitional layering align with the lineament. No faulting was recognized along the t races  
of these lineancnts, and their topographic ezrpression a s  elongate ridges and valleys 
appears to have been controlled by preferential weathering and erosion of the foliated 
rock. 

The north-south striking lineaments a r e  found to have characteristically vague expres- 
sion in natural outcrop esposurcs. Within the areas studied, these l ixmnents  c ross  
varied plutonic country rocks and a r e  confined to valleys o r  breaks in slope. Sparse 
cutc roppings a r c  found even where lineaments cross  topographic saddles. 

For t hew reasons, close study was made of available cduposures. Where feasible, 
incasurenlents were inadc of such features a s  igneous foliation, cataclastic foliation, 
metamorphic foliation o r  compositional layering, dikes, shear  zones, slickensides, 
cpidotized joints, and the dominant trends of these features inferred within each 
outcrop arca in the Cield. 

Dikes : 

The dikes indicated hi F i p r c  3 a r c  hornblende diabasc, similar in composition and 
texture throughout the study arca. The dikes generally rangc in width from 0.5 to 5.0 m 
and a r c  nearly vertical in dip. In areas  of good exposure along lineaments, the dikes 
a r e  spaced at intervals of less than 2 111. Dikes within a swarm typically strike within 
10' of each other, although frclwently two trends intersecting at a high angle a r e  found 
within a local arca. This bimodal pattern i s  apparent in thc oricntntion diagrams of 
Figure 3. 



The mafic dikes cut both plutonic and metamorphic country rocks, and are themselves 
cut only rarely by rhyolite dikes, A K-Ar age date from a north 20° east-striking 
dike at Station C in Figure 3 (specimen 73L31) yielded an apparent mid-Cretaceous 
age of 105 5 may. 

Structures : 

Structural features included in the trend diagrams of Figure 3 include cataclastic 
foliation, slickensided joints and faults. These structures cut across the diabase 
dikes and are, therefore, younger. Epidotized joints o r  fractures lacking evidence of 
movement were not included in the diagrams. 

Shears cutting the plutonic country rocks typically appear a s  planes o r  zones 1 to 2 cm 
wide in which thc granitic texture of the host is cataclastically foliated. Where well 
exposed, these planes are  found to be subparallel in strike, nearly vertical in dip, 
and spaced at intervals of a few centimeters to about 1 m. 

Within the shear zones, movement i s  indicated Sy slickensides, many with sub- 
horizontal plunges. Slickensides are best preserved on joints o r  shears which have 
bt-en epidotized. As shown in the trend diagrams of Figure 3, the strike of shears, 
joints and fault planes, like the diabase dikes is frequently bimodal. 

Ciscussion: 

The continuity of dike swarms and cataclastic shearing along the entire lengths of the 
lineanlents is not documented because of the characteristically poor exposures. 
However, in several key areas where roadcuts have exposed the deeply weathered 
granitic rocks along lineaments, slickensided joints and diabase dikes a r e  apparent 
in far  greater abundance than in the adjacent natural outcrcr!~ exposures. Examplzs of 
this a re  visible in roadcuts at Station F shown in Figure 3. This selective exposure 
i s  believed to b.e the result of lithologic and structural control of in-place weathering 
and erosion. 

The glassy groundmass, mafic mineralogy and closely spaced jointing of the diabase 
dikes make them prone to rapid chemical and mechanical weathering. As a result, 
the positions of former dikes a rc  frequently expressed in outcrops as linear debris- 
filled depressions. Similar expression is observed in the selective weathering of 
granitic rocks along shear zones o r  closely spaced joints, wherc large surface areas a re  
exposed to chemical and mechanical weathering processes (Thornbury, 1954). These 
processes favor preservation of natural outcrop exposures which have the fewest shear 
zones, faults o r  dikes. 

At the reconnaissance scale of this study, no direct evidence was found supporting 
major displacement of lithologic units across the lineaments. Although some faulting 
and shearing may be Recent in age, thc topographic expression of the lineaments is 
due to selective weathering and erosion, and not primary topographic displacement. 



Mayo (193 7) suggested possible structural control of several late Tertiary and 
Quaternary volcanic centers in the area of this report. These volcanic centers appear 
to be located at o r  near the intersection of the lineament systems shown in Figure 2. 
However, little field ehdence was found to confirm structural control. Radiometric 
ages from a basalt field c ong the Kern River south of Angora Mountain indicate a late 
Pliocene age (Matthews and Burnett, 1966). Olivine basalt cinder cones and flows 
along Golden Trout Creek east of Ihe Kern River are  believed to be of Quaternary o r  
Recent age (Webb, 1950). 

Monache and Templeton Mountains are large volcanic domes composed of aphanitic 
latite (Webb, 19F 0) an? considered to be of probable late Tertiary o r  Quaternary age. 
Possible structr ;a1 control of the Monache Mountain dome is suggested by the existence 
of numerous felsic dikes intruded along fractures adjacent to older diabase dikes in 
exposures surroundin.g Monache Meadows. 

Conclusions : 

At regional scale, :he lineament systems discussed in this report, appear to control 
much of the topogr iphy in the southern Sierra Nevada. The origin of these features is 
uncertain. Their ...pp arent correlations with faulting, jointing, dike swarms and volcanic 
centers Pclggest that they may represent steeply-dipping zones of crustal weakness 
within tile Sierra Nevada Batholith. These zones appear to have existed at the time of 
intrusion of the mid Crctaceous diabase dikes, and may have been reactivated during 
Tertiary and Quaternary orogenic and volcanic events. 

It is hoped that future, detailed studies will help determine the age, precise origins and 
geological implications of these features. 

Although the lineaments a re  perhaps the largest post-batholithic structural features in 
the southern Sierra Nevada, they have not been general1.y recognized on the basis of 
previous geologic mapping. The ERTS-1 MSS data has proved to be an effective tool 
for recognition of these large-sca.le structural anomalies, and for guiding reconnaissance 
in the field, 
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INVESTIGATION OF A LINEAMENT 
EXPRESSED IN AN OBLIQUE APOLLO 9 PHOTOGRAPH 

Jack We Barth 
Argus Exploration Company 

Los Angeles, California 

ABSTRACT 

A linear topographic feature, referred to here a s  the New York 
Mountains lineament, was recognized in an oblique Apollo 9 photo- 
graph to extend from the Providence Mountains of California to 
near Lake Mead, Arizona. In subsequent vertical ERTS-1 imagery 
this feature was found to have vague and indistinct expression. A 
study has been conducted to determine the possible geologic origin@) 
of the lineament and to explain its anomalous expression in the 
Apollo 9 photograph. The results of this study suggest that the 
apparent expression of the lineament is due to a combination of the 
oblique view of the Apollo photograph, low sun angle illumination 
of southeast facing slopes, shadowing of northwest facing slopes, 
and a linear snow line along the southeastern flank of the New York 
Mountains. No geologic o r  structural causes for the lineament have 
been found. 

Introduction: -- 
A narrow topographic lineament is apparent for a distance of approximately 180 km 
in an oblique Apollo 9 photograph recorded over souther.stern California, southern 
Nevada and northwe~tern Arizona on 12 March 1969 (Figure 1). The lineament, 
referred to here a s  the New York Mountains lineament, is expressed in the Apollo 9 
photograph a s  a discrete northeast trending alignment of ridges, hills, and snow 
lines. 

In vertical multi-seasonal ERTS-1 MSS imagery recorded over the area of the 
Apollo 9 photograph, the New York Mountains lineament has been found to have 
vague and indistinct expression. The following study was conducted in order to de- 
termine the possible geologic origln(y) of the lineament, and to explain its momal- 
ous expression in the Apollo 9 photograph. 

The region traversed by the New York Mountains lineamnnt lies within the southern 
Basin Range Province, in an area of moderate topographic relief and arid to semi- 
arid climate. A northeast trending group of ranges including the New York 
Mountains, Mid Hills and Providence Mountans is  aligned along the southwestern 



trace of the lineament. The ranges traversed by the no. "heastern trace of t!e 
lineament are  the Eldorado and Black Mountains east and west of the Colorado 
River. The Eldorado and Black Mountains have a northerly trend (Figure 2) con- 
trolled by normal faulting, dike-swarms, and elongate plutons of late Cenozoic age 
(Liggett and Childs, 1974). 

The geology along portions of the New York Mom,- ins lineament has been mapped 
at a variety of scales. This data has aided imagery jnalysis and gdded field 
reconnaissance by members of the Argus Exploration Company research staff. 
Reconnaissance geologic maps used in this investigation cover Clark Co., Nevada 
(Longwell and others, 1965), San Bernardino Co., California :Jennings, 1972). an 
area bordering the Colorado River (Longwell, 1963), and Mohave Co., Arizona 
(Wilson and others, 1969). More detailed studies conducted along portions of the 
New York Mountains lineament include mapping in the vicinity of Neltlon, Nevada 
by R. E. Anderson (1971) and Volborth (1973). the Highland Spring Range by Bhgler  
and Bonham (1973), the Vanderbilt area in the central New York Mountains by 
Haskell (1959), and the Ivanpah 1% 2O quadrangle by Hewett (1956). 

New York Mountains Lineament: 

In the Apollo 9 Ektachrome photograph AS9-20-3135 taken on 12 March 1969, the 
New York Mountains lineament is most clearly expressed in the northern Eldorado 
Mountains and on the southeastern slope of the New York Mountains (see Figure I). 
In the Eldcrado Mountains, near Nelson, Nevada, the lineament appears ap an a l i q -  
nlent of ridges and hills which are shadowed on the northwest slopes and '' lated 
on the southeastern slopes by an a r l y  morning sun elevation of approx ' dl0. 

In the New York Mountains east of Cima, California, the lineament i s  t sed by 
the anomalous northessterly trend of the range and a nearly linear sno\ :.e which 
generally follows a topographic contour along the southeastern flank of tne range. 
In the Providence Mountaim, the lineament is e.xprewsed by the illumination of 
southeast facing ridges in the center of the range. 

In the multi-seasonal ERTS-1 MSS imagery, the lineament observed on the Apollo 9 
photography is poorly expressed. In the Eldorado Mountains n general alignment of 
hills and ridges shows illumination effects similar to those obse-ved on the Apollo 9 
photograp::. Analysis of XRTS-1 MSS imagery recorded during several seasons has 
shown this alignment of towgraphic features to be most distinct in winter when the 
solar elevz._lion is at a minimum of approximately 26' above the horizon. 

The ERTS-1 MSS imagery and topographic maps of the Providence Mountains show 
this range to have a inore northerly trend than i s  apparent in the Apollo 9 photograph. 
This geometric distortion i s  believed to be the result of thc oblique look angle of the 
Apollo '3 photograph, which has a bearing of N GoW, and is estimated to be approx- 
imately 5s0 from vertical. 



No consistent geologic o r  structural featurea which might account for the New York 
Mountains lineament have been recognized along its trace in either the mapped 
geology, o r  field reconnaissance by members of the Argus Exploration Company 
staff. Detailed analysis of the terrain along the lineament haa been conducted 
using a variety of high altitude imagery including USGS-USAF black and white U-2 
photographs, .and NASA Pre-ERTS Investigator Support (PEE) U-2 multispectral, 
and infrared Aerographic and Aerochrome photography, Th ts supporting data is 
listed in the imagery reference portion of this report. 

In the vicinity of Nehon, Nev.. .a, and east of the Coloradl~ River along the western 
flank of the Black Mountains in Arizona, late Tertiary ar,d Quaternary dikes and 
normal faults occur along the northeast trending trace of the New York Mounrahs 
lineament. However, most of these features have wrtherly strikes and it is 
considered improbable that, the few geologic features aligned parallel with the 
lineament in this region have controlled its apparent topographic expression. 

The structure of the New York and Providerwe Mountains is essentially that of a 
tilted block raised on the northwestern range front by a system of northeast 
striking normal faults. Within these ranges Precambryan granitic rocks a re  over- 
lain by Tertiary volcanic rocks which have been tilted with the range z-~d dip toward 
the southeast beneath the basin alluvium of Lanfair Valley. Several lelsic dikes of 
probable Cretaceous o r  younger age (Hewett, 1956) strike parallel to the f~on ta l  
fault of the New York Mountains but do not align with the trace of the New York 
Mountains lineament. 

Conclusions : 

The New York Mountains lineament appears at. c prominent linear alignment of 
ridges, hills, and other geornor~l~ir: features in tile Apollo 9 oblique photograph, 
but does not appear as  a distinct feature in the multi-seasonal ERTS-1 imagery. 

No geologic o r  structural causes for thc New York Msuntair~s lineament in the 
Apollo 9 photograph have been recognized. The verlica! ERTS-1 MSS imagery has 
shown that the apparen't alignment of the New York Mountains, Mid Hills, and 
Providence Mountains; in the Apl lo  photograph is incorrect. The apparent align- 
ment of these ranges h the Apollo 9 photograph is  due in large part to the oblique 
look angle of the phctograph which has produced r foreshortening of the field 0': view. 
The oblique northerly view in the Apollo 9 photograph, in combination with the low 
sun elevation in th,. southeast, produced a strong exprcmion of southeastnrly facing 
slopes. This effrct is enhancer! oy the presence of a linear snow line on the south- 
eastern flank of ,he New York Mountains. 

This study emphasizes the value of vertical, repetitive md multi-seasonal ERTS-1 
imagery for analysis and evaluation of topographic features, especiaily i.n applica- 
tions to structural geology and geomorpho1og.y. 







Imagery References : 

EH'rS-1 rnultispectral scanner imagery 

Date - Frame 

1 3  September 1972 1052-17490 
6 November 1972 1106-17495 
30 March 1973 1250-17501 
17 April 1973 1268-17501 
23 May 1973 1304-17495 
10 June 1973 1322-17494 
28 .June 1973 1340-17493 

Apollo 9 space photographs 

12 March 1969 
12 March 1969 

NASA Pre-ERTS Investigator Support (PEE)  imagery 

Flight No. Accession No. 

00285 
00345 
00346 Frames 049-049 

0058-0061 
0065-0067 
0072-0073 

USGS-USAF high altitude black and white U-2 photography 

Flight No. 

018V 
059V 
059L 
059R 
374v 
374L 
374R 
774R 

Date 

10 July 1968 
17 July 1969 
17 July 1968 
17 July 1968 
6 September 1968 
6 September 1968 
6 September 1968 
29 November 1967 
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CRUSTAL EXTENSION AND TRANSFORM FAULTING IS THE 
SOUTHERN BASIN RANGE PROVINCE 

Mark A. Liggett and John F'. Childs 
Argus Exploration Company 

Los ,lngeles, California 

ABSTRACT 

Field reconnaissance and study of geologic literature guided by analysis 
of ERTS-1 MSS imagery have led to a hypothesis of tectonic control 
of Miocene volcanism, plutonism, and related mineralization in part 
of the Easin Range Province of southern Nevada and northwestern 
Arrzona. 

The eacterly wending rigbt-lateral Las Vegas Shear Zone separates 
two volcanic provinces believed to represent areas of major east-, 
west crustal extension. One volcaric provincr is aligned along the 
Colorado River south of the eastern terminatim of the Las Vegas 
Shear Zone. This province is dominated by hrg-e granitic plutons and 
related siliclc to intermediate volcs.nins of Miocene age. Dike swarms, 
elongated plutons, and normal faults of major displacement a re  
o r i e ~ t e d  with northerly trends. The second volcanic province is 
located north of the western termination of the Las V'egas Shear Zcne 
in southern 13ye County, Nevada. This s rea  i s  characterized by 
silicic to intermediate volcanics, plutons, dikes, and northerly 
striking normal fsults similar to those in the volcanic province south- 
east of the Las Vegas Shes;' Zone. 

Geoc hronology and field evidence indicate that strike-slip movemeilt on 
the Las Vegas Shear Zone was synchronous with igneous activity and 
normal faulting in both volcanic provinces. These relationships suggest 
that the Las Vegas Shear Zone may have formed in response to crustal 
extension in the two volcar ic provinces in a manner similar to the 
formation of a r idgeridge transform fault, a s  recognized in ocean 
floor tectonics. 

Introduction: 

Analysis of synoptic imagery from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite 
(ERTS-1) has guided a regional investigation of tectonic patterns in the Basin Range 
Province of southern Nevada, eastern California and northwestern Arizona. The 
area of stud.y is  shown in the index map of Figure 1. 



A program of literature research a d  field reconnaissance has been conducted in 
order  to confirm interpretation of the satellite imagery. This ~ p t h e d 8  of data 
has resulted in a tectonic model which relates major strike-slip deformation an the 
Las Vegas Shear Zone to Basin Range nocmal faulting, epizonal plutonism, 
volcanism, and related alteration and mineralization. 

Critical parts of this hypothesis were f i rs t  suggested in an abstract by Fleck (1970). 
and have since been discussed in greater detail by Anderson and others (1972) and 
Davis and Burchfiel (1973). The data and concepts presented here draw heavily on 
the results of studies by othet workers in the Basin Range Province. This paper 
is intended a s  a synthesis of this work, with the hope of defining problems for 
Further evaluation of the proposed model and its regional genetic implications. 

Regional Geology: 

Much of the Great Basin i s  underlain by a crystalline basement of Precambrian age. 
Throughout most of the province the basement i s  mantled by Precambrian, 
Paleozoic and Mesozoic sediments of the Cordilleran geosyncline, deformed during 
several orogenies of Paleozoic and Rlesozoic age (Armstrong, 1966). 

The Mesozoic deformation culminated in late Cretaceous time in a belt of eastward 
overthrusting and related folding, which extends along the eastern margin of the 
Great Basin from southeastern California to Idaho. West of the frontal zone of 
thrusting, th.2 Jurassic and Cretaceous orogenies a r e  expressed by scattered 
plutonism and associated metamorphism. Tne Sierra  Nevada batholith is thought to 
represent an Andean type volcanic - plutonic a rc  of Mcsozoic age which formed above 
a subduction zone near the western continental margin (Burchfiel and Davis, 1972). 

Following a GO-million year period of relative stabilitv, formation of the Barin 
Range Province began in mid-Tertiary time with the onset of block faulting and 
silicic volcanism. The Basin Range structure i s  characterized by north trending 
systems of complex grabens, horsts, and tilted blocks bound by moderately dipping 
normal faults (Stewart, 1971). The province forms a distinctive physiographic 
terrane, which can be traced from southern Oregon into northern Mexico. 

Systems of both right- and ieft-1ater;rl strike-slip faults have been recognized 
within the Basin Range Province, generally striking ~t high angles to the northerly 
trend of the ranges. Movement on several of these strike-slip fault systems i s  
known to have been synchronous with Basin Range normal faulting. Examples a r e  
the right-lateral Las Vegas Shear Zone and Death Valley-Furnace Creek Fault 
Zone and the left-lateral Garlock Fault Zone, Pahr:tnagat Shear System, and 
I1:lmblin Bay Fault (Anderson, 1973). The pattern of major Cenozoic faulting in 
the southern Basin Range Province is shown ir. Plate 1. 

Cenozoic volcanism tbroughout the Basin Range Province i s  dominated by volumi- 
nous ignimbrites and flows, generally rhyolitic to dacitic in composition. In 



many areas erosion has exposed plutonic bodies chemically equivalent to the 
associated felvic volcanic rocks. This igneous activity was ~~ lo se ly  related tem- 
porally and spatially to Basin Range structural development. The distribution of 
Cenozoic volcanic and intrusive rocks in the southern Bash Range Province is 
shown in Plate 2. 

Over the last 100 years various theorics have been proposed for the origin of 
Basin Range structure. These theories a re  discussed :n excellent summaries by 
Nolan (1943). Gilluly (1963), Roberts (1968). and Stewart (1971). Most concepts 
can be separated into the following three categories: 

1. Basin Range structure has resulted from the collapse of the upper crust 
caused by such mechanisms as lateral tramfer of lower crustal material 
(Gilluly, 1963) or eruption of huge volumes of volcanic magma (Le Conte, 
1889; Mackin, 1963). 

2. Basin Range structure has formed en echelon to deep seated, coujugate 
sets of right- and left-lateral strike-slip (Shawe, 1965; Sales, 1966). 

3. Basin Range structure is the result of regional crustal extension in a 
roughly east-west direction (Hamilton and Myers, 1966; Cook, 1966 ; 
Roberts, 1968; Stewart, 1971). This process is thought to have occurred 
through plastic flow of the mantle and low r crust, sometimes accompanied 
by intrusion of plutons beneath Basin Range grabens (Thomps n, 1965). 
The net amount of crustal extension has been estimated to be as great as 
300 km, or approximately 100 percent (Hamilton and Myers, 1966). 

Most current theories of Basin Range structure are based on models which pre- 
sume net crustal extension within the province during late Cenozoic time. 
Although tlle amounts, mechanisms and causes of extecsion In the Basin Range 
Province remain controversial, evidence of extension is well documented by recent 
geologic mapping .md geophysical studies in the province. 

Tectonic Model: 

The tectonic model proposed here was developed in an attempt to synthesize 
several diverse geologic and structural characteristics of the southern Basin 
Range Province. We propose that right-lateral strike-slip movement on the Las 
Vegas Shear Zone may have formed in response to east-west crustal extension in 
two northerly trending provinces of silicic volcanism, plutonism, and major normal 
faulting. A generalized structural diagram which illustrates this mechanism is 
shown in Figure 2. 

One area of inferred crustal extension is a volcanic and plutonic province approx- 
imately 100 km wide, which is aligned along the Colorado River south of the 
eastern termination of the Las Vegas Shear Zone. This province is referred to in 



this paper as the Black Mountains VOICL?~!~ Province. The second area of 
inferred crustal extension, referred to as the Nye County Vulcank Province, is 
located north of the western terminatiou of the Las Vegas Shear Zone. The 
geologic characteristics and chronological development of the Las Vegas Shear 
Zone and the two volcanic provinces believed to be areas of crustal extension, are 
summarized below. 

Las Vegas Shear Zone: 

A major zone of right-lateral strlke-slip movement passing througb La8 Vegas 
Valley (Plate 1) was first postulated by Gianella and Callaghan (1934) in their 
study of the regional implications of the Cedar Mountain earthquake of 1932. The 
existence of this fault zone was supported by detailed mapping and named the Las 
Vegas Valley Shear Zone by Longwell (1960). Although direct evidence of the 
shear zone is not exposed, indirect evidence cited by several workers, suggests 
more than 40 km of right-lateral strike-slip. These estim,,es have been based on 
displacements of stratigraphic isopachs ar - . iimentary facies (Longwell and 
others, 1965; Fleck, 1967; Stewart and 0th: .- '968) and offset of distinctive 
thrust faults of the Sevier orogenic belt (Lb,iga,~ll , ad  others, 1965; Fleck, 1967). 

At the scale of the ERTS-1 MSS imagery, the most impressive evidence for the 
existence of the shear zone is the flexure in the range trends immediately north 
and south of the zone. This phenomenon was termed "oro£lexureff by Albers (1967). 
Compensating f ~ r  the effect of oroflexural drag along the shear zone, Fleck (1967) 
estimated a total of approximately 70 km of right-lateral strike-slip displacement 
of features across the defo~med belt bordering the shear zone. Of this total dis- 
placement, a net slip of 30 krn was estimated for features along the trace of the 
shear zone. 

The Las Vegas Shear Zone was mapped by Longwell and others (1965) from 
near Lake Mead northwestward to the Spector Range, a distance of app?-~ximat.:ly 
120 hm. Detailed mapping in the Spector Range by Burchfiel ,1965) yielded only 
indirect evidence of major strike-slip. Burchfiel concluded, however, that 
deformation within the area was the result of strike-slip movement in the basement, 
producing rotation and a mosaic of complex faults in the less competent sedimentary 
cover. Burchfiel did not map a westward continuation of the Las Vegas Shear Zone 
but suggested possible continuation westward in the form of discontinuous displace- 
ments along several faults, including the northwest trending Furnace Creek Fault, 

The eastern terminaticn of the Las Vegas Shear Zone is believed to be in the area 
north of Lake Mead where major right-lateral slip on the shear zone is replaced by 
a system of faults having apparent left-lateral movement. In this area Anderson 
(1973) mapped two halves of a Miocene stratovolcano displaced left-laterally a 
distance of approximately 19 km along a northeast striking fault zone. This struc- 
ture,which Anderson has *lamed the I-Iamblin Bay Fault, strikes at  a low angle to 
the easternmost mapped branch of the Las Vegas Shear Zone, which passes north 



,f Frenchman Mountain (Plate 1). 

East of the Hnmblin Bay Fault, the Gold Butte and Lime Ridge Faults of Longwell 
and others (1965) a re  considered by Anderson (1973) to be possible left-lateral 
strike-slip faults. Although field evidence is ambiguous, this hypothesis is 
supported bv the flexure of hogback ridgzs observed adjacent to these faults in 
ERTS-1 imsgery. Sixteen km to the east of the Gold Butte area, Rleozoic and 
Mesozoic strata of the Colorado Platenu are  uplifted on the northerly striking 
Grand Wash Fault, east of which no evidence of transverse strike-slip faulting is  
known (see Plate 1). 

The Juration of movement on the Las Vegas Shear Zone was estimated by Fleck 
(19671 from radiometric age dctermfnations of rock mits along its trace. A 
rxliometric age date of 15 million years from deformed beds of the Gale Hills 
Formation indicates that major displacement has occurred on !he shear zone since 
that time. Undeformed basalts of the Muddy Creek Formation have been dated at 
10.7 million years. From these dates and field evidence Fleck (1967) concluded 
that most strike-dip movement on the Las Vegas Shear Zone prohably occurred 
during the period 2rom 17 to 10 million years ago. 

Black Mountains l!olcanic Province: - 
An elongate area extending southward along the Colorad3 River from Lake Mead, 
Nevada to near Parker, Arizona is a i ~ s t i n c t  igneous and structural province, 
referred to here a s  the Black Mountains Volcanic Province (see Figure 1 and 
Plate 2). Reconnaissance maps of portions of this region have been published by 
Longwell (1963), Longwell and others (19GS), Wilson and others (1969), and 
Volborth (1973). Detailed studies of mining districts within the province have been 
published by Schrader (1917). Ransome (1923), Cdlaghan (1939), Anderson (1971). 
and Thorson (1971). 

The Black Mountains Volcanic Province is  characterized by thick deposits of 
ignimbrites, flows and vo1cani.c clastic sediments, generally rnnging in composition 
from andesite to rhyoliie. Thin basalt flows are  locally widespread in thc province. 
In the area near Nelson, Nevada the composite thickness or tile Miocene volcanic 
sequence is estimated to be over 5 km (Anderson and others, 1972). 

The volcanics were deposited on an erosional surface developed on a crystalline 
baeljment of Precambrian gneiss and rapakivi granite. In parts of the province, 
the Precambrian basement may have been subjected to mctarnorphism during a 
Jurassic orcjgcny (Volborth, 1973). Both the pre-Tertiary crystalline basement and 
t h ~  Tcrtiary volcnnics haw been intrsded by granitic plutons of Miocene age 
( h d c r s o n  nnd others, 1972; Volborth, 1973). The distribution of these Tertiary 
,,,lc.anic and plutonic units is  shown in Plate 2. The plutons are  generally elongn~c 
north-south, and range in composition fro113 leucocrntic granite to gnbbro, although 
granite, quartz monzonite, and quartz dioritc predominate (Anderson and others, 
1972). 



Structurally controlled, northerly striking dikes of rhyolite, andesite and &abase 
a re  exposed throughout much of the province, cutting both the crystalline basement 
and the volcanic cover. In the Newberry Mountains of sovthern Clark County, 
Nevada a massive swarm of dikes is especially well exposed, forming a belt over 
10 'm wide. These dikes are  bimodal in composition, consisting of porphyritic 
rhyolite and hornblende diabase. Near Nelson, Nevada dikes of similar compo- 
sitions a re  e m s e d  in the 1 m e r  portions of the volcanic cover, generally decreas- 
ing in number upward in the stratigraphic section. It is probable that these dike 
swarms fed much of the vul?anic ccver, and were in part synchronous with 
plutonism (Lausen, 1931; Bfxhtold and others, 1972; Volborth, 1973). 

A close genetic relationship between plutonism and chemically equivalent volcanic 
facies was suggested as early a s  1923 by Ransome in a reconnaissance study of the 
Oatman mining district, Arizona. This conclusioa has been supported by more 
recent mapping and geochemical studies i.n this district (Thorson, 1971). 

Callaghan (1939) suggested a similar relationship for an intrusive body and 
adjacent volcanic units iu the Searchlight district, Nevada. Through detailed geo- 
 hemi is try and 2adiometric age date analysis, Volborth (1973) has documented the 
genetic interrelationship of plutonism, hypabyssal dike emplacement and volcanism 
over much of the province between Nelson and the Newberry Mountains. Most of 
the Ce~ozoic volcanic and hypabyssal intrusive rocks within the province range 
in age from about 16 to 10 million years before prevent (Thorson, 1971; Anderson 
and others, 1972; Volborth, 1973). 

Throughout the province the structural deformation i s  dominated by northerly 
striking normal faults. In several areas the normal faults dip at angles a s  low as: 
10 to 20 degrees, resulting in complex rotation of the volcanic cover. This sty?e 
of deformation has been mapped in detzil near Nelson, Nevada, by Anderson (1971) 
who attribuled the low-angle faulting to extreme east-west distension of the upper 
crust. 

Several normal faults within the Black Mountains Volcrnic Province a re  known to 
have displacements approaching 2 km (Anderson, 1971; Anderson and othem, 1972). 
Because of the frequency of major normal faults throughout the province, large 
vertical displacements have occurred between adjacent blocks. Within uplifted 
blocks, erosion has removed thc volcanic cover, and the crystalline basement is 
commonly juxtaposed against thick sequences of late-Tertiary volcanic rocks. 

Although therc is insufficient stratigraphic evidence on which to base estimates of 
net dip-slip on tnost of the f ~ u l t s  in the Black Mountains Volcanic Province, we 
estimate that crustal extension caused by normal faulting may have exceeded 100 
percent. Estimates of similar magnitude haw been made in other portions of the 
Basin Range Province by Hamilton and Myers (19GG); Yroffctt (1971); and Davis and 
Burchfiel (1973). 



Based on a seismic refraction profile across the Las Vegas Shear Zone from near 
Kingman, Arizona to north of the Las Vegas &ear Zone, Roller (1964) has 
suggested that an anomalously thin crust of 27 km underlies the Black Mountains 
Volcanic Province. Just north of the Las Vegas Shear Zone, the crust increases 
to a more normal thickness of 32 km. This pattern is supported by the existence of 
a northerly trending Bouguer gravity high (USAF, 1968) which is aligned with the 
Black Mountains Volcanic Province, suggesting an upward bulge of the mantle 
beneath this area. This mantle b u l g ~  may be the result of isostatic compensation 
for thin, distended crust in the Black Mountains Volcanic Province. The high 
gravity anomaly, like the volcanic province, terminates north of Lake Mead along 
the Las Vegas Shear Zone and the iIamblin Bay Fault, 

The southern end of the Black Mountains Volcanic Province is complex and 
indefinite, The pattern of volcanism, plutonism and .-orma1 faulting appears to 
terminate in the vicinity of Parker, Arizona, against a broad zone of southeast 
striking faults. Althouh I this fault system is poorly mapped, field reconnaissance 
along portlons of the system near Vicksburg, Arizona has revealed abundant 
slickensides having moderate ~l tmges,  suggesting probable components of strike- 
slip displacement. The amount and sense of displacement along the entire zone 
are  unknown. 

Nye County Volcanic Province: 

A sistilr area of Miocene volcanism, plutonism and extensional normal faulting lies 
northwest of the Las Vcgas Shear Zone in southern Nyc County, Nevada. This area 
is referred to here a s  the Nye County Volcanic Province (see Figure 1 and Plate 2). 
This province is  a northerly trending area of ten know11 volcanic centers, at least 
five of which are  bclieved to be cddera  collapse structures (Ekren, 19G8). 
Within the province detailed geologic studies have bcen conducted in several mining 
areas associated with Tertiary volcanism at Rhyolite, Beatty (Cornwall and 
Kleinhampl, 19G4), and Goldfiela, Nevada (Ransome, 1909; Cornwall, 1972). 
Dctailcd mapping, stratigraphic and geophysical sh~rlies were conducted by the LJ. 
S. Geological Survey in the area of the Atomic J2nerg.y Commission's ,Southern 
Nevada Test Site (see Eckel, 1968). 

The Tertiary ignimbrites and volcanic flows recognized within the Nye County 
Volcanic Province are  estimated to havc a composite chichess of apprardmatcly 9 
km, and a volume estimated to be over 11,000 km3 (Ekrcn, 19G8). Most of these 
rocks range in composition from dacite to rhyolite, although andesite and basalt 
flows a re  locally abundant (Anderson and Ekren, 19G8; Ekren, 1968). The volcanic 
units uncomformably overlie a basement of Paleozoic carbonate rocks, which were 
folded, thrust faulted and metamorphosed during Mesozoic time. Several Mesozoic 
plutons have intruded this Paleozoic basement. 

Numerous small plr .~s,  domes and dikes ranging in composition from rhyolite to 
ande~i te  with minor basalt have intrudcd the Tertiary volc,u~ic cover. These in- 



trusives a r e  similar in composition to the valcanics and a r e  believed to  be feeders 
(Ekren and others, 1971). Larger Tertiary plutons may exist beneath the v o l c d c  
cover, but have not been exposed by erosion, Most of the volcanism and plutonism 
withln the province was sypchronous with Basin Range normal faulting in a time 
span from apprcximately 26.5 to 11 million years  ago (Ekren and others, 1968). 

Tertiary structural deformation within the Nye County Volcanic Province is 
dominated by northerly striking normal faults and by caldera subsidence, doming 
and radial faulting related to the volcanic centers. Known displacements on 
individual faults which form the complex horst and grahen structure of the province 
exceed 900 meters  (Cornwall, 1972). Arcuate faults that r im suhdtdent structures 
have displacements estimated on the basis of gravity m o m ~ l i e s  snd drill data to be 
as  great a s  2,000 meters  (Orkild a . d  others, 1968). However, much of the Basin 
Range structure is masked by the youngest volcanic mc'  m d  the full extent of 
normal faulting i s  unknown. On the basib of gravity da . w r a l  basins a r e  
estimated to be fille3 with a s  much a s  4.8 km of volcan~,,  : ,;k (Healey, 1968). 
Stiuctural control of these basins i s  suggested by the st. .., ..orth trending grain of 
t ! ~  gravity anomaly patterns. 

The Nvc County Volcanic Province terminates southward against the northwestern 
end of the L3s Vcgas Shear Zone. This complex structural intersection involves a 
\vcst\vard flexure of the ranges immcdiatcly north of the Las Vegas Shcar Zone, 
and includes sevcral short northcast striking faults believed to have undergone 
lcft-lateral strike-slip movcrnent of between 3 and 5 km (Ekren, 1968). This 
complex pattern of deformation i s  similnr to that of thc c;lstern end of the Las Vegas 
Shear Zonc north of Lake Mead, Nevada. No definitc continuation of the Las Vegas 
Shcar Zonc has been recognized wcst of thc Nyc County Volcanic Province. 

Chronology: 

Thc structural model proposed hcrc for thc late 'I'crtiarv deformation in the 
southern B s i n  Range Provincc i s  supported b;r  thc s ~ w h r o n i s m  of strike-slip 
movement on the Las Vegas S h c : ~  Zone and volc:misln, ~dutonism, and normal 
faulting in the two areas  of infcrred crustal c-xtcnsion. 

Thc folding and thrust filulting of the Scvicr orogcny \vithin thtb southern Basin 
Range Province i s  believed ~o have bccn confined to a x l a t i ~ e ! ~  brief time 
span of from 90 to 75 million years ago (Fleck, l970b). This orogcnic eptsodc 
is rcflcctcd in scvcv:rl deposits of Cretaceous co1itincnt:ll c1:tstic sediments in 
the area north ::nd west of Lake W a d  (1,ongw~ll and othcrs, 1965). Thc ;ic\dCr 
orogeny ap:jc:trs t ~ ,  have bccn followed by a long period o f  rct1:itivc stability 
:md modelxtc~ crosion which rcsultcd in n i)r"nd tcrrnnc of sut~ducd topogrn; .~y. 



During mid-Tertiary time the area south of Lake Mead appears to have formed 
a broad arch, which shed arkosic conglomerates and fanglomercstett contnin- 
ing fragments of Precambrian rock toward the northeast. These sediments 
overlie an erosional surface cut in the Paleozoic rock of the weatern Colorado 
Plateau northeast of Kingman, Arizona. The sediments are  conformably 
overlain by the Peach Springs Tuff,variously dated at 18.3? 0.6 millJon years 
(Lucchitta, 1972) and 16.9: 0.4 million years (Young and Brennan, 1974). 
These rclationships indicate that by Miocene time, erosion had unroofed 
Precambrian basement in the arch south of Lake Meat+, and that major normal 
faulting had not yet occurred to separate depositional areas on the Colorado 
Plateau from source a re r s  in the ancestral Basin Range Provlrm (Lucchitta, 
1972). Following deposition of the Peach Springs 'ruff, Basin Ranke faulting 
disrupted the northeast flowing drainage, leading to formation of a new 
pattcrn of isolated structural depressions filled by basin deposit8 (Lucchitta, 
1972). 

In the Black Mountains Volcanic Province t i e  oldest volcanic rocks overlying 
the Precambrian cry~tal l ine basement are  hf' units from the Patsy Minc 
volcanics believed to be 18.6 million years old (Anderson an3 others, 1972). 
Dates from the upper Patsy Mine volcanics indicate an age of about 14.5 
million years. This ranga in dates suggests that 13,000 feet of volcanic rock 
were erupted over a period of approximately 1 milliun years. The youngest 
volcanic units of volumetric significance in the area consist of biffe a d  
flows dated at 12.7 million years (Anderson and others, 1972). Most of the 
epizond plutonic rocks in the Black Mountains Volcanic Province range in age 
from 18 to 10 million years. 

In the area of the Nye County Volcanic Province, the chronology of volcanism 
and structural deformation is similar. A subdurd erosional surface developed 
on the folded and thrust faulted Paleozoic basement in early Tertizry time. 
This surface was overlain by a widespread welded tuff dated at 26.5 million 
years (Ekrcn and others, 1968). Normal faults striking toward the northeast 
and northwest developed shortly after the eruption of this tuff unit. Typica! 
ncrth trending Basin Range faults first began to form in the area sometime 
after deposition of a tuff breccia dated at 17.8 million years, and continued to 
form eyrxhronously with the cruption of subsequent volcmic units. Much of 
the normal faulting followed eruption of the Timber. Mountain caldera 11 
million ycars ago; however, the present mountain ranyes a r e  bclicvcd to have 
been well defined prior to extrusion of the Thirsty Canyon Tuff dated ~t 7 
million years (Ekren and others, 1968). 

In summary, thc first Tertiary volcanism '2nd Basin Rangc normal faultPxg 
hegan in the Black hIountains and Nyc Cour.ty Volcanic Provinces approx- 
irn:\telv 20 million years ago. Strike-slip deformation on the I,ns Vcgas 
Shear Zone apncars to have begun about 17 million ycars ago and to haw con- 
tinued synchronously with ihqeous activity and extensional normal faulting in 



both provinces. Major strike-slip movement, and silicic volcanism and 
plutonism ended by approximately 10 d l l i o n  years ago. 

hlineralization: 

Gold, silver, and minor copper mineralization within the Black Mountains and 
Nye County Volcanic Provinces is believed to be genetically related to the 
unique igneous and structural settings of these areas of inferred crustal 
extens ion. 

Within the Black Mountains Volcanic Province major gold and silver deposits 
have been mined in the Eldorado and Searchlight districts in Clark County, 
Nevada, and in the Catherine and Oatman districts east of the Colorado River 
in Arizona. Small mine workings and prospects for gold, silver and copper 
a re  found throughout the province. The known ore deposits a re  spatially 
associated with the silicic intrusive bodies of Miocene age that have intruded 
the Precardirian basement and volcanic cover within the province (Bechtold 
a id  others, 1973). The ore bodies typically occur a s  veins having quartz, 
calcite and adularia gangue; disseminated sulphide mineralization is generally 
rare, The mineralized veins are localized along the northerly striking normal 
faults which dominate the structure of the province, and along transverse 
faults, some of which are  known to have had strike-slip movement. Several 
of the richer districts appear to be located in areas where this transverse 
structural trend is well developed (see Volborth, 1973). Formation of the 
minerzlized veins postdated the bulk of volcanism and plutonism in the Black 
Mountains Volcanic Province, but probably occurred synchronously with 
ia,e normal faulting and dike intrusion. Mineralized veins frequently show 
several generations of fracturing and deposition of quartz and calcite (see 
Ransome, 1923, p. 35). 

In the Nye County Volcanic Province gold, silver and minor wpper deposits 
have been mined in many areas, including the Gldfield, Tonopah and Bullfrog 
districts. These districts a re  spatially associated with Tertiary volcanic cen- 
ters and are  similar to the deposits of the Black Mountains Volcanic Pro- 
vince in ore and gangue mineralogy, and structural settings. The veins are  
generally aligned along northerly striking normal faults o r  fracture zones with- 
in the Tertiary intrusive rocks and volcanics. In the Bullfrog district most of 
the known mineralized veins are along normal faults that a re  believed to be 
boundary faults for the Bullfrog Hills caldera (Cornwall and Kleinhampl, 1964). 

The distributions and ages of known mineralization within parts of the Nye 
County Volcanic Province have been summarized by Albers and Kleinhampl 
(1970). The mineralization in different parts of the province is believed to 
have followed the bulk of local volcanism and plutonism, Mineralization -in the 
Bullfrog district is  thought to be less than 11 million years old; mineral!?at!sn 
at Goldfield is  believed to have occurred approximately 21 million years 



ago and at Tonopah, between 22 and 17.5 million years ago, 

Conclusions : 

The diagrammatic structural model illustrated in Figure 2 unifies many of the 
temporal and spatial relationships between strike-slip movement on the Las Vegas 
Shear Zone and normal faulting, volcanism, plutonism, and mineralization in the 
Black Mountains and Nye County Volcanic Provinces. The Las Vegas Shear Zone 
is believed to have functioned as a transform fault, separating two areas of simul- 
taneous crustal extension and formation of new crust by volcanism and plutonism. 

As shown in Figure 2, the Las Vegas Shear Zone is mechanically similar to a 
ridge-ridge transform fault - describe3 by Wilson (1965, p. 343) a s  a type of fault 
for which " . . . . the horizontal shear motion along the faulc ends abruptly by being 
changed into an expanding tensional motion across the ridge o r  rift with a 
[corresponding] change of seismicity. l1  Wilson (1965, p. 343) describes transform 
faults a s  " . . . . a separate class of horizontal shear faults . . . . which terminate - 
abruptly at both ends, but which nevertheless may show great displacements. l '  

Wilson's distinction between transform faults and other - strike-slipfaults - has been 
challenged by Garfunkel (1972, p. 3491), who argues that . . . . all [strike-slip 
faults] must terminate on structures ir! which surface area is increased o r  
decreased. This is a direct consequence of the occurrence of strike-slips on these 
faults. " Garfunkel considers ridge-ridge transform faults - to be a type i f  strike- 
slip fault that cuts and displaces oceanic crust formed in part synchronously with 
fault movement. We believe that the Las Vegas Shear Zone is a continental 
analogue of such a structure. 

In a less restricted use of the term, the concept of intracontinentsl t rr  ~ s f o r m  
faulting has been proposed for other structures in the southern Basin Rar,g2 
Paovince. The left-lateral displacement on the Garlock Fault Zone of eastern 
California is believed to be the result of westward crustal extension on Basin Range 
normal faults north of the fault zone (Hamilton and hiyers, 1966; Elders and others, 
1970; Davis and Burchfiel, 1973). Left-lateral displacement on the Pahranagat 
Shear System in southern Lincoln County, Nevada is postulated to have resulted 
from differential amounts of extension on Basin Range normal faults northeast and 
southwest of the shear system (Liggett and Fhrenspeck, 1974). 

The tectonic model proposed here for thc Cas Vegas Shear Zone is largely 
mechanical, and does not explain the drivjng mechanisms for crustal extension o r  
the physicochemical controls of magma genesis and minerali~ation in the areas of 
inferred crustal extension. It i s  hoped that this model will provide a basis for 
future investigations of these intriguing problems. 

This investigation has benefited greatly from the detailed work of many other 
geologists in the southern Basin Range Province. In addition, the synthesis of 
data presented here was facilitated by ana1,ysis and interpretation of synoptic 



imagery from the ERTS-1 satellite. The ERTS-1 imageky has provided an 
effective tool for the study of regional tectonic patterns aud for guiding research to 
confirm interpretation. 
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SUBSIDIARY REMOTE S E N m G  DATA OVER THE 
ARGUS EXPLORATION COMPANY TEST SITE 

Argus Exploration Cumpany 
555 South Flower Street - Suite 3670 

Los Angeles, California 90071 

Prepared for 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 

Greenbelt, Maryland 20771 



SUAWIDTARY REMOTE SENSING DATA 
OVER THE ARGUS EXPLORATION COVPANY TEST SITE 

The subsidiary NASA remote sensing data and USGS-USAF high altitude photo- 
graphic coverage of the Argus Exploration Company test site a r e  indexed in the 
following reference Tables and Plates. The remote sensing data used in this 
investigation was acquired through tile following programs: 

NASA Pre-ERTS Investigator Support (PEIS) Data 

The Pre-ERTS Investigator Support (PEIS) program was operated by the NASA- 
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, California. The imagery was recorded 
from tJ-2 aircraft flying at a l t i t ud~s  of approximately 65,000 feet. Sensors include 
the Vinten and Wild RC-10 cameras and r.he GSFC ERTS simulation multispectral 
scanner system. The films used were black and white Plus X-2402, Aerographic 
infrared 2424, and Aerochrome infrared 2443. 

Plate 7 shows the geographic position of the PEIS program flight lines over the 
Argus Exploration Company test  site. These flights a r e  also indexed by county in 
the tables which include the PEIS flight numbers, sensing systems, film types, 
spectral bands, assession n~lmbers  and dates. Plate 7 and thc accompanying 
Tables a r e  desigced to enable the interested reader to identify available coverage 
over specific areas. The data can be obtained through the EROS Data C.jnter, 
Sioux Falls, South Dakoia, 57198. 

NASA Earth 0bser:rafion Aircraft Program 

The NASA Earth Observation -4ircraft Prog2am was flown by the NASA-L. B. 
Johnson Space Centsr, Houston, using both low and high altitude aircraft. The data 
were recorded at a variety of scales with sensors which recorded in ultraviolet, 
visible, near infrared and rzdar  portions of the spectrum. 

Imagery recorded in this program is indexed in the following Tables by county, 
with a listing of the AMS ! :250,000 map sheets in which the NASA test site occurs, 
NASA test site numbers, NASA mission numbers, sensor types, film types, 
formats, assession numbers, and dates. 

Due to the small. a rea  covered by many of the sensors,  the available imagery has 
not been p1.otted on the index maps. 

Flig'lt tracks showing the geographic areas  covered by USGS-USAF U-2 photography 
a r c  presented on a topographic base map in Platc 8. This plate indicates the geo- 



graphic positions of key, consecutively numbered frames along each numbered 
flight line. These flights are  not included in the accompanying Tables. The 
photographs were taken from approximately 65,000 feet using panchromatic black 
and white film with vertical, left oblique and nght oblique look directions. The 
photography is available in 9 x 9 inch format from the EROS Data Center. In 
addition to the subsidiary remote sensing data discussed above, low altitude black 

white aerial photography is available over the entire test site. Index maps 
skowing this coverage and referencing the agencies from which the coverage i s  
available may be obtained from: 

Map Information Office - Stop 507 
U. S. Geological Survey National Center 
Reston, Virginia 22092 
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